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“The Youtube(r) Conspiracy”: How does ‘performing the most mundane tasks in 
front of a camera’ become the next big thing? 

1. Introduction:  
In today’s day and age, entertainment habits of people are fast changing under the 

influence of social media. People lean towards options that can be customizable for their 

own lifestyles and they want to be in control. Therefore, social media platforms like 

Youtube that cater to personal interest have slowly started to replace traditional media by 

allowing the people to have the control they wished for.  

That being the case the passive ways of receiving the content and then consuming it that 

took place in traditional media are getting outdated. They are slowly but surely being 

replaced by the notion of co-creating and sharing the content with online communities. 

This paradigm shift has made the title content creator a valid profession recently. Many 

websites, blogs and social media accounts are under the creative management of these 

content creators. Youtube is no different.  
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Executive Summary: This paper focuses on the Internet phenomenon of Youtube 

celebrities -aka Youtubers- and their rising success and fame in popular culture. The 

primary aim of this research is to pinpoint which underlying factors play a role in 

bringing this aforementioned success to Youtube celebrities and how these factors can be 

interpreted for future content creators. To reach this goal some important events (e.g. 

when the initial audience is captured, the significant recognition is gained, the large 

audience is maintained, etc.) that take place in the career timeline of Youtubers are 

evaluated through qualitative methods by getting insights from both the audience and 

the content creators. The theories driven from marketing (e.g. tribal marketing), 

branding (e.g. self as a brand, brand communities etc.) and social media literature (e.g. 

social network, audience analysis, Youtube, etc.) guide this paper; however, they are not 

vis-a-vis implemented. At the end, data analysis shows that Youtube success is finding 

the good ratio between factors that influences how Youtuber’s channel, persona and 

content are perceived as well as forming and maintaining a strong online community. 
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Active since 2005, Youtube has been slowly becoming a hub of user-led content and as of 

today it would not be wrong to say that Youtube is living its golden age. Not only Youtube 

as s company but also the content creators benefit from the golden age. The more and 

more success stories have started to arise from Youtube as content creators increasingly 

gain more recognition and audience base. 

Thus far Youtube gave birth to many public figures, self-claimed authors, movie makers, 

actors, singers, song writers along with million more profitable channel owners. Content 

creators or as they call themselves Youtubers not only gain recognition and fame but they 

also make a wealthy living out of Youtube by putting vast array of content out there. From 

cat videos to internet viral, from make-up tutorials to manicure videos, from gaming to 

vlogging Youtubers have been recording themselves while doing the most mundane tasks 

and surprisingly find more and more interested audience for these self expressive content. 

Therefore, it is hard not to ask the following question: How have Youtubers become this 

successful?  

2. Literature Review: 
In order to answer that question let’s take a look at how marketing and social media 

literature have to say about contribute to the phenomenon. 

   

In recent years, media scholar have been focusing on very vividly observable paradigm 

shift that has been taking place within the media studies and between the roles of 

traditional and social media. As this paradigm shift has been captured in many works, it 

can be simply described as a redefinition process of many concepts, facts, and roles in 

media context. This is a process where traditional and new converges in the minds of  

people; where these people grasp a new way of using, creating, and participating media; 

where this way requires active user participation; hence, alters the definition of “audience” 

and the way of audiences connect (Jenkins, 2006; Owens, 2014; Bechmann & Lomborg, 

2013; Rosen, 2006; Van Dijck, 2013).  
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One of the most important components of this transition is the new practice patterns and 

roles that the users of the media take on. The emergence of social media and its primary 

tool of Social Network Sites (SNSs) have led to a revision of how different participants of 

media are traditionally perceived. The linear sender-receiver progression of media and the 

clear line between who is the sender and who is the receiver has been diminished. Instead, 

media scholars have started to discuss what “publics” really are as well as started to 

introduce concepts like community and ‘produsers’ around SNSs (Bruns, 2007; 

Papacharissi, 2011; Baym, 2010). 

Another discussion coming as an inevitable follow-up of new interactive participation of 

media users, in other words their produsage of media, is how the content is created on 

SNSs. Now that users of social media has been taking a rather substantial part over social 

media and leaving their passive role of information receiver, instead, they would gain a 

novel role of information creator, updater, and receiver all at the same time. This 

procedure of content creation is never finite for social media; rather it is a never-ending 

cyclical process, which can be theorized as ‘user-led content creation’ (Bruns, 2007).  

In alignment with the summarized social media literature, marketing literature is also 

browsed to come up with concepts and theories that can back up the current media 

studies. Initially the digital consumption is taken under scrutiny to make sense how 

customers modify and alter their sense of self in today’s digital world (Belk, 2013). After 

that a bit of retrospective literature analysis is conducted to understand how brand 

communities are created in order to catch parallels between the online communities and 

the brand communities (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Considering there might also be some 

similarities with tribalization of current society a further review is done on Cova and Cova’s 

work (2002).  

  

3. Methodology:  
3.1 Research Question and Sub-Questions: 

Although the literature review provided many theories and concept that can potentially 

explain the current dynamics on Youtube, still not one research that can vis-a-vis apply to 

the phenomenon of Youtube success has presented itself. Therefore, it is decided to 
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conduct a research that could potentially enlighten the concept and give more detailed 

insights. This being the case, this paper evolves around the following research question: 

 — “What are the underlying factors that define the success for Youtube celebrities?” 

In order to address this question, the career journey of a Youtuber is taken into 

consideration as a whole. Then the progression of this journey, in other words the 

development of a Youtube channel, is dissected into significant events that are considered 

as milestones and trends observable in various different channels. These events are: 

capturing an initial audience, 

gaining a significant recognition, 

maintaining the captured attention and recognition. 

These specific moments are especially chosen due to two reasons. First, they respectively 

mimic the introduction, maturity and growth stages of the traditional ‘product life cycle’ 

theory (Day, 1981). The resemblance makes it easier to grasp the research concept by 

compartmentalizing the overall journey. Second, they provide a useful timeline for the 

respondents of this research to reminisce and share their experiences better; hence, prove 

to be helpful to investigate the research question. 

These three events can be interpreted as stages of a hypothetical ‘Youtube channel life 

cycle’. The word ‘hypothetical’ is specifically chosen here because although these events are 

observable across many channels, the timing, frequency and duration of their occurrence 

can vary for each case. Meaning, a channel can achieve 100,000 subscribers in three 

months after its launch whereas another might take 1.5 years to reach that point or one 

channel might hit several recognition points intermittently along its life cycle rather than 

following one steady growth or another can observe fast recognition followed by fast 

cooling down period resulting to maintain the same amount of audience for the rest of its 

lifetime. 

Due to this variation, Youtube channel life cycle does not constitute to a theoretical 

framework (at least) for this research, instead, it works as a conceptual tool to provide a 
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laddering roadmap for collecting data and leading up to the main question at hand. In 

accordance with this three-stage-tool, the following sub-questions are generated to back up 

the main research question:  

How does a Youtube celebrity capture an initial audience and continue to attract 

new ones? 

What causes a Youtube celebrity to gain a significant recognition within the 

Youtube community? 

How does a Youtube celebrity manage to retain the gained audience and 

recognition? 

What are the implications of the insights gathered from these questions for 

future content creators?  

3.2 Data Collection:  

The Youtube success is a phenomenon that highly depends on understanding Youtube as a 

platform, the community that it gathers, the social norms that it entails and the dynamic 

interaction and co-creation between its participants. In other words, Youtube is a virtual 

but social world and the best way to make sense of it is through investigating how its 

participants experience and interpret this social phenomenon around them. Therefore, this 

research is more about words than numbers making qualitative research more appropriate 

for investigation (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

In addition, as it is discussed previously, there are several models and concepts deductible 

from marketing and social media literatures that can be modified to explain what 

influences Youtube success. However, there is not one commonly-accepted theory to apply 

for this concept; hence, making it vital to deduct the theory out of research rather than vice 

versa. Qualitative research is again a good fit to convey this inductive relationship between 

the research and the theory (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

  

Even though the research-then-theory sequence is defined, it is important to establish that 

this paper adopts a postmodern discourse. Therefore, the aim is not defining one theory 

that is de facto instead understanding the social phenomena surrounding Youtube by 
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acknowledging social and cultural contexts. In other words, the aim is to generate an 

eclectic understanding rather than defining boundaries (Bowker, 2011; Firat & Venkatesh, 

1995).  

To achieve this, in-depth interviews are chosen as the qualitative tool to gather insights 

from the participants of Youtube community. This paper also carries ethnographical 

qualities although this approach is not used for data collection. To explain further, data 

gathered for the research is only extracted from in-depth interviews; however, the research 

concept evolving around Youtube success is developed and highly influenced by the 

author’s personal experiences. She has been an active audience member in Youtube 

community for eight years following various Youtube channels from different genres. This 

personal involvement has enabled her to observe and experience the Youtube culture at 

first hand and allowed her to make sense of the dynamics and social setting in general.  

3.2.i In-Depth Interviews:

In total six in-depth interviews are conducted for this research aiming to cover Youtube 

experience thoroughly. This particular qualitative research method is used to further 

emphasize the inductive stand point and use personal experiences and reflections to reach 

a holistic knowledge (Weiss, 1994). In-depth interviews also give opportunity to break 

down Youtube life cycle processes by allowing one-to-one interaction. This way even the 

‘guilty pleasures’ or the ‘unpopular opinions’ come to surface without the fear of judgement 

allowing to find out the underlying reasons of preference and decision as the main research 

question entails.  

This method is also considered as an effective way to let respondents ‘narrate their 

Youtube story’. Narration plays a vital role for this particular research because it 

neutralizes the authority perception associated with the researcher by giving the power and 

the spotlight to the respondents. This not only creates an open and encouraging 

environment for participants to share more but also gives them an outlet to become their 

Youtube persona and play the role whether them being the audience or the content creator 

(Riessman, 2008). It is know that people develop different social identities for different 

social settings and online platforms like Youtube is one of those many social settings. 
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These online identities are especially vital to investigate for this research because they can 

be developed more freely since they are ‘disembodied identities’, only existing in words 

and actions— not in reality (Baym, 2010). Overall they add up to the Youtube experience of 

the respondents, if not define it, and help to uncover even more underlying factors that 

shape this experience. 

3.2.ii Respondent Profiles: 

As previously mentioned, six interviews are conducted with people who represent the two 

significant user group within the Youtube community: the audience and the content 

creator. Although the boundaries defining actor roles in today’s social media become 

increasingly blurry, the audience-and-producer distinction is kept to a minimum for the 

purpose of streamlining the data collection and interpretation (Bechmann & Lomborg, 

2012).  

This research is initially designed as an audience study that aims to reveal the success 

factors through the people who award the success at the end. However, this idea is quickly 

dismissed since the one way causality it suggests not only fails to acknowledge the co-

creation of content and culture in online communities (Bruns, 2007) but also biases the 

study by disregarding the content creators’ impact on their own success. Therefore, a 

diverse group of six participants that consist of four audience members and two content 

creators are selected. The four-to-two ratio is considered fit because it allows researcher to 

gain as much user experience possible but also gives an opportunity to cross check the 

validity and implementability of this information through the content creators.  

Demographics of the research group can be summarized as follows: three female and three 

male participants whose age varies between 20 and 26. They are either conducting or 

recently concluded their higher education and majority of them have part-time jobs. They 

come from various different cultural backgrounds but they all currently live in Denmark. 

At this point it is important to clarify that although their demographics have significance, 

these qualities have not primarily impacted their selection as a respondent. Their diverse 

experience and involvement with Youtube has made them a valuable source of 

information.  
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The content creators from the research group are specifically chosen because they 

represent two big communities on Youtube with their channels: beauty/lifestyle and 

gaming. Joanna has her channel for little over a year but has become more active for last 

six months putting out lifestyle, health, self-empowerment content regularly. As of 

September 2016, she has approximately 4,000 subscribers (Appendix.7). On the other 

hand, Marah is more experienced in comparison since he has his gaming and technology 

channel since 2011. He is a part of Youtube Partnership Program and has around 13,500 

subscribers as of September, 2016 (Appendix.8).  

The audience representatives of the research group are selected based on their usage and 

activity levels of Youtube. Although they follow various channels from different genres, 

their most-preferred-to-watch Youtubers belong to either lifestyle or gaming community 

making it convenient to align the data gathered from both user groups. The brief personal 

information about audience respondents can be found in the beginning of their interview 

transcriptions located in Appendix.4—9. Furthermore,  a small prototyping study is done 

based on these respondents’ Youtube watching habits since they portray diverse patterns 

and utilize Youtube differently from one another. This way readers can familiarize 

themselves with the respondents which may come handy during “Findings” section. These 

prototypes aim to explain what Youtube means to different audience groups that are 

involved in this study by portraying them and their characters in real terms (Wansink, 

2000).  

Maris - “Search Engine Optimizer”: Maris is the person of many interests: music, 

fitness, cooking, finance, technology, etc. He likes to switch between his interests 

without getting wind up on one for too long. He keeps up with popular culture 

and follows comedians like Jimmy Fallon and John Oliver. To him Youtube is 

only a very convenient tool. His Youtube experience is not emotional at all but 

fully utilitarian. He uses the platform for information seeking purposes and 

enjoys review and how-to videos evolve around his current interests. His Youtube 

motto is: ‘Youtube is the new Google.’  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Ines - “Youtube & Chill Person”: Ines is the traditional definition of girl in her 

early 20’s: fit, fun and fresh. She strikes a good balance between music, fashion, 

movies and popular culture without getting too obsesses but always keeping 

herself informed. Youtube replaces TV for her and provide endless 

entertainment. Whether it being her teen year picks or the contemporary 

Youtube sensations, she regularly watches her favorite Youtubers and keeps up 

with trends. Her Youtube motto is: ‘Youtube for the thrill of it.’  

Lisa - “Ultimate Fangirl”: Lisa is the ultimate girly girl that loves anything beauty, 

fashion and make-up. Self-empowerment and positivity are important concepts 

for her. She is currently considering taking the leap of faith and moving to 

Australia where she plans to occupy herself with wedding planning. Youtube is an 

obsession for her. She follows her long and all time favorite Youtubers -with her 

words- religiously every day. These people have become part of her life and daily 

routine that she would feel incomplete if she could not watch them anymore. Her 

Youtube motto is: ‘Go Youtube!’ 

David - “Quick Break Taker”: David is one of those people who is too busy living 

the life itself. He juggles between his studies, work, fitness goals and weekend 

partying plans that he has no time to waste. To him Youtube is a great way to take 

a break from his busy schedule and entertain or inform himself. His online 

interests levitates towards gamers or vloggers depending on the mood he is in. 

He likes witnessing other people’s lives in the form of time-lapsed video or 

watching a video game being played as if watching a football match. His Youtube 

motto is: ‘Youtube is my 30-minute alone time!’ 

3.2.iii Data Collection and Analysis: 

Data collection process started out with creating the interview questionnaire. Two sets of 

questions are generated for targeting the content creators and the audience (Appendix.4 & 

Appendix.5). The procedure to generate these questions is based on following the Youtube 

life cycle stages of initial audience, significant recognition and popularity maintenance. 

Basically interviews consist of three parts corresponding to these stages where several 
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questions are generated to fit under each part. In addition several other questions that 

reflect upon general inquiries and experiences about Youtube are added to the framework 

even if they cannot classified as one of the life cycle stages. Similarly impromptu follow up 

questions that take place during the interviews allow to gain deeper understanding.  

In order to purposefully achieve this deep understanding, the laddering interview 

technique is also used which evolves around the concept of asking several ‘why’ questions 

as follow up until the respondent reveals the underlying or not always apparent reasoning 

behind their actions, preferences and perceptions (Wansink, 2000). The laddering 

interview technique aligns well with the research question and reinforces the narrative 

approach explained in previous section.  

Due to the fact that this research is about reaching a holistic understanding through 

individual experiences, the main sets of interview questionnaires are slightly altered for 

each respondent. These personalized questions can be found prior to each respondents’  

interview transcriptions documented through Appendix.6—11.  

Fitting the meaning of ‘in-depth’, each interview lasted an hour and 15 minutes on average 

generating very information heavy data sets that required organization and a smart way for 

interpretation. To fulfill this requirement, the thematic analysis is applied to these data 

sets following the basic sequence of descriptive coding, interpretive coding and 

overarching themes (King & Horrocks, 2010). The purpose of the descriptive coding stage 

is getting the researcher familiarized with the data by pinpointing relevant material that 

can or might answer the research question. So during this stage, interview transcriptions 

are read thoroughly and the parts that carry valuable insights regarding respondents’ 

experiences are highlighted; then, the descriptive codes are assigned (Appendix.2; King & 

Horrocks, 2010). 

The next stage on the sequence is interpretive coding which plays the role of scratching the 

surface of the material pointed out as relevant by interpreting the meaning behind it. The 

similar descriptive codes are grouped together at this stage and assigned to a broader 

concept which is also known as interpretive codes (Appendix.3; King & Horrocks, 2010). 
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At the end of coding stages, the data sets are turned into individual data flowcharts but 

they still require interdisciplinary connection. So overarching themes stage aims to reduce 

the individuality of these data flowcharts by assigning key themes to bridge them together 

and turning them in a functioning system (King & Horrocks, 2010). This being the final 

stage, the themes actually construct the findings of the research; therefore, they are 

visually presented and fully explained in the next section.  

4. Findings and Discussion: 
Before presenting the research findings in detail and discussing their implications, it is 

beneficial to revisit the main research question and elaborate on it from a broader 

perspective. 

‘What are the underlying factors that define the success for Youtube celebrities?’ is defined 

as the main question that this paper tries to shed light on. In order to fully grasp this 

research concept and what this question stands for, the phrase ‘underlying success factors’ 

needs to be defined. The simplest way to do so is through analyzing the Youtube success as 

a whole and then making the distinction between which factors count as underlying and 

which can be considered more obvious or common sense.  

While investigating the research question, the concept of ‘underlying factors’ are not 

introduced to the respondents as well. Instead they are encouraged to share their 

perceptions and reflections regarding the Youtube success within a broad context. 

However, after analyzing their responses and coming up with key themes, it becomes 

evident that there are indeed two main sets of success factors. One of them being more 

traceable and quantifiable aspects of success such as number of subscribers or brand 

sponsorships and the other one being more experience-bases and qualifiable aspects of 

success such as being a relatable Youtuber or having a voice to be influencing.  

This being the case, the ‘non-underlying factors’ traced through interviewee responses are 

not excluded from the presentation of the findings since they reinforce the comprehension 

of ‘underlying factors’ by acting as yin to their yang. The non-underlying factors are 

divided into six different aspects which are elaborated in the next section and can be listed 
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as: technical, numerical, contextual, technological, commercial and personal aspects. On 

the other hand underlying factors consist of community formation and spectra of Youtube 

success which are again fully discussed in the next section. The overall ‘Youtube Success 

Factors’ idea map with all themes and sub-themes can be seen on Appendix.1. However, 

the condensed version of the idea map is presented down below to give a better 

visualization before moving on to the elaborate discussion of research findings. 

4.1 Non-Underlying Success Factors: 

The non-underlying factors are common sense aspects that can bring or define Youtube 

success. These factors are easily addressable even by the people who are not part of 

Youtube community per se but familiar with the platform. Even though non-underlying 

factors are quickly detectable, they fail to explain why successful Youtubers are successful 

in the long run. They simply act as a bare minimum criteria for establishing a career on 

Youtube rather than giving insightful information about Youtube success and consist of six 

sub-themes which are as follows: 

4.1.i Technical Aspects: 

This criteria highlights the technical properties of a video that can be used to generate 

more attention and views. Generally aspects like video title, video thumbnail, video length 

along with tags and keywords assigned to a video fall under this category. Picking a clever a 

title that can generate attention and curiosity are definitely preferable by Youtubers. One 
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of the recent trends on Youtube is ‘clickbait titles’ which trick audience to click on a video 

by creating false expectations. One of the respondents of the audience group, Ines also 

mentions her take on this new trend: ‘Clickbait! I HAVE to click on. Then you watch the 

video for 30 minutes and it has nothing to do with the title. But I admit, it works for me.’ 

Similarly respondents also mention the importance of assigning video tags properly since 

it has an overall effect on Youtube’s search engine optimization. On the other hand video 

length and thumbnail are again directly correlated with capturing audience attention. 

Content creator Joanna explains Sex always sells! So like, you know, if you post like a nice 

bikini picture you’ll get shit loads of views the importance of a video thumbnail in a witty 

way: ‘Sex always sells! So if you post a nice bikini picture you’ll get lots of views.’ 

4.1.ii Numerical Aspect:

The numerical aspects are the two important performance indicators on Youtube: number 

of views and number of subscribers. They primarily define what Youtube success is to the 

naked eye and once they reach a certain level they can stimulate further recognition and 

popularity for Youtubers. 

They are not only instant feedback mechanisms for content creators but they are also 

status symbols attached to a channel that have direct effect on audience’s watching 

preferences. As one of the respondents, Lisa puts it: ‘I always look at how many views and 

subscribers the channels have because if they have a lot, then you are like they must be 

good.’  

4.1.iii Contextual Aspects:  
The contextual aspects include success factors that are closely related to the content 

creation. Respondents generally refer to this as ‘quality content’ whether it be trendy and 

viral videos like Carpool Karaoke with James Corden or cleverly edited vlog from Casey 

Neistat. The proper definition of a quality content is yet to be achieve based on data 

analysis since what is considered ‘quality’ is very subjective but respondents generally 

associated keywords like funny, interesting, fun, and trendy with what they consider as 

quality content.  
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4.1.iv Technological Aspect:

This criteria includes all tech specs that can increase the quality of the video. In this case 

assessing what is a quality video is easier since it is more tangible. A video shot with a good 

camera, recorded in an appropriate set with good lighting and sound, and edited 

professionally can be considered qualified enough.  

Technological aspects can increase the number of views since any advancements that can 

make a video more enjoyable to watch count. However, in this day and age, technological 

proficiency is an expectation rather than a competition on Youtube. Joanna also mentions 

her experience with technological standards on Youtube: ‘My best friend told me I should 

really start focusing on the lights, set-up and the background. So I started doing that. 

Definitely that’s when the boom [in views] started to happen as well. Maybe [it was] not 

[important] in the past because I think there were so little Youtubers that people clicked 

anyway.’ 

4.1.v Commercial Aspects: 

Commercial aspects are perceived as a broad concept that is highly associated with what 

Youtube success is. Meaning respondents frequently give Youtubers’ commercial 

achievements as an answer when they are asked what success is on Youtube. These 

achievements can be Youtube Partnership Program, sponsorships, brand deals, affiliate 

codes and links, collaborations with big brands and personal merchandise and branding. 

A fitting and simple example to the relationship between commercial aspects and Youtube 

success can come from one of Lisa’s responses when she is asked how she defines 

Youtubers’ success: ‘[When] they make a lot of millions! Seriously, I think when you can 

live off of it.’ 

4.1.vi Personal Aspects: 

This criteria contains the any personality traits of Youtubers that can bring extra attention 

and recognition to their channel. Again it is one of the harder to define sub-themes of non-

underlying factors; however, respondents mention Youtubers’ persona as an important 
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element that can shape their interest and preferences. They generally use keywords and 

phrases like charisma, interesting personality and audience tolerance towards Youtubers 

to define what they mean by personal aspects.  

This is also an important criteria to one of the content creators of the research. Marah 

thinks personality is one the most important factors that will define your channel’s success 

saying: ‘Everybody has their own personality, everybody has their own characteristics. If 

you can work with yourself to be authentic, then you can become magnetic.’ 

4.2 Underlying Factors: 

The underlying factors are more experience based and qualifiable aspects that influence 

what Youtube success is. These factors correspond to the reality that is below surface; 

hence, the name ‘underlying’ and are discovered by capturing the reasoning behind 

respondents’ actions and preferences. Due to their intangible nature they are not as 

measurable and vastly applicable as non-underlying factors. Meaning they should be 

treated as customizable parameters that can explain how success is defined from case to 

case. The underlying factors are divided into two sub-themes: community formation and 

spectra of Youtube success. 

4.2.i Community Formation: 

Youtube harbors many online 

communities in itself, no matter 

how big or small these  

communities are, they gather 

millions of people from different 

backgrounds under one  cause or 

interest. The sense of sharing a 

reality bring these individuals 

together and reinforce them to 

develop a collective sense of 

belonging. They create their own 

public discourses, languages,  
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norms, personalities and at the end develop a sense of responsibility for one another much 

like real life communities (Muniz & O’Guin, 2011; Chau, 2010).  

Although Youtube communities are getting bigger each passing day, this is still a rare 

connection that not every content creator can capture with their audience or manage to 

maintain after it is captured. It is a very remarkable and special bond that requires time 

and effort and it adds up to the overall Youtube experience. Therefore it is one the most 

important elements that can lead to Youtube success and in order to understand it better 

community formation is divided into two categories: Youtube experience and 

responsibility of Youtuber.  

� Youtube Experience: Youtube is no longer only about watching a video. It is about 

keeping up with trends, interacting with other audience members or fellow 

content creators, co-creating content, being connected and having a real 

relationship with the online community.  
 
During data collection, there has been several cues coming from both the 

audience and content creator groups that indicate the fragility of this experience. 

According to participants, their Youtube experience is the full package and even 

an element would be missing out of it, the strength of the community is damaged. 
 
This being the case it is important the establish what these vital elements are. 

First one is event participation. There are several global events and conventions 

that bring Youtube creators and audience together. Even though, participating to 

events seems a bit insignificant for community creation, research findings show 

that these events have intrinsic value for the participants. They not only allow 

audience to interact with one and other and with content creators, they also bring 

Youtubers together. It seems that the latter is as important as the former since 

Youtuber friendships are highly valued by the audience. Lisa explains the 

phenomenon as such: ‘You feel like they are connected and then you as a viewer, 

cause I view ALL of them, is also kind of connected. So, why I feel like part of the 

community is just I always updated. It’s like a friend. You always gets updated 
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with what’s going on in their lives.’  
 
Second element is having on open communication between the audience and the 

content creator. This has been a reoccurring finding across all respondents. It is 

evident that commenting on videos and giving feedback are important part of the 

Youtube culture that it is one of the aspects that makes Youtube unique. Both the 

audience and Youtubers strongly favor this interaction to the point where the lack 

of it is very upsetting. As a content creator, Joanna approaches to the feedback 

giving from a very emotional stand point: ‘When sometimes [audience] disagree s 

with something and they don't explain why I feel kind of betrayed because you 

are telling me you are going to unsubscribe but you are not going to tell me what 

I did wrong. So how do I learn from that?’   
 
However she is not the only one that values the feedback. Marah also benefits 

greatly from feedbacks, in fact, he creates his gaming content based on the 

audience comments. He calls this managing a ‘community gaming channel’ and 

what he does with his words is: ‘What I was doing was basically asking people 

what they want to see and based on their feedback I provide content.’ 

Considering these two strong examples, it is evident that maintaining an open 

communication directly influences community formation.  
 
Coming from an opposite side of the equation, not communicating on Youtube 

makes the participants disregard their part in Youtube community all together. 

They basically associate their level of involvement with community formation. 

David is one of those participants and when he is asked whether he feels himself 

being part of a community he replies: ‘I am definitely not part of any community 

because I am lurker. So I am only in background. I don’t like videos, I don’t 

comment on videos. I don’t even read the comments!’ David’s response also ties 

the strong connection between the degree of participation and the community and 

leads us to the third and last element.  
 
Youtuber and audience relationship takes the open interaction element to the next 
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level and it corresponds to having an emotional connection between the audience 

and content creator rather than briefly or systematically interacting with one 

another. The ways to ensure this relationship is elaborated next under 

‘Responsibility of Youtuber’; however, it is essential to provide examples to 

explain what is meant by emotional connection. Joanna, as an owner of a life style 

and self-help channel, often finds herself experiencing this emotional connection 

with her audiences. She receives several e-mails where people share their stories 

or problems with her or they simply write to thank her for guiding them and 

giving inspiration. This level of connection is considered as relationship and it is 

absolutely essential for Youtube community since it gives purpose and meaning to 

the whole experience. As Joanna explains why she keeps doing Youtube: ‘It’s a 

way of expressing myself. That was for a while what kept it [going] and it’s now 

mostly people. Overtime [whenever] I feel like giving up I just get a message 

from someone saying what I really wanted to hear that make me keep doing.’ 

� Responsibility of Youtuber: After introducing the relationship between the 

audience and Youtuber, it is only fair to discuss how this relationship can be 

achieved and maintained. As the nature of any relationship, the parts have some 

responsibilities towards each other. However, specifically for this relationship,  

responsibilities are more on Youtubers’ shoulders since audience have the power 

of choosing with whom to form that close relationship. This dynamic gives them 

right to expect some certain things from content creators. 
 
Being truthful and honest is one of them as it would be with any other 

relationship. Respondents belonging to audience group especially pay attention to 

this aspect due to the fact that Youtube has become a source of income for content 

creators that can be hired for expressing paid opinions. This leads the audience to 

second-guess the genuineness of the information and content presented to them, 

damages the close relationship and jeopardizes the community formation. Then 

comes the next question: how can Youtubers balance fulfilling the honesty 

expectations and still make a living out of their channels? 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The next two audience expectations come handy to answer that question. 

Audiences want Youtubers to responsive in their community as well as easily 

accessible. If these expectation are achieved, it can also strengthen the bond 

between the two parties and allow audiences to give Youtubers the benefit of the 

doubt about their honesty. 
 
Being responsive can be in the form of addressing reoccurring questions or 

concerns that audience might have or clearing the air after receiving a negative 

feedback by apologizing or -in a completely opposite manner- supporting personal 

point of views even though they clash with others. Regardless of which type of 

action is chosen, the importance is acknowledging the audience’s reactions and 

responding them back. Lisa gives another good example that proves this point: 

‘Chloe Morello, she is an Australian Youtuber but she has so many followers in 

Middle East. So for Eid, she did a video and she put a headscarf on. Whole bunch 

of people commented on it like, why cant you just do the make-up, why did you 

have to put this on? and she was like, I do some videos for some type of people 

and I do other video for other girls’. So, if you don't wanna watch it, don't watch 

it. It’s really nice she sticks to it.’ 
 
On the other hand, Ines provides another examples which has complete different 

undertone. She talks about her favorite Youtuber addressing the comments she 

has been getting about her being changed as a person: ‘I mean from what I have 

seen in the comments she is always like, I am sorry I have changed.’ These 

examples show that audience expects and prefers when content creators 

acknowledge their comments or concerns. 
 
Last but not least audience also expects content creators to be accessible. The 

difference between being responsive and accessible is that the latter has a broader 

scope. Respondents reveal that they enjoy their Youtube experience more if they 

can access content creators not only through Youtube but through other social 

media channels too. This was they believe they can get to know them personally 
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which creates stronger bond. 

4.2.ii Spectra of Youtube Success:

This sub-theme primarily takes some of the aspects that are discussed as part of non-

underlying factors and carries them to the next level. Findings discussed here have the 

purpose of revealing what is really meant by exciting channel, charismatic Youtuber, 

quality content and many more subjective phrases like that.  

Data analysis shows that respondents have various different and often times conflicting 

perceptions about what Youtube success is. Therefore, it is found fit to present the 

following findings in a spectrum format in order to realistically convey the opposite 

extremes of what respondents consider success. Also this way neither end of the spectrum 

is favorited which gives great sense of freedom while defining Youtube success and makes 

it more customizable for each specific case. 

 

 

� Channel Expectations: This spectrum is created based on respondents’ mixed 

reviews towards what they expect from a Youtube channel. Their expectation  

index fluctuates between predictability of the channel and anticipation for the 

future of the channel. In other words respondents like to know what to expect 

from a channel and when to expect it; however, they still want to get that excited 

about upcoming videos.  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Vloggers can be a good example to be given here to demonstrate this spectrum. 

Lisa mentions her favorite vlogger family SacconeJoly’s and she says: ‘They 

upload every single day at 7. So I always know at 7 o’clock there’s a video. It’s 

never not there.’ Then she follows with telling the story of how she has become 

very obsessed with their daily vlogs by mentioning that she had to see the next 

episodes when she first started watching because the wife was pregnant with their 

first child. She did not want to miss the child’s birth. So that anticipation what 

made her get addicted to SacconeJoly’s.  
 
From this simple example it can be deduced that an audience can expect to have 

two opposing outcomes from a Youtuber; however, the key is to find a balance.  

� Youtuber Expectations: This is perhaps one of the most subjective concept out of 

the three since people have different tastes and preferences. Nonetheless, data 

reveals similar patterns across different respondents making it possible to come 

up with two spectra that portraits the audience expectation from Youtubers.  
 
First spectrum is realness versus admirability of Youtubers which means audience 

prefers real and relatable Youtubers; however, they still want to be able to look up 

to them. This is indeed a very unique spectrum which almost creates a 

juxtaposition. In order to reduce the potential discombobulation this may cause, it 

is better to explain it via examples.  
 
David provides a good example to the realness factor of this spectrum. He likes 

watching gaming videos and he mentions that one of the reasons he chose to 

watch his favorite gamer on Youtube is because that content creator has the 

similar gaming style as David as well as he preferred to play with champions that 

David also likes. This whole dynamic makes the gamer extremely relatable for 

David causing to peak his interest enough to subscribe to this particular Youtuber.  
 
Even though, audience’s need to relate to Youtubers as prerequisite of liking and 
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watching them regularly is a very common pattern amongst all participants; they 

still want Youtubers to be influencing. They want them to have some level of 

power or voice to manage their community. However, prioritizing the realness of  

Youtubers but still favoriting their admirable qualities is totally fine since these 

two are not mutually exclusive. They just need a balance. 
 
Second spectrum under this category being genuine versus being niche as a 

Youtuber. Genuineness stands for being a passionate Youtuber who does not 

afraid to be themselves. On the other hand, being niche means capturing the 

essence of uniqueness as a Youtube personality and providing something different 

and not expected to the community. Even though these two do not necessarily 

oppose to each other they still create enough contrast between being yourself and 

being different. 
 
For instance, Lisa prefers to follow people who are extremely passionate about 

their channels claiming that their dedication makes her more interested to watch 

whereas Maris -another audience respondent- prefers unique personality by 

giving an example from a well-known Swedish gamer PewDiePie: ‘He made his 

fortune by just playing games but he also makes some other videos like comedy 

sketches. He still gets millions of views. So its just people get attached to his 

personality.’  

� Content Expectations: This criteria aims to enlighten what people mean by quality 

content. Not necessarily by giving the definition of quality content but more like 

revealing the two important spectra that leads audience to consider a content the 

qualified one.  
 
First spectrum is informative versus interesting content. As mainstream as it 

sounds, this opposition has quite significance for this study since it is based on the 

reason why people watch Youtube. As previously mentioned in audience 

prototyping, Maris uses Youtube more like a search engine which makes his 

expectation from a content is more informative. However, Ines replaces her TV-
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watching entertainment needs with Youtube meaning she would like to pick 

people who has interesting and engaging content.  
 
Again being informative and interesting are not mutually exclusive. So a channel 

can be both and David has a good example to support this claim. One of this 

favorite Youtubers is John Green and David likes him because: ‘He makes 

valuable content and by that I really men like something that is informing you, 

that is telling you something. When he spoke he always made them very funny in 

a wittingly funny, intelligently funny way so that really appealed to me.’  
 
The other spectrum for content expectation is the one that compares being 

creative with being trendy. This distinction highlights the fact that there might be 

trending topics on Youtube or specific content that audience particularly want to 

see; however, these types of videos not necessarily coincide with what Youtuber 

wants to create. The distinction between being relevant or being expressive also 

divides audience into two; therefore, it is presented as a spectrum.  
 
Marah as being the content creator himself suffers from this dilemma a lot 

currently. He has an accurate understanding of what his audience wants to see 

due to his community gaming channel but these videos are not necessarily the 

ones he wants to express himself through. Therefore, he is on the verge of moving 

on with another channel idea.   

4.3 General Discussion and Implications:  

In the light of all these findings represented, it would be safe to say that Youtube success is 

nothing but finding the golden ratio— an act of balance. However, this research will not be 

revealing concrete facts about what that ratio is or how the balance should be found. It 

simply provides a roadmap full of parameters that can be customized according to 

individual cases. On the other hand, the aspects discussed under non-underlying factors 

can very well be implemented as a rule of thumb; though, this research cannot guarantee 

that any clever video title, good editing skills or huge brand deals can always bring success 

to current Youtubers or aspiring ones. However, this obstacle does not diminish the 
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accuracy of these aspects; therefore, it is advised to implement these aspects to improve 

the Youtube experience. 

This being the case, I think it is important to revise what Youtube success is based on 

research findings. As it has become evident multiple times during this research, Youtube is 

an experience and a journey. So external indicators like number of subscriber or monthly 

ad revenue generated through Youtube do not give justice to reflect what real success it. 

The real Youtube success is contributing the overall experience by gathering a community 

as a Youtuber because once that community is achieved, other tangible indicators will 

follow up regardless.  

The main implications of this research for future content creators would be letting them 

embrace this new definition of success. Striving to have a voice and influence through 

establishing a community should be the main goal for every Youtuber. Aside from that, 

utilizing the built-in feedback mechanism of Youtube can be another implication. This way 

content creators can get to know their audience better and understand what they prefer. 

The better and deeper understanding of audience eventually reflect on how to find the 

Youtube balance as well as help future creators to fine tune along the way whenever 

needed. 

5. Conclusion: 
To sum the paper up, it is necessary to also discuss why this research is particularly useful 

and important. There are two reasons for this. First of, this research proves, even though 

becoming rich and famous through Youtube is a remarkable bur hard to grasp 

phenomenon, it is not a conspiracy or a pyramid scheme. It is real, it is hard work and it 

one of the most complex business models out there.  

Secondly, this research can inspire further studies by tapping into a territory that has not 

covered fully before. Investigating the underlying factors that play a role in Youtube 

success raised many other questions along with it that, several follow-up studies can be 

done on issues like effects of social media usage and engagement on Youtube popularity, 

elaborate discussion of being creative versus being trendy discourse or the ‘luck’ factor 

over Youtube success.  
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Regardless of what would be the future of this research, it has already been an fulfilling 

academic experience to investigate the contemporary media and it’s dynamics through 

2010’s radio -or even TV- equivalent. It exhibited how fast the people, trends and habits 

change in today’s world in a remarkable way. 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Appendix.4

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - FOR AUDIENCE

General Questions:

1. How long have you been watching Youtube?
2. How often do you watch Youtube?
3. How do you watch YouTube and for what?
4. What are your Youtube watching habits?
5. Who do you watch on Youtube?

5.1 Do you watch them regularly?
5.2 Are you subscribed to them?

Start Stage Questions:

6. Which channels do you follow more frequently?
6.1 Which one is your favorite?
6.2 Why? (Ladder some more if needed)

7. Do you remember the first time you watch that channel?
8. Which video was the first one you watched?

8.1 What did you click on it?
8.2 What was your first impression?

9. Was the channel successful then? 
10. How did your relationship with that channel evolve from then on?

10.1 Did you watch all of the videos?
10.2 When was the next time you watched?
10.3 When did you subscribe?

Alternative Questions:
11. What was the first video you watched on Youtube?

11.1 Why did you click on it?
11.2 How did you come across with it?
113 What was your first impression?

12. Did you subscribe afterwards?
12.1 Why?
12.2 If not, did you watch other videos/similar videos?

13. How did your Youtube watching habits evolve along the years?

Popularity Stage Questions:

14. Is that channel popular now? 
14.1 Why do you think so? 

15. When does that channel become popular?
16. Do you think that channel changed over time?

16.1 Was that the channel that has been changed or the person behind it?
16.2 How did the person change?



16.3 How did the channel change?
16.4 How is the change correlated with the popularity of the channel?

Alternative Question:
17. What makes you click on a new video?
18. How do you define success on Youtube?

18.1 Can you give examples for successful channels?
19. How does success influence channels?
20. When do you think channels become successful/popular?
21. There are many successful channels on Youtube. What do you think makes some of  them 
more popular/successful than others?

Maturity Stage Questions:

22. What makes you continue watching that channel? 
22.1 Why does this has importance?

23. Does the initial reason you start watching have continuous effect?
23.1 Would you consider that reason being fulfilled consistently?

24. Do you consider yourself part of a community?
24.1 What makes you feel that way?
24.2 Why do these things have importance?

25. How does that channel maintain its success and popularity?
Alternative Questions:
26. What makes you continue watching channels/videos?
27. Why don't you prefer following channels continuously?
28. How do channels maintain their popularity/success in your opinion?

28.1 Why do you think these aspects have importance?

Finishing-up Questions: 

29. What are your thoughts about earning money out of Youtube?
30. What are the similarities and differences between well-known Youtubers and celebrities?
31. Do you have a channel?

31.1 Why do you have have a channel? / Why not?
31.2 Do you post regularly?

32. What do you see in the future of content creators and Youtube?
33. Do you think whether Youtube has an expiration date?
34. Do you have any questions to me about my research? 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - FOR CONTENT CREATORS

1. When did you start your channel?  

2. How many subscribers do you have?  

3. What kind of videos do you post?  

4. What made you start your own channel?
• Why did you think this was important?  

5. Why did you pick Youtube as a platform to share your experiences?  

6. How was the reaction to your first videos?
• Did you get views immediately or did it take time?  

7. Can you talk about how your channel grow along time?
• How about your views?
• How about your subscribers? Did they grow steadily or fast? 
• When did your views/subscribers make a peak?  

8. Which video of yours has the most views?
• Why do you think the reason behind it?  

9. What are your tactics to attract more audience and subscribers?
• Does quality of the video (editing, lighting, camera, etc.) have an impact?
• Does content have an impact?  
 

10. What do you think make your subscribers continue watching you?
• Why do you think these aspects have importance?  

11. What makes you continue posting videos?  
 

12. Do you interact with your audience?  

13. Do you feel like you and your channel are part of a Youtube community?
• Why do you feel this way?
• Positive: What are your efforts to keep your community strong?
• Negative: Would you like to have your own community? What would be your efforts to have 

one?  

14. Do you plan to keep making videos in the future?



• How do you think your channel would change in the future?  

15. Where do you see your channel as compared to others? (Developing, growing, mature, etc.)  

16. Do you consider your channel successful? 
• How do you define Youtube success?  

17. Does Youtube contribute to your income?
• If so, how? (e.g. Ad revenues, sponsorships, product deals, etc.)
• Are you part of Youtube partnership program?  

18. How does generating income through Youtube influence you as a person?
• And your channel?  

19. There are many controversies around earning money off of Youtube. What is your take on the 
subject?  

20. If you can give advice to someone who want to have their own channel what would you tell 
them?

• Why do you think these aspects are important for them to pay attention?  

21. Do you have any questions for me? Would you like to know more about my research?  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Interview - I 

Participant: Maris
Age: 25
Gender: Male
Occupation: Masters graduate
Perspective: Youtube Audience

Ö: Starting from very general questions… I would like to know how long have you been watching 
Youtube?

M: Couldn't recall exactly but I think it was around 2006 or something like that -

Ö: 2006, okay.

M: 2007? (unsure) When was it founded by the way? I am a bit of… [watching?] even before it was 
founded (laughs). 

Ö: I think i t was -

M: 2004?

Ö: Yeah!

M: So 2006. It was some brief things. Content wasn't that rich. I don't exactly remember what kind 
of videos were there. There were just these… I think that was when… Around that time when the 
term viral video showed up. People were doing some crazy stuff and they uploaded and they 
became viral. And, and that’s what I think… That’s how people became interested in general. 
Myself included.

Ö: Okay.

M: I just kept on watching them from time to time and around 2008 and 2009 I decided to start 
uploading my stuff as well.

Ö: Hmm… Interesting!

M: Yeah! I was really extrovert, open-minded person back then. I was like ‘Hey! Why don't I just 
film how this plane takes off and add some funky sound to it’. Got some 100 views and that feels 
good. Then I uploaded [a lot of things?]

Ö: But okay… So, okay. You briefly mentioned viral videos. What I am wondering is, well, did you 
know back then that Youtube is this social platform where people upload videos or did you just 
come with those viral videos in different setting?

M: I think it was in a different setting. People tend to -it was called embedding, I think into different 
websites and they got embedded. I think I didn't watch it directly from Youtube at first. When I 
discovered its Youtube and a lot of people referred to this site, I just understood that Youtube is the 
thing. I think around that time there were a lot of, a lot of… It was a competition towards these kind 
of different platforms. It was Myspace, then Facebook came and then it was Napster.

Ö: Fast forward to right now. How often, like how frequently, you watch Youtube?



M: I think it varies a lot on, on, on… My period of life. During thesis writing - no, I think it is the 
opposite. During my thesis writing, I was watching a lot of Youtube videos. (both laugh) But 
everyday I tend to go at least. Two or three times just to browse through what is the latest things 
happening. Like whenever I need to make a some kind of decision… Lately I started to look into, 
like, these health tracking watches, fitness watches. I am like ‘okay, I am gonna go and I know 
there are certain guys who do reviews and just see what is out there’. Just like market research. 
One of many reasons why I would go on Youtube. Also for, generally for looking up the news. 
Instead of going to all these websites [inaudible] to CNN, BBC whatnot. Sometimes they put 
everything on Youtube. And then there are other reasons like listening… Not to listen to music. Not 
as much though. Watching different tutorials… I like to play guitar and piano and then I just go 
Youtube and start learning. That’s basically how I learned to play the piano. Like at least few 
songs. There are many reasons. Youtube is like the knowledge center for everything. You can find 
anything there. Tips how to fly, tips how to sleep, tips how to run a half marathon. People have their 
own views and its a good place to find some information and to also spend some time doing 
[inaudible].

Ö: True. So that being the case are there any permanent channels that you watch regularly? The 
people that you follow?

M: I used to. Again it was back in the days I was more of an open minded person. I don't know how 
you would call but… (laughs) There were certain channels that were making daily vlogs. There 
were more interesting than others. Once in a while I pop by and see what’s going on. It’s kinda 
weird thing that people follow other people’s lives but I guess that’s more of a teenage years when 
you kinda try to associate your personality to something else. Of course now I kinda don't have 
time to do it. Now I like to play games and doing other things. Going to concerts! -

Ö: Going to concerts! Okay. (laughs)

M: But yeah I do, I do. There are certain channels for some people who make vlogs or… There is 
another one that, erhm, posts a newest tech stuff, gadgets and things like that. I think its called 
‘Unbox Therapy’.  He posts all these kind videos, full of gadgets and things like that. So it’s kinda 
like… I like to follow what’s new and what’s up.

Ö: How about the daily vlog people? Do you remember any of the channels names? Or the people 
behind the channels?

M: Let’s see! I know “CTFxC”. It was called “Internet Killed Television”. That’s the one I was 
following. I think “Shaytards”. Erhm… What else? Let me took out my subscription list. But those 
two were the typical daily vlogs. I was basically following other people’s lives. (laughs)

Ö: Yeah, sure. 

M: I mean there are a lot of… The ones like… There is this one channel, I don't remember the 
name of it, but they are making this crazy food meals. “Epic Meal Time”, that one, right! It’s, it’s… 
They basically… One episode they went to McDonald’s and bought 20, or no 50 sandwiches or 
cheeseburgers and made something else bigger than the essence. I think it’s just entertainment. 
It’s this crazy-

Ö: (laughs) Yeah, yeah, sure. But do you have- I mean I don't know, of course this stuff like… It is 
hard to choose these things but do you have a favorite channel? Like you have been watching for 
past 10 years? 

M: Well…

Ö: Of course it evolves but…



M: Yeah, it changes as well. “CTFxC” was one of those. I even have like a t-shirt from them that I 
bought. Let me refreshen my memory. I think, I think it changes. I think when you develop yourself 
personally kinda changes what you tend to watch.

Ö: Sure, sure.

M: I think there is not one in particular. Not one more than the other but…

Ö: Okay, it’s fine. I mean it’s normal that it changes. Mine does too.

M: Yeah there were few I was watching in the same period of time. Sometimes it is fun to watch 
what “PewDiePie” is doing. Then I just get bored. (slightly laughs) It is kinda the same stuff all 
around (both laughs). ‘Okay, it is enough.’ What else? I think I just wanna open my Youtube app 
just to see. (takes out his phone to check out his subscriptions)

Ö: Yeah, yeah. You can. Get in there!

M: Let’s see. There was… (scrolls through his phone). Oh, yeah! Now I started following “Last 
Week Tonight with John Oliver” I think. The British guy with glasses who talks about different kind 
of stuff.

Ö: Oh, yeah!

M: Like Brexit. Like the important things but in a funny way. Kinda follow him every week. It’s kinda 
entertaining and the educational at the same time. There is also… Gosh, gosh! What’s the name of 
it? This is going to be a long interview but I am just trying to- 

Ö: No, no! It’s-

M: “Vsauce”! “Vsauce” guy! He, erhm… I just want to open. He also, erhm, is making these kinda 
weird educational videos but you know like things, about things that you wouldn’t think about… 
Like ‘How to Count Past Infinity’, ‘How Earth Moves’, ‘Can You -technically- Eat Yourself?’ or 
something like that. (both lightly laugh) I mean every month I think he comes up with these kind of 
videos. He get more than 12, 10 million views. People… They seem to like, they like him.

Ö: They wanna know how you can eat yourself.

M: Yeah. I mean these are like abstract, deep thoughts kinda questions that he tries to answer. 

Ö: Yeah, yeah. Sure!

M: I mean, yeah! Once in a while these are interesting videos. I tend to follow them. Again I think it 
depends what people wanna watch based on what their interests are. Some people like to follow- I 
don't know. Cosmetics (uncertain tone) or makeup tutorials (uncertainty turns into laugh) and 
things like that. Some guys are gonna follow gym tutorials or something like that. I mean, when I 
was in my Corporate Finance class, I was following Corporate Finance tutorials (laughs) which 
sometimes can help more even if it kinda looks-

Ö: Sure!

M: Yeah.

Ö: Okay. Do you remember -at least- like one of the first videos you ever watched on Youtube?

M: Hmmm… (pause) I think it just goes back to those viral videos. I don't really remember.



Ö: Yeah, it doesn’t have to be something specific. What I am wondering is what were you looking 
for? What was your thought? You went to Youtube for the first time ever or like around this times-

M: Just entertainment.

Ö: Just entertainment? Okay.

M: Yeah. Then I realize there is more than that. There’s a lot bigger universe than that. You can just 
Youtube anything.

Ö: So do you remember any names from back in the days? Like that significant people putting-

M: I remember there’s a very annoying one. “FRED”.

Ö: “FRED”? (slightly laughs)

M: Do you know him?

Ö: Nope. (uncertain tone) Maybe, I don't know. What was he…

M: Back then he was one of the big ones. He was the first one to get a 1 million subs. But he was 
really annoying. 

Ö: What kind of videos was he doing?

M: He basically acted as a some imaginary person and also in his videos he turned his voice up. 
Like high pitched.

Ö: Oh god! (laughs)

M: Back then for some reason kids like that and founded funny and…

Ö: It is like viral video, meaningless. Right? 

M: And then every video got millions of views. And then I think Nickelodeon hired him or 
something. He got his own show but now he is like a dead Youtuber in a way. Like back in the days 
he was the big guy and then all other people took over. Like there was “Smosh”. “Smosh” are big 
ones. There are “Equals Three (=3)”. There was series of its own. What else was also there? Yrah, 
I can’t remember.

Ö: Yeah, sure! But were these people successful or then known back in the days when you first 
discovered them? Or they were just starting?

M: I think some of them were just starting. Like “=3” which I think was the first of its kind.

Ö: What kind of videos they were doing? 

M: Basically what he was doing… He is called “Ray William Johnson” and he took the idea of viral 
videos. I guess he had a team. They researched and they found- every week they found 3 kinda 
viral videos or funny videos. Kinda talked about them and complimented them, joked about them 
and… So it became like a series. Every week he came up with that and also he has millions of 
viewers. And now I think he has his own kinda like a business. Like an entertainment thing…

Ö: Is he still active on Youtube? Do you know?



M: He is but not anymore because he was a host who hosted those 3 viral videos. And then he got 
bored and he wanted to try something else and he assigned a new host. Then the subscribers just 
dropped. They hated this new guy and then the guy changed to- now I think it’s a girl who hosts it. 
It is just so bad. And they lost quite a lot of subscribers and it shows that if people don't get what 
they demand they just move on. He is not that popular anymore.

Ö: I see, I see.

M: If you get some people to follow you, you can’t expect them to follow you all the time. It kinda 
puts a lot of pressure. Especially those people who do these daily vlogs that I talked about. Like 
everyday they have a vlog. If it gets boring or they try something creative. It just goes away. It is a 
lot of pressure. I don't know who would like to do that but that’s how you make money.

Ö: True, true. So okay what I was wondering is that -you see- right now Youtube is this giant thing 
that we do without thinking, right? It is like washing your hair almost. But I would like to dig deep in- 
because that’s why I just keep going back to the start. I just want to know how did we start 
watching Youtube videos or people in Youtube? So what I was thinking is do you remember what, 
like, made you click on any of those videos. Or you just go there and you search for something. I 
doesn't matter. It can be any kind of videos. Or any of those videos you just mentioned. But what 
made you choose that video. Do you remember? Is there any particular reason for it?

M: Hmmm… (small pause) Ones with the daily vlogs, I guess I just clicked because I kinda- not 
necessarily saw myself into that but it attracted me as well as a person. I found a similar thing to 
what they do that I would like to follow. Interesting perspective. Back then in teenage years you try 
to find anything that suit your personality and if you find something you’re gonna, you’re gonna 
follow it. But, erhm, it’s a good question. I mean-

Ö: What I am also thinking-

M: I mean, yeah-

Ö: Yeah, go ahead please.

M: I mean… I think it depends on perspective or… Context! That’s the right word. Like there was a 
period of time that I knew I want to start playing piano. So, okay! How do I do that? I don't know 
how to read notes. Have no idea and I have never been taught and I don't like to read notes and 
something like that. So I was like okay. So on Youtube, probably there’s something teach how to 
play certain songs. So I just googled or I mean “youtube” it. You no longer google those things. You 
youtube it (slight irony) and you find songs that you want to learn and you just follow them and then 
you go into their channels and see what other songs they taught. ‘Cause you maybe like the way 
they teach you and some people who do this tutorials maybe better than others because of the 
way they explain things how to play and then you just… Yeah, I guess follow them for short while 
until you get bored of playing piano (laughs) and try something else. Erhm… Before that, for some 
reason, I was into photoshop. (laughs) So I was doing the same thing. Googling… Then, then, 
then… I think I started with actually googling how to do certain things, certain effects on photoshop 
and then within those certain descriptions there was a Youtube link and I opened it and then, of 
course, on the side text there's suggested videos and you see another video. Then you sucked into 
the whole circle.

Ö: Okay, cool! Is it safe to for me to say that it was actually the functionality? What I mean by 
functionality is that you were after something.

M: Yeah exactly!

Ö: You wanted to learn something or entertain yourself and then you basically… And then one 
thing led to another kind of.



M: Yeah! I don't know what was the starting stone or the stepping stone. The small window that, 
that I started watching those videos but as soon as you step through it-

Ö: It’s an interesting-

M: You just grew into-

Ö: I mean it’s an interesting-

M: I mean it’s an industry of its own.

Ö: Yes, that’s true. 

M: It’s crazy and anyone can do that. You are not restricted to anything. At any point there can be a 
new “PewDiePie” or new, I don't know, channel that taught you about gardening (both laughs) or, 
or I don't know… Because a lot of channels, a lot of channels who express their own views or be 
political or whatever and sometimes they are interesting to watch. They have also grown to certain 
point that even the news cite them. I don't remember what was his name but the British guy with 
beard… Oh, I don't remember his name but he is also being cited a lot because he expresses his 
views. I think he is also a musician. I don't know! (laugh) The point, the point is that it’s an open 
platform and anyone can use it. And that’s the best thing there is. There have been certain periods 
when Youtube tried to make it more industrialized, like business oriented. Like inviting “Vevo”. 
Basically the music clips, all that musician can put their music clips and, and… As far as I 
remember a lot of Youtubers were against it because kinda removed this effect of self created 
community to more business-like. I think you just grew into that. 

Ö: That’s true. That’s true. 

M: It’s an interesting aspect. 

Ö: Perfect! Erhm, so… I get this question whenever I basically explain my research to people. I do 
get this questions a lot. I wanted to get your opinion on the following is this: So, do you think… 
Because right now as you said there’s so many things, we heard these names, they have their own 
general audience. So it’s easy to follow people on Youtube.

M: Uh-huh.

Ö: But, again think about the ancient times. Do you think any kind of functional- I don't know- the 
thumbnail of the video or the title or any of those… Or like how many views does it have… Do you 
think these kind of things had any influence at first?

M: They definitely do!

Ö: Okay. 

M: It’s part of how you want that person to click on your video. It’s, it’s certain tips and tricks how 
you do that. I have seen so many people put in the title page everything capitalized, something 
catchy. Some kind of weird, funny thumbnail that we’ll make you click on it. So people do have 
these kind of tricks they try to have for you or for anyone to kinda create this interest and click on it. 
So I guess it is kinda small marketing effort. (ironically laughs)

Ö: What do you think the outcome of this?

M: (pauses and sighs)



Ö: Can we say something long-term or short-term? What’s the aim?

M: I mean if you keep doing the same thing, same strategy of having these weird, conflicting 
thumbnails or, or, or something capital, capitalized… People will just kinda get tired of it.

Ö: Yeah, okay.

M: So people might… I think that’s, that’s what kinda… I kinda get bored of those vlogs as well. 
Cause they’re kinda the same. They started to become the same. I also started to grow up 
(laughs).

Ö: I think we are kind moving towards the concept that I want to touch upon which is… You 
mentioned several channels and people and people you used to watch and stuff like that. So who 
are your relationships with those people and those channels evolve along the way? Like do you 
still watch them, some of them or do you stop watching them or who did it go along the way?

M: The ones that I was following I just stopped watching them because I don't [inaudible]. I just 
don't anymore and that just how it is I guess. 

Ö: Yeah.

M: Erhm… Now I don't think within the last 2 years, I don't know, there’s any, any channel in 
particular I kinda kept following overtime. Cause this is the funny part. There’s always something 
new and something big. If not replaces them but then brings different perspectives or different 
content.  So, yeah, try to list Youtubers… (pause) No, I don't think I follow those people.

Ö: That’s fine. Erhm, do you binge watch videos? Meaning, from one channel. Let’s you come up 
with this guy or girl who is very funny. Do you basically sit down and spend 4 hours watching all of 
their videos? Or how do you watch? What are your watching habits?

M: I think, I think if I find a channel interesting… Be it about tech about running or being healthy or 
whatever or just gaming… Which -apparently- is popular these days… Erhm, then I [inaudible] two 
or three more videos then I check out the content and if it seems interesting then I just subscribe.

Ö: And then you regularly watch afterwards?

M: Noooo. Even though I [inaudible], I see these suggested videos or these videos that are 
recently uploaded but it’s not given that I am gonna click on them and watch them because… I 
think I am subscribed to too many channels to going through them every evening… So its kinda 
like…

Ö: So what are your selection criteria?

M: Depends on what I need. (laughs) If I am just bored and in the evenings I wanna watch 
something, I just go to Youtube instead of on TV and see if there’s anything new. But I know that 
there’s certain Youtubers that like “John Oliver Show”… Also a show that keep posted on Youtube. 
It comes out every Monday and I know that every Monday I can expect to see it. I think that’s the 
case with a lot of people. If they know when it’s gonna come out, they gonna watch it.

Ö: Okay. Have you every unsubscribed?

M: Oh, yes! 

Ö: For what reason do you remember?



M: Just got too annoyed and it popped up overtime in the suggested and I knew I am not gonna 
watch it anymore, it seems boring and then I am just gonna go and unsubscribe. 

Ö: Uh-huh. I actually wanna go back to one thing you said because I do get this a lot too that it 
becomes so popular people start watching these talk shows a lot. Like, I don't know “Late Late 
Show”…

M: “Car-pool Karaoke”?

Ö: Yeah exactly, “Car-pool Karaoke” and stuff like that. I am interested in the fact that what makes 
you watch it on Youtube but not on TV? Or, I don't know, any other source?

M: Well… One thing on TV, you cannot get it on the go. Maybe sometimes you can but you cannot 
do that. And some TVs, even by default, like the news ones have Youtube installed in them. I know, 
I can give examples… From time to time, when we make dinner with Kate (his girlfriend) we just… 
We began to eat and we just instead of watching some kind of TV program on TV, we just turn 
Youtube on the TV and watch latest Jamie Oliver or something like that.

Ö: So is it convenience or?

M: (pause) With Youtube, I think it’s good that you can chose anything whenever you want on the 
go. Just like that… It can be 1 or 2 at night and start watching food making tutorials if you are really 
hungry or something like that. It’s just that you can have access to everything on the go. Whereas 
on TV I don't think you can do it really. Even though there are certain programs you know it will be 
there on TV but it’s not given that you are always gonna be able to be there or see it.

Ö: So that the control over your content while you’re watching? Is that important?

M: Yeah, of course! I think that’s what also with Apple TV starting to implement all that stuff. I mean 
that’s what they do. They start to… They also have something on the go. And the new world of 
Netflix and HBO, everything can be on the go. The content is moving more in control of the people 
who actually use it instead of themselves. I think as soon as other companies start to understand 
and then they can… The power moves to the people, to the users.

Ö: Why do you think this is important? I mean to you at least. It’s hard to talk for other people but 
why do you think that this is essential that you are in control of the content that you watch?

M: (pause) Well for one, when you turn on the TV, if you really wanna watch TV if there’s nothing to 
watch, you just stuck with some boring show. I mean (laughs) it is the lamest case scenario but… 
Erhm, it’s jut, you can have access to anything on demand. I mean you can even be on a train and 
open Youtube and watch something if you have Internet access. I think it’s cool.

Ö: Better fit to the lifestyle, I guess.

M: Yeah, lifestyle. We all get more and more busy. More on the go. We wanna watch when we 
are… If we are gonna watch, if we are supposed to watch and all the big TVs and movies are at 8 
or 9 in the evening. You may want to watch it later or earlier. So because that’s the idea.

Ö: Cool.

M: Instead of going to a shop and buying CDs about how to learn, like, guitar, you can just open 
Youtube and everything from your hands or from your phone.

Ö: Sure! So, now that we covered the basics and how we start this Youtube journey… Erhm, well 
let’s talk about the success factor. Right? How do you define Youtube success? What is successful 
to you on Youtube?



M: I think there are two important factors. One is the volume of subscribers. I don't know when 
there’s a certain number… When there is a certain number Youtube starts to pay you. I guess that 
kinda success factor when start to measure your own follower base. The second one which is the 
most important one is the consistency of those viewers. More videos you do, you want to make it 
as consistent as possible or make sure you are growing. Yeah, the subscriber population 
growing… So there’s two important factors for a channel I think. When it start to shift then you 
kinda start to understand that ohh something with the content might be not correct or you are not 
actually what your people or your subscribers are saying in your videos. Because that’s the good 
part, the comment section where you can kinda go through what people think about your video or 
the thing you made. So I think those are the success… Important factors. But in the end of course 
what they like to do is like if that’s someone’s hobby and if they can pull it together as a work, that’s 
also a success. It does not matter if they have millions of subscribers or ten thousand per video. So 
it depends per what the channel is looking for.

Ö: So you touched upon the consistency which I am interested in investigating further. Of course 
there are tangible aspects of a success that you can measure and follow up. Such as number of 
view or number of subscribers, yada, yada, yada. But what I am interested in how, do you think, 
what makes you keep on watching? Yeah you clicked on that video, yes, okay, for any sort of 
reason. You are interested or the title is catchy or its a clickbait or anything. You started but what 
makes you continue watching it or what makes other people continue watching it? I think it ties 
back to consistency. I think! (skeptical tone)

M: Yeah, yeah! It’s true. Again it depends what is the content that the channel is producing. 
Example, there’s “Unbox Therapy” where a guy gets a different kinda tech equipments like laptops, 
phones, whatever. And they just unbox and comment on it and they kinda do a review on it. Some 
people might not be able to afford it or some people are just curious about it that not necessarily 
mean that they’ll buy it but I guess the interest in that is there. So if they keep on doing it then 
kinda keeps it consistent. I mean, people like different things and as soon as there are a lot of 
people that like the same weird thing (slightly laughs) and that’s what’s gonna keep them going. 
The channel, the Youtube can have a choice whether he wants to keep the same thing or wants to 
change it and risk that people are gonna shift away from it.

Ö: Okay. So do you think what keeps people staying is the consistency?

M: Erhm… (short pause) Yeah. The thing that made them interested in it.

Ö: The initial factor they start watching it.

M: Yes, yes.

Ö: That factor needs to stay in there.

M: Yes. It also comes down to how the channel can connect with the person. It can be static. A lot 
of times, what I have seen in those videos that make frequent videos, they always try to connect 
with their audience. They say thanks, at the end they say if you haven’t subscribed please 
subscribe and sometimes they do different contests- like lotteries or whatever. I think they also 
have their own forum or something where they build down a community. Or websites outside of 
Youtube, some of them have it, I think. 

Ö: You mentioned that you bough a t-shirt from someone.

M: Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah. It was for the daily blog. A lot of times there’s a funny saying that if you 
have an online shop , sell your merchandise based on what you create on your Youtube channels 
that’s how you know you made it as a Youtuber. If kids or whatever can buy your shirt or something 
like that. But a lot of times you can see that, for obvious reasons, some companies approach them 



and kinda ask them to use their stuff in their videos. It’s good for the Youtube because  probably 
they pay them and he kinda develops his way but I think some people who see that they kinda 
detach. Because they know the try to sell someone else’s stuff. That’s just how… Small comment: 
That’s how companies trying to… They don't understand how this bond between the viewer and 
the content creator is made and they kinda corrupt it by seeming that its becoming too 
commercialized.

Ö: Okay.

M: I cannot come up with… There’s certain examples like I know these people who play games. 
Their commenters or whatever… They always tend to or sometimes tend to comment or say 
something about their gear. It is kinda like obvious that someone else paid them to talk about it and 
they kinda puts you off. I don't know why but for some reason. 

Ö: Now I am gonna ask you why. (laughs)

M: Because you don't go there to… If you don't wanna look for a mouse, if you don't want to be 
told about new stuff or all the new things, then, I mean you are gonna be put off because it’s not 
what you initially wanted to look for. If its not obvious from the title that they are gonna talk about it. 
But sometimes it pops up like ‘Oooh! I got this mouse and it’s really cool. By the way check it out, 
there’s a website there.’ And it kind puts you bit off because then it kinda…

Ö: So it’s against the initial reason why you are there.

M: Yeah! For some people. Some people that kinda connected to that Youtube channel. People 
might not be connected at all… It depends what kinda Youtube channel we are talking about but 
hose who create their own community and have their own followers. Those might be put off.

Ö: Okay. You mentioned this initial bond between the Youtuber and the audience and how this 
bond has been commercialized recently. What do you think that created that initial bond between 
the Youtuber and the audience? Because you mentioned community a lot too. What I am 
wondering what is the main source of that community?

M: It could be anything but… Might be personal attachment. It might be that people who watch the 
video like… They are like-minded people. The others who follow it most like are alike and it kinda 
get to discuss things on Youtube comments or on they own website if they have one. I think it’s 
like-minded people. Like whenever you have a hobby and you follow it and you meet people are 
like-minded like you and its just… You kinda see, like your personality kinda reflects within the 
channel. I think that’s what creates this initial bond. For certain channels… For other channels who 
just make like games or make comments. They are maybe just for the entertainment because the 
humor they have might be similar to yours, your humor for some reason. That’s why you find it 
funny and you follow it.

Ö: Okay. Yeah? Good. Now what I am considering is… Okay I kinda lost my train of thoughts.

M: It’s okay. Recap. 

Ö: Let me read. (both laugh) Oh, now, okay! What I am wondering right now is this… We talked 
about the fact that this is getting more and more commercial. Do you think it is inevitable to stay 
out of being commercial on Youtube? Like compare why these people start putting Youtube videos 
and why they continue doing it.

M: Yeah, yeah. It’s always tempting if someone brings you pile of cash and says ‘just mention my 
product’ or ‘put it in their frame and that would be enough.’ I mean in the end I think… If people 
have a hobby to make these videos, put on Youtube and whenever they get a chance to get paid. 
They most likely take it because within their own interests, they satisfy the utility. Its double the 



profit for them. They can do whatever they want and they get paid for it. Not only from Youtube but 
from these companies who would like to advertise. It’s just yeah… I think it’s just a natural thing for 
every human to try to make money out of it. 

Ö: Okay.

M: Of course there has to be some kind of level. Balance I guess… To try not to put too much 
stress on your viewer base and your stuff when you try to commercialize. So maybe there has to 
be some kind of balance but I think it’s inevitable that they try to sell something besides just making 
content. Even your own merchandise can mean that… That can also be seen as a way of you 
trying to profit from your people. Right?

Ö: Yeah, it can be.

M: I mean if people will buy it there’s no problem with that.

Ö: So we can see that… Of course it starts at as creating a content. Along the time there’s some 
sort of change. We covered those, right? Because they start from scratch. Even though it does not 
have to be scratch, they start from somewhere where they need to reach that peek point where is 
just a source of income… So there’s a change along the way. Do you think this change is, has 
negative effects? Or what do you think, what kind of effects does this change have? Cause you 
mentioned that consistency is key in your opinion. So I am just wondering do you consider every 
change negative?

M: No, not necessarily. I think every big Youtube channel, they always go through this, kind of like, 
S-shaped growth. Of course there should be initial base of people. All this followers, they are all 
kinda stuck with you all the time. But at some point every Youtube channel gets a boost. Might be 
because of one particular video that they made that kinda got a lot of volume and then kinda 
moved on to other videos, other of their videos. So there’s this kind of boost that the subscribers 
increase quite a lot. In a lot of these cases, there are one or two viral videos from those channels. 
They could have made [inaudible] before but they were not viral. So the moment they are vial, they 
just go crazy. And then the old ones might be kinda forgotten. In a way that now you have to satisfy 
suddenly a lot more people and maybe you have to change in a way to keep the interest, keep the 
crazy increase of interest, increase of subscribers. Cause there has been some… When there’s a 
viral video, suddenly there’s a lot of subscribers, thousands… Then the next video suddenly is not 
the same or it might be the same but you cannot tell why they have lower views. They cannot keep 
it up as much as they could. So it just stops. It’s hard to say if every change is better or every 
change is good. It has to do a lot with how people think, people’s psychology… Why did they find it 
interesting? What initially got them attached to it? Is it the actual content or the actual video? Or is 
it the charisma of the person? It’s one or the other.

Ö: Oh, okay. What do you think, personally? What would have made you?

M: I think it’s the person. The actual person. I mean, yeah, the content might be important but if he 
kinda puts his way of presenting, his way of making videos on to other things, it might still be 
interesting. Like how “PewDiePie” made his fortune by just playing games but he also makes some 
other videos kinda comedy sketches and [inaudible] around the house or whatever. He still gets 
millions of views. So its just people get attached to his personality instead of the content he 
creates.

Ö: So and then you would like to see that personality consistently throughout the video?

M: Yeah! Some people will… I probably also did sometimes but I just… I am more of a on-demand 
person. If I want something I follow it and then don't follow it anymore.



Ö: Okay. Yeah, that’s understandable. We touched upon these questions that I wanted to ask you. 
So I am just gonna move on. With this whole people making money out of Youtube issue… Cause I 
think it has a lot components to talk about. So what I am interested to know is what are your 
thoughts on it? There are so many ways that people do make money out of Youtube. How do you 
consider this? Is it good? Is it bad? Is it positive?

M: I think it’s good. There should be some kind of incentive for people keep doing what they do. 
When the certain volume has been achieved, consistency, Youtube is gonna offer that person a 
partnership agreement or whatever its called. Then they are gonna get paid based on the views. I 
think it’s a good incentive to start, keep creating some content.

Ö: Okay.

M: In some cases it become their job. So I totally don't mind that they have their money. I even 
prefer it because then their videos may improve, then they may be able to buy better gear or 
equipment or camera or whatever… Which might to might not make it more interesting. That’s the 
beauty of Youtube. You never know if they are gonna succeed or not. 

Ö: Is it safe to say that this whole Youtube community initiation, like the partnership, is… Do you 
consider this something positive? 

M: I think so. I don't see why Youtube wouldn't pay those people that brought them the viewers in 
the first place. I mean, they started doing this annoying thing. I think it was 6 years ago or 
something. When they, the most popular videos, they start putting advertisements. You have to 
wait these 5 seconds or more to skip it. That part became really annoying but people accepted it. 
Maybe some protested against it but the part of Youtube is they know how Youtube makes money. 
In order to maintain and keep up with the growth, buy new servers which cost a lot of money to 
maintain it or whatever they need to make profit somehow. And these creators, video creators, they 
bring more and more people to them. So they, in a way, should be rewarded in some way.

Ö: Okay. That’s one way, right? Youtube/Youtuber makes money which is this symbiotic 
relationship almost like. There is also that external company or brand that will start the initiation 
with the Youtuber. So, as compared to Youtube partnership, how do you perceive this kind of 
business arrangement or way of making money?

M: It depends what kind of content that they are creating. If they’re just aiming at advertisements I 
don't think it’s going to work because they can put that advertisement at any platform or any site. 
They know there are others besides Youtube. They just kinda move around. I haven't heard as 
such of companies’ making consistent videos that would create kinda community that people 
actually follow this one company. So I mean it could happen but they really need to rethink how 
they would approach it. It couldn't be just their PR stunt or something you just would take for 
granted. You really would need to take into understand why would people follow you, why would 
people be interested in your company but not in your competitor’s Youtube channel- if there’s such. 
It’s kinda like a different strategy I think than what’s the general community of Youtube, biggest 
Youtubers have. Because they started as being small and they grew it. If a big company comes in 
and it’s kinda like- everyone know who he is. Maybe a lot of people will see it a way of how to get 
money. Maybe the content is so interesting that it wont matter. 

Ö: Okay but so… What makes it, what makes a single individual succeed on Youtube is not the 
same… Like I would like paraphrase what we have been talking… So if, let’s say I am accompany I 
have a Youtube channel. The “community” evolves around it would not be the same as you -as a 
daily vlogger- your community wouldn't be the same. Is it safe to say that. 

M: (pause) That could be true. I cannot be entirely certain but again some people… Because 
there’s certain stigma around it that ‘ooh, business corporation wants to get into Youtube, starts 
doing their stuff’. Same with what I was talking about the music video… When it started people are 



skeptical about it, ‘why are they there?’. So I think they would be viewed differently definitely but 
some companies - I am not entirely sure- if they manage or not to make interesting, consequent 
videos. I am not sure… I know BMW time to time posts their marketing stunts. Like this lifestyle 
and documentaries about famous people driving BMW, whatever. I don't think they necessarily 
attract people to it. Maybe certain kind but not general public. Or try to get it viral. Maybe it does. In 
general it is a lot harder for companies to gain the same success as Youtuber if that’s what they 
are aiming for. If their general aim is to sell stuff, maybe the strategy of approaching Youtubers is 
not even that bad. Cause a lot of people will see it as an evil corporation trying to attract them. 
Their little world of Youtube. So it would be a lot harder but if they’re creative enough they might be 
able to achieve it.

Ö: If we take it back to the Youtubers and Youtube community… What do you think… Because we 
talked and you mentioned… You basically said that this is elf made community that they start from 
nothing and they grow. What kind of community does this create in your opinion? 

M: Like-minded people. 

Ö: I would like to dive into that community a bit more. So I am curios what made those people… It 
doesn't have to be Youtubers themselves but the audience and everybody… As I said in the 
beginning it is hard to define the roles in social media environment. So anybody in that community 
what makes them so defensive against this commercial mindset? And why do you think?

M: I think the people, they like to for different reasons… They like to follow different Youtubers 
based on their personality again. And when they see a company trying to do the same they kinda… 
I know that they still [view?] same Youtubers and companies as they are making money right out of 
this but for some reason they might view Youtubers more positively about that than the companies 
because they… Maybe in their subconscious they know that the Youtubers are kinda like people, 
like artists, struggling, they want to make living in their life or whatever and that’s how they earn 
money. That’s primary reason how they earn money and that aside there’s also this community of 
people that… It’s kinda like also “9GAG”. They made their own community, their own things, insider 
jokes whatever. But when someone from outside, like bigger corporation which has its own ways of 
doing things jumps in maybe it disrupts the connection they have. But then again Youtube is such 
platform that you can filter that out I guess. It doesn't really matter whatever people wanna watch 
they watch. But when companies try to or big corporations try to enter that they must have 
something to make it to make people watch them. [inaudible]

Ö: Do you think is that the reason… I mean whether or not is that the same reason why some 
Youtubers are criticized for being commercialized?

M: Uh-huh! 

Ö: Okay.

M: I think so. Some more than others. I think it’s funny. Maybe some people don't really mind about 
that but for a lot of times they use a lot of beauty [inaudible]… People who do make up tutorials 
whatever… When they try to advertise their products, they do that. For some people… They are 
not just not naive but they don't care about that but for some people clearly see that it’s just a way 
of how they make money and try to not necessarily rip off but maybe do false advertisement that 
are better than other.

Ö: So okay the honesty factor comes in -

M: (overlap) Yeah, yeah.

Ö: (overlap) which has a, which basically offends the bond between -



M: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Exactly! (end of overlap)

Ö: Okay.

M: And some people, then, might try to question if in these all review channels that I mentioned 
before are actually doing it that you… They are doing their review to [inaudible] what they thought 
or that think or is it just some company sending the product and say something good about it. It’s 
kinda like… Yeah, honesty also plays an important role and once it breaks or once it feels like its 
wrong -like they were not honest- they cab lose a lot of viewers. There’s a lot of pressure on these 
people really! (nervous laughs)

Ö: (laughs) It is, ıt is. So, I mean, as you said it is one thing if they get commercialized and it is one 
thing if they do not. Because -you mentioned this too- because, although, these people do make 
money, when you think about, it majority of them does this as a job. So basically at least some part 
of that money they invest it back. So this can be a positive but also it can -I don't know- injure the 
community and the bond that initially created. So it is avery thin line. But I want to get your opinion 
on the thing that there are some Youtubers, obviously, that you also mentioned that they do make 
money out of Youtube, they are fairly successful but they still manage to keep their community 
intact. So what do you think how they manage that? What are your thoughts on it?

M: Some of them… I think it also depends on the follower base.

Ö: Yeah, sure.

M: If some of them have -majority of them- age between 12 and 15, they wouldn't care. If it’s a bit 
older or doesn't have to be older, different kind of people. Wiser or not wiser, whatever you want to 
call. They might see through it or they are more skeptical and they start question things. So it 
depends on follower base I guess that some people manage to keep it and some don’t. Then again 
not all the Youtubers can become too commercialized. A lot of people, a lot -

Ö: (overlap) How do you define the difference between?

M: (overlap) like “Shaytards” (end of overlap) well they don't put a lot of products in. Genuinely just 
about themselves, about the content they initially created -

Ö: But they still earn money out of Youtube, right?

M: Yeah, yeah. They still earn money out of Youtube. They manage to sustain community also by 
integrating with videos as well. A lot of times they express opinion or they do video and then they 
ask people to express their views either in a video or comment or something. And then when the 
next video comes up they kinda reflect on the people or reflect on their thoughts. They play the 
video someone else did about their last video they asked about it. So they kinda, that’s how they 
try to involve with people.

Ö: Okay. So you think that just, that basically improves the bond between the community -

M: It does improve, it does. But it’s not like everyone is the same there. One might be more 
concerned about them too commercial than others. It’s not like [black and white?] It’s just a group 
of a lot of individuals and their opinions and have them to share this tiny interest over something. 

Ö: Yeah, of course. Now that we talked about the commercial side of Youtube a lot. What are your 
opinions about if you compare the similarities and differences between the successful Youtubers 
and… I don't want to say successful Youtubers but well-known Youtubers and traditional 
celebrities? If you want to make a similarities, difference, why do you think people follow them… 
Anyways, I just let you talk.



M: Yeah… (ironically laughs) Well for me famous people are musicians that are on Youtube. Taylor 
Swift, Kanye West, approved accounts or whatever -

Ö: So the real celebrities on Youtube-

M: Real celebrities but they advertise what they do. They but their music videos or music videos… 

Ö: Or behind the scenes maybe?

M: Behind the scenes, yeah. I know like “Game of Thrones” and “Top Gear” put a lot of behind the 
scenes on Youtube as well, which I think also creates a community in a way. People like “Top 
Gear”, they gonna subscribe to it and they gonna watch all these behind the scenes or snaps of 
previous episodes. But what was the question… Famous people and regular Youtubers?

Ö: Yeah, exactly. Similarities and differences between. And you can also compare their fandoms.

M: Well I wouldn't want to compare them because they, they make their own thing. They good at 
what they do.

Ö: What do they do?

M: Some make music, some put their film snaps that they made, others -traditional Youtubers- 
create tutorials, talk about stuff make comedy sketches and some like Justin Bieber became 
famous. He was by the way -

Ö: (overlap) Yeah, yeah, yeah. I know.

M: (overlap) - was a Youtuber, right? (end of overlap) Put the video he was playing and then for 
some reason he got famous but erhm… They just do what they do I think and all the well-known 
Youtubers and the real famous people outside of Youtube, on Youtube -

Ö: Oh, they don't have to be on Youtube.

M: They don't have to be on but I think they realize that their fans are on Youtube. So they must be 
there as well. Same as also TV shows, “Game of Thrones” or “Top Gear” that I mentioned or all 
these talkshows they are on Youtube. They know that their fans are there and that’s just how they 
can spread out but to create a community or not that’s another question.

Ö: So, erhm, what do you think… The fame of a Youtuber versus the fame of a celebrity. Is this the 
same kind of fame that we are talking about?

M: Erhm… Not necessarily because one creates fame through Youtube. Other one maintains it 
fame in Youtube. So I think it’s different kinda strategy why they are there. I mean they don't have 
to make specific content for Youtube. They just put what they do because they are already famous. 
They kinda get more people or less people to maintain their fame. But I don't know… The other 
ones have to keep up what they do because they got famous because of Youtube. If something 
goes wrong or if they stop doing like [inaudible] or whatever or that “FRED” guy -annoying- became 
famous Youtuber… They stopped doing what people expect from them, their views will be fall and 
they will be forgotten and new people will come over. So I think it’s a different kind of thing. 

Ö: You mentioned that this any kind of wrong move or anything that basically affects the people 
they follow them. So then is it safe to say that the fandom or the community that follow these 
people, although they can be interchangeable… Of course like a person who watches -I don't 
know- “PewsDiePie” can also be Taylor Swift fan. I am not talking about that. The way their loyalty 
created do you think that differs from following a Youtuber versus being a fan of an actor or singer 
or…



M: Okay, from that perspective… From the viewer perspective, I think that it doesn't differ that 
much because they view them based on what they are interested in or if they become interested in 
something, they’ll just stop viewing. It wouldn't matter if they view it… I don't know.

Ö: Do you think they have the same exact expectations from -

M: Yeah because they watch them because they are in some way interested in them. It’s hard to 
say if one is more interesting than the other. It’s hard to measure it. It’s just that thing, the moments 
time of any person’s life whether they are interested in one thing and then stop being interested 
[inaudible] It depends on content as well. It might get boring or they might grow up and get 
interested in other things, they move on.

Ö: Okay, yeah. Fair enough. In the beginning we mentioned that you do have your own channel.

M: (laughs with a downplaying tone)

Ö: So tell me more about it. When did you start? Do you post regularly? What’s the story behind it? 

M: It was a long time ago.

Ö: So, okay. What kind of videos were you putting out? What made you stop putting videos? 

M: I started… At some point I was kinda getting interested in making video clips or whatever but I 
think the period I started posting things -

Ö: When was this by the way? I am sorry.

M: 2009 (uncertain tone) 2008, 2009. It was when I started being interested in playing music 
instruments. So I was like while playing this I am just gonna record it and put it on Youtube or 
whatever. Just not for, not necessarily for making it public but just to keep it there because I know 
that I can go back and watch it again. Instead of having it on my PC. Yeah but I had few snaps of 
few songs that I played. Then I put some videos of the concerts that I attended. My graduation 
ceremony, some memories that I could share with others without sending anyone really data 
consuming file. I could just drop a link on Youtube and they can just access it. So that’s not a good 
use of Youtube.

Ö: Bu I mean it’s one of many uses of -

M: Yeah, yeah. I started doing that and then somehow I just stopped. Stopped using it.

Ö: Did you have any subscribers?

M: (laughs) It was more like my friends.

Ö: Okay. So it didn’t go-

M: (overlap) No, no. Of course not.

Ö: (overlap) - viral? Okay. (end of overlap)

M: But some… But for some tutorials, like I think it was “Imagine” from Beatles on piano… I 
learned how to play it and then you can share the video with that video… I don't know how you 
could do that. I think it the comments or response video… You could attach link to that original 
video.



Ö: I think they used to do it. I don't think they can do it anymore but back in the day, I remember, 
you could post your video responses in comments.

M: Yeah, yeah. Exactly. That’s what I did and then the creator of that tutorial said ‘Good job, blah, 
blah. Keep up the good work.’ [inaudible] Some views, some comments like ‘good job’ or ‘sounds 
good’ but that’s pretty much it.

Ö: So you basically used it like a personal -

M: (overlap) Data storage. 

Ö: - data storage. (end of overlap) Okay. Cool. I am basically done with very specific questions. I 
do still have some few but yeah… Well I just want to get your opinion on like… What do you think 
of Youtube’s future? Do you think it has an expiration date? I don't know. What do you think what is 
on the horizon for Youtube and Youtubers?

M: I think everything can potentially have expiration date. The big old example of MySpace and 
Facebook. I think Youtube they have to follow within newest trends. What’s happening in the world 
when it comes to technology, virtual reality plays a really big role now. It’s developing… I think 
generally the platform that Youtube created is good enough to keep surviving because new content 
is constantly being updated. I mean I don't know how in your life time be able to follow all the 
videos being uploaded there right now because there is so many of them. As a corporation… But 
they are already owned by Google, right? Yes, they are! So, its up to Google how they wanna, to 
which direction they want to move it. But I think it’s gonna stay there but they have to incorporate 
new things. Like Facebook starting to do 360 videos, they starting to have lifestream on Facebook 
which Youtube already has by the way.

Ö: There’s actually paid content on Youtube now. Like you can follow up episodes or “webisodes”. 
Youtube Red I think. 

M: I didn’t know that.

Ö: Just to give you a heads up.

M: It’s a good thing they try to evolve it but I don't think it’s a good thing if they try to make it as a 
Netflix/HBO. It’s hard to say. Because then again it may take away the joy of having open, self-
creating community to a bigger corporations. 

Ö: The examples that I saw is those Youtubers they have their own channels and some of the 
content that they out up… Not like sitting at home doing video content but its just they have their 
webisodes and… Like people they already do shows, like “Fine Brothers”, what they do, they 
already have a show.

M: Exactly, exactly. 

Ö: And then some of those are actually paid now. So its just every now and then… Anyways. 

M: Yeah, now that it evolved I guess. Some get big and some don't get big. It’s an interesting thing. 
If viewers keep growing, internet access keep growing… So there’s always gonna be market for 
new content, new stuff. Youtube will be there. Maybe in a different format. Maybe it wont be 
Youtube, it will be called something else, who knows… That would create storm for sure… 
Because people are already sensitive of any changes that Youtube has. Even the layout is different 
there will be a big storm but people will get used to it.

Ö: Let’s briefly talk about this feedback mechanism on Youtube. What are your thoughts on it? Do 
you think it’s effective? Or pros and cons of it?



M: I think the biggest negative side is it could cyberbullying which is a big thing. It can at some 
cases just shut even the Youtubers themselves down because there may be certain individuals 
who keep trolling, put negativity or have a lot of dislikes on videos. So that’s negative side. They 
can create a negative environment because it’s open to everyone. Unless Youtuber sets the 
comment section that he has to approve it first. But that’s another story. That can do that right? The 
best side is again this feedback, close connection. Especially the creators when they reply to 
comments it creates this big buzz. ‘Woah!’ It’s almost like celebrity replied to them. So it can kinda 
start having some sort of discussion with your followers. So that’s a good thing. I know there’s a 
new Youtube channel is called “Geography Now” and there’s a guy who is going through all of the 
countries in alphabetical order and talks about the country. Politics, geography, people… He 
always try to engage people. ‘What do you think? What’s the best pie in the world, from which 
country? What is the funniest name?’ He is always active on Facebook asking these questions. A 
lot of Youtube channels are also active on different platforms. They all, most of them have profile 
on Facebook. It’s like try to lure as many people or go the other way around and be connected with 
them through Facebook. This open connection is really good thing. I think that’s what makes 
Youtube, Youtube.

Ö: The negative comments that you mentioned or like any kind of negativity, cyber attacks or what 
not… Do you think they only have negative sides? 

M: Of bullying? 

Ö: I mean of course bullying is always… but I mean any kind of negative attention, let’s put it that 
way. Because after all it’s an attention…

M: I mean if it’s for valid reason not just trolling but valid… Naah!

Ö: I mean is there actually a way that Youtuber might get benefited from it?

M: Might have more content for next video based on the discussion (laughs) but I haven't thought 
about it. I Don't think Youtubers generally prefer negative comments. I mean if they are 
constructive and reasonable or criticizes the video aspects of they agree with, then yeah but if its 
plain trolling I think they prefer [inaudible] Some of them don't care about it. Some of them are so 
fed up with them they just disable video comment section in general. 

Ö: So what are the pros and cons about disabling comments? Do you prefer watching a video that 
comments are disabled?

M: Funny thing is sometimes comments are funnier than the video. Some of them can be really 
funny but that’s what’s bad thing about it that it brings… Video creators that have this community 
then it’s a bad thing because they take really important part of it. The discussion, the connection, 
the viewers… Other Youtubers that are not into their viewers, do their own thing and don't care 
about it as much, they can disable it. I don't think it’s gonna matter a lot. But people always 
complain if they cannot express their views on Youtube. I think that’s what they think about Youtube  
when they go in there. Its not only about the video but you can also comment on it and read other 
people’s comments.

Ö: So its part of the experience.

M: Yeah! It is. It’s a package.

Ö: Cool, cool! So that being the case I think I am thorough with all of my questions. Any last 
remarks or last thoughts?



M: Nope. Youtube is good. Better than TV. (jokingly) The daily vlog channel that I was following 
back in the days were called “Internet Killed TV” which is exactly what Youtube has done.

Ö: Okay, great! Thank you so much. 



Appendix.7

Interview - II

Participant: Ines
Age: 21
Gender: Female
Occupation: Student, student worker  
Perspective: Youtube Audience

Ö: I think it would be nice if we start with very basic questions so that you will warm up to whole 
thing. So how long have you been watching Youtube?

I: Oh, good question! For really long time. I mean since I was very young. I don't know maybe I 
was probably like 11 or something. 

Ö: Oh, cool. And how old are you now? 

I: Okay! Maybe a bit less. I don't know when Youtube was created but yeah I am 21 now. So yeah 
maybe a bit less than 10 years.

Ö: But yeah it’s a long time. Okay, cool. So how often do you watch it?

I: Erhm… Depends how busy I am but I think I watch more than normal people watch it. (laughs) 
But I watch it [inaudible] hours during the day depends if I log in and I see there’s a lot of 
interesting videos then I watch them cause I am subscribe to quite a lot of people. I don't watch 
everything but… 

Ö: So you are basically subscribe to them. Okay, cool. Yeah but why do you watch Youtube?

I: It’s like watching TV. I don't have a TV so…

Ö: So it’s just for the entertainment or for learning something or just I don't know… What is it for?

I: Erhm… Mostly entertainment I think. I don't really watch science videos or anything but 
learning… Yeah you could say. I used to watch a lot of make-up tutorials. Now I watch more like 
fun videos. 

Ö: So it’s just basically replacing TV function in your life. Just one not related question but why 
don’t you own a TV? Is there a reason for it?

I: I dont know. When I moved to Copenhagen I just never got one.

Ö: Yeah. Language might be a barrier too. 

I: Oh, yeah, exactly! I cant really watch Danish TV. So it’s not really… It doesn’t make sense to 
have a TV right now. I have internet. 

Ö: Yeah, exactly. Everything is on there anyways. So we basically touched on anyways, you were 
talking about them. But I want you to dive into them more. So what are your Youtube watching 
habits? How do you watch? Who do you watch? So I don't know. Just walk me through. What do 
you do?

I: When I was younger I used to watch a lot of those beauty gurus that make beauty tutorials and I 
felt like that was so interesting to watch them do their make-up. And then as I grew older and as 



they grew older, they stopped doing that many make-up videos. Like the ones that I followed… But 
I liked them so much that I started watching their other videos. A lot of them made vlog channels 
and then I felt it was so interesting to follow them. Especially since they were my age and some of 
them are going to to college while I was going to university. So I felt that was really interesting. And 
while I was watching them always in the suggested videos there’s more people. So then I watch 
more people and I don't know… There’s just so many interesting things to watch. 

Ö: Yeah that’s true! So basically through the suggested you found other videos. Cool, very nice! 
Yeah you mentioned… Who do watch on Youtube?

I: There’s just so many! (giggles in an ashamed tone) Yeah, I don't know.

Ö: You can just tell me your favorites if that’s gonna be easier. 

I: Erhm… (pause)

Ö: You can just cheat. If you have the app you can just look at it. 

I: (reaches to her phone) Okay, I am not logged in to my account. (hesitantly checks her phone) 
From the beauty gurus, there’s this girl called… Oh!, no I am logged in. Okay. So there’s like 
“JuicyStar07” - classic! Oh, “Philip DeFranco”, I watch for the news ‘cause he is really interesting. 
“ArdenRose”, “Bethany Mota” - I don't like her that much anymore. Okay, this is just like my 
opinions! (apologetically)

Ö: No, no! Of course. It’s completely fine. 

I: “Fine Brothers” - I think their videos are really interesting. That one, that’s really fun to watch, 
other react videos. “The Ellen Show” - I used to watch her on TV when I had a TV at home. So it’s 
nice that she is also on Youtube. “Jenna Marbles”… Yeah!

Ö: Yeah? Cool. You mentioned that, I mean it’s probably an early question to ask but I am still 
gonna do it ‘cause it comes right in time. You mentioned “Bethany Mota” and you said that you 
don't like her anymore. Is there a specific reason?

I: Well I liked her when I was really young and now her audience is also really young. I become a 
bit too old for that but I think her videos were really fun to watch when I was younger.

Ö: So it’s the age thing -

I: I think she doesn’t upload that much ‘cause I am still subscribe to her but I don't click on the 
videos anymore. ‘Cause they are like ‘middle school lunch ideas’. (unimpressed tone)

Ö: Oh, I see! Is there a reason she does not upload any more?

I: I don't know. I think she has like… She is doing tours and stuff like that. But yeah…

Ö: Yeah! It can happen. Cool! You just mentioned, give me some people… Do you watch them 
regularly? 

I: Like I don't watch all of their videos but if I log in and just at the time that I am logged in I see 
their videos there then I’ll watch it. But usually now when I log into Youtube I mostly just look at 
suggestions. So it’s not even people I am subscribed to. I just see if title is interesting, seems like 
something I can watch 10 minutes of. 

Ö: (both laugh) Yeah, of course! That being the case do you have one favorite that you have 
watched all these years? Or current favorite? Doesn't matter. 



I: Ahh, that’s a hard question! 

Ö: I am sorry! (jokingly) (both laugh)

I: Erhm… I guess “BeautyBaby44” ‘cause I still watch her vlogs pretty regularly ‘cause I think it’s 
interesting. But I mean, yeah, there’s no one that I watch like… 

Ö: Okay. Yeah, that makes sense. Yeah, so… Probably, what I am assuming is that you basically 
start watching people, it changes along the time. 

I: Uh-huh! 

Ö: Okay, cool. But if we start from, we want talk from a very specific case -

I: Yes.

Ö: - You mentioned your one favorite. Do you remember the first time you watched a video from 
that channel? 

I: Errrh, no. But I remember like the time period and I remember like how she looked and I was 
young as well… I don't know. Okay, no but I don’t remember the exact date or anything like that. 

Ö: Yeah you can also talk about those. Like how old were you and how old was she? What were 
the videos about? 

I: Those were the beauty videos that I keep saying and she was probably like 13. She was exact 
age as me. That’s why I have been following along throughout her life and my life. And I was like 
middle school. 

Ö: So yeah. Make-up tutorial kind of thing. 

I: Yeah. 

Ö: Do you remember why you basically clicked on her videos? Was there any particular reason 
behind it? Do you remember even? 

I: No, I don't remember ‘cause it’s so long ago but it’s probably like… It was probably on the front 
page ‘cause she was pretty popular already. Not as popular as she is now but…

Ö: Yeah, of course. Back in the times. Sure. What was… What made you go on Youtube anyways? 
What were you looking for? 

I: Hmmh… (long pause) I don't know because when I was younger I used to spend a lot of time 
online already. So I was probably - I don't know - watching a video for something but I can’t 
remember exactly. 

Ö: Okay cool. That’s completely fine. 

I: But I guess at some point like youtube like ‘how to put on mascara’ or something and like… I got 
into the make-up tutorial watching.

Ö: Yeah, perfect. It was just that functional question in your mind that you wanted to get an answer 
for and that let you an entire world of people. 



I: Yeah. But now I don't do that anymore. I don't youtube ‘how to put on mascara’ or ‘how to do a 
smokey eye’. Like I don't search for anything. I just watch what’s available I mean. 

Ö: Okay, yeah. Perfect. When you started watching her was she successful then? Or she was just 
starting as well?

I: Yeah, I mean I think she was successful for being a 13 year old girl. She was getting sent 
products and stuff like that. I remember she was doing few reviews of certain products.

Ö: Yeah that makes sense. When you first discovered her did you watch all her videos 
immediately? How did it evolve? 

I: (laughs) Yeah I probably watched a lot of videos at once just to see them and then I would… I 
didn’t have an account back then. So I was just like go to page like whenever I remembered to 
watch her videos. Yeah…

Ö: When did you subscribe to her? Do you remember? Did you do it immediately? 

I: No. I guess that at one point I decided like I should make an account to keep up with people that 
I had [inaudible]. And then… But I cant remember exactly. Sorry!

Ö: No, no, no… (casual tone) It’s just… No. It’s just like… Yeah, that was actually a good answer 
cause I just wanted to know whether you did it immediately or how it evolved. So it’s completely 
fine. So yeah, perfect. You also mentioned that you no longer basically look for specific things on 
Youtube. Is there a reason behind this? Or how did that evolve? I would like to dive into it more. 

I: Hmm… Erhm.. Well I mean now I have a question I could just… I could have google it back then 
as well but when I was younger it was nice to see people doing stuff, showing me how to do things 
and I feel like I don't really need that anymore. I can’t really google like ‘how to’… I can’t youtube 
like ‘how to pass my class in economics’ or something. But back then it was simpler things that I 
could look up. 

Ö: Along the time the functionality evolved. Not functionality. I don't want to say like the 
functionality of Youtube but the functionality that you were looking for. You basically search it in a 
different place now. 

I: Uh-huh!

Ö: Good! Yes, nice. This is cool. I am gonna check her out right after this interview. I wanna know 
it. (both laugh) But you said that she basically changed -

I: (overlap) Yeah. Yeah.

Ö: (overlap) her video style from tutorials to vlogs. (end of overlap) Does she still use her same 
channel or -

I: (overlap) She has a separate channel. 

Ö: (overlap) uses a separate one. (end of overlap) Okay, okay. Erhm… Is that… Cause any of 
those… As far as I understand she still has two channels or -

I: Yeah. She has like the “BeautyBaby44” channel and then she has her vlog channel. 

Ö: Which one she uses more often?



I: The vlog channel ‘cause now she decided that she wants to do only vlogs and lifestyle videos. 
But sometimes she uploads on her main channel. 

Ö: So how did this, like, transition happen do you think? Did it happen because she wanted it to do 
it? Or was that a request? Or I don't know. 

I: Erhm… I watched the video where she was like ‘Guys! I have to admit something. I don't enjoy…’ 
Like she said that she doesn't enjoy making those beauty videos anymore and that she enjoys 
being lifestyle Youtuber and just vlogging her day.

Ö: So it was her own preference.

I: Uh-huh.

Ö: Nice, nice. So that being the case we can just take her as herself ‘cause now that she has two 
channels I just don't want it to be confusing. But do you consider her popular or successful as sh is 
now? 

I: Yes! 

Ö: What makes you feel that way?

I: Erhm… I dont know cause she is in that Youtube community, of that successful people who got 
invited to events and she has all her friends that are also Youtubers. Like her whole life evolves 
around Youtube and she moved to LA and doing all these like Youtuber things. 

Ö: So, okay. This whole LA thing is that a common thing that they do? 

I: Yes I have noticed a lot of Youtubers have done that. 

Ö: Yeah, yeah, okay. That being the case how do you define success on Youtube? To you… It 
doesn't have to be like… I am not after any kind of… Just what do you think that’s like success to 
you or popularity to you? 

I: I don’t know. I am not sure. I think… I mean her, for example, she became really popular when 
there weren't that many people. So then the fans that she has are the fans she had for the long 
time but I guess for other people it would be making interesting content. ‘Cause I think it would be 
a bit harder to become like a vlogger if you don't already have a lot of followers on Youtube. But if 
you do make interesting content then it would be easier to get more popularity. I don't know. 

Ö: So what do you think interesting content is? Like what makes a content interesting for you?

I: For me… I don't know. It’s just something entertaining to watch. I don't know. There’s this new 
trend of storytime videos where people tell really exaggerated stories (both laugh) that has 
happened to them in their lives. I think that’s interesting. Erhm… I don't know. 

Ö: So the content you find it interesting to watch… How about the personality of the Youtuber? 

I: Yeah, I guess that plays into what I find interesting. Also like the storytime videos… It’s always 
people that have really strong personalities and really funny or can tell stories in a cool way. 

Ö: Cool. Yeah. I am just gonna… Because, I mean, I do get this question a lot whenever I say that I 
have this research about Youtube and investigating how the success goes. They immediately ask 
me very functional elements of a video. Like the title of it-

I: (overlap) Ooooh! Okay. 



Ö: (overlap) and the thumbnail (end of overlap) and stuff like that. Quality of a video and everything 
of that sort… Like this kind of very functional aspects of a video. Do you think or do you find them 
effective for you to watch something?

I: Yeah, definitely! Because I always look at the suggestions and if it says… Like the thumbnail 
really dramatic and it says, I don't know, ‘I murdered my sister’ or something like that-

Ö: (laughs) Yeah, I did saw those videos too! 

I: Clickbait! And then I HAVE to click on it to watch it and then you watch it 30 minutes and it has 
nothing to do with the title. But I mean I admit it works on me. 

Ö: Okay yeah sure. How about… Do you have any kinda of like negative or positive feelings or 
thoughts towards the length of a video? 

I: I mean I don't really like to watch a really long videos because I just want to watch few minutes of 
a funny video and then continue with my day.

Ö: Yeah that makes sense. So anyway going back to your favorite… Do you remember? Of course 
you cannot. I am not looking for an exact date but do you think what and how… How is better in 
this case. How that channel become popular? If we can give it a timeline what made that peak do 
you think?

I: Do you want like the history of her channel?

Ö: Yeah, sure! You can give me.

I : I don’t know. She was like this young girl. She was like 13 or something. She was making videos 
in her house, make-up videos. I don't know. She was like going through high school and then she 
had few popular videos like prom make-up tutorial or something like that. I guess a lot of people 
like me just thought that was interesting and then she… She was applying to university and she 
was always having like videos where she would explain what she is doing and what’s happening 
with her life and how she applied to college or how she passed certain classes. Oh! I remember 
she had some organizational videos of ‘how to stay organized during high school’. I think that’s 
what made her really popular and then she moved to LA and she became a bit more popular. Yeah 
that’s more towards present day. 

Ö: Okay. So the content that she was creating… It was just popular probably on like… It was just 
popular to her audience -

I: Yeah!

Ö: So more people were watching her. It was the same age group -

I: Yeah! 

Ö: So the prom people were watching her. And then the same age group -

I: Yeah! Cause I was the same age as her and I thought it was interesting to watch these kind of 
videos. 

Ö: Oh! Nice, nice. And then… I am assuming and then she had like more follower base or like 
subscriber base and then it grew and grew and grew.

I: Uh-huh. 



Ö: Yeah? Perfect. So can we say that the originality of the content made her or is it something 
else? Because you mentioned she had brand deals and stuff like that. Did that kinda thing, being 
noticed by companies… Did that play any part on it? 

I: What do you mean?

Ö: Oh well! You just… Because I am assuming now that she has been, at one point, noticed by 
those brands and they were sending her products. Do you consider that kind of arrangement 
success as well or is it just to you does it make any sense or?

I: Yeah… I mean if a company sends you stuff so you review it to other people… I think that’s 
because you are successful. 

Ö: Yeah? Perfect. That makes sense. Erhm… If that’s the case, you know her pretty much timeline, 
do you think her channel or herself… Let’s not talk about her channel ‘cause we decided that we 
are gonna talk about her. Do you think she changed over time? 

I: Erhm… Yeah! I mean from what I have seen in the comments and what she has said and she is 
always like ‘I am sorry I have changed.’ ‘Cause people… I mean of course she changed but she 
was 13 when she started and now she is 21. Of course she changed but yeah I think she did 
change because she went from doing a certain type of videos to doing another type of videos. And 
then her personality changed but that’s something more specific to her and I don't think it’s that 
related to Youtube. Like if you watch some of her videos, it’s really different. I don't know. 

Ö: Ah, okay. But is there… She is sorry because she gets negativity because of it?

I: Yeah, yeah.

Ö: Okay. Why do you think that’s the case? Or I don't know. ‘Cause I never watched her so I don't 
know. I don't assume what was the problem but what’s the problem that she get negativity? 

I: Erhm… I guess people subscribed to her because she made really nice beauty videos and 
fashion videos and now she has decided that she doesn’t want to do that and instead she just 
wants people to watch her daily life, yeah. 

Ö: So she was not being probably the consistent-

I: Yeah. 

Ö: Consistent as in a first initial promise of that channel. 

I: Yeah.

Ö: Yeah? Okay. So do you, like personally, think the consistency is important in a channel that you 
follow?

I: No. But yeah if they upload more regularly, then there’s more chance that I’ll see more videos of 
them because it will be like on the home page.

Ö: But you don't seek content consistency? 

I: No and I don't get angry if someone hasn't uploaded a video in a year or something. 

Ö: Yeah? Okay. That makes sense. Erhm… So yeah, okay. (long pause) Okay, so… My last 
question about this whole change thing and we also touched upon it because of people’s reactions 



to it. Which factors do you think have any sort of effect on the way the channel changes? It can be 
anything. What do you think SHE changes? Yeah her personality changes and she grew up and 
stuff like that too but any sort of external reasons of this whole Youtube community… It can be any 
effects on it?

I: Erhm… I guess like moving to LA where… And then those people are only surrounded with other 
Youtubers and then I guess they feel like they need to also change their videos to make them more 
similar to other Youtubers. I mean I guess that’s why a lot of Youtube have started vlogging like 
daily vlogs because other people are doing it. I don't know. 

Ö: Yeah that makes sense. So is it safe to say that there is some sort of trend like in a Youtube 
world that they can be-

I: Yeah! I mean I am giving only one example but there are so many…

Ö: Yeah of course. We can give other examples too. We just talked about it but you can just… So, 
yeah. What other channels do you consider successful in this case? Because we were talking 
about her but… Do you find it like CURRENTLY this is a very like successful channel?

I: Hmm, okay, no! It’s not like the most successful channel or anything. 

Ö: Any other channels?

I: Any other channels? Hmm… I don't know. Erhm… There’s one that I… Became popular… 
“RiceGum” or something like that. He makes dis videos of other Youtubers. So he just makes 
videos dissing other Youtubers. I think it’s very funny. (giggles)

Ö: That being the case I am assuming he is negative. 

I: Yeah, yeah. But like in a funny way.

Ö: In a funny way? Okay. So do you think any kind of… How the feedback works in these videos I 
am curious about? Because we talked briefly about how the audience reacts to certain things and I 
am curious about this whole community thing as well. So if there’s negativity within the audience 
and within the whole thing, do you consider this as a negative effect on the popularity of a channel 
or not?

I: Hmm… Ohh! I mean it really depends like I know there was like some drama with some 
Youtubers. Like the pranking Youtubers. There’s this guy. I don't remember his name. Errhm… 

Ö: “Sam Pepper”? 

I: Ohh, yeah, yeah, yeah! That guy! That guy didn’t do that well with a negative feedback but other 
people like “RiceGum” that I told you about… He made one video where dis someone and then 
people started typing mean things to him and then he used those mean things to make more 
videos and then he became super popular just making good quality videos. Talking back to the 
negative comments I guess… 

Ö: Do you think there’s patter of what is hit and what is miss in this case? 

I: Erhm… No. 

Ö: Yeah, yeah. Okay. Cool. Maybe… I am just thinking along the way too. Maybe it’s the whole 
interaction thing with the audience because I do get this a lot that -basically- that just see 
something in the comments and then they just react to it. Even if it’s negative, it just spirals around 
it. It can be… Note to myself. (laughs) Okay! So what makes you continue watching a channel?



I: (long pause) What makes me continue watching a channel? (mumbles) I don't know! When I 
already watch a lot of videos and I already kinda got to know the person. I just think it’s interesting 
to continue watching it. Erhm… Yeah.

Ö: So do you think you are part of like a something?

I: Yeah. You can say I am part of their community. 

Ö: Okay!

I: Erhm… I am not that interactive like I never leave comments or stuff like that. Or, yeah, if they 
sell stuff I never buy anything. I just think it’s nice to be consistent watching some people if I have 
seen a few of their videos. 

Ö: Yeah that makes sense. Erhm… Okay. I just completely lost track of my thoughts. I was about to 
ask you something. Is there a reason why you do not interact or leave comments or I don't know 
interact with people?

I: It’s just they have so many comments already. Why would I comment something that they 
probably not gonna look at. 

Ö: Uh-huh. Okay. That makes sense. Well for some reason… We can still talk about the 
“BeautyBaby44” or any other person. Do you think the initial reason you start watching these 
people has still the same? Is it still influencing for you to continue watching them? 

I: What do you mean?

Ö: Let’s say! You were watching somebody for some reason. Yeah… Let’s say you wanted to know 
how to make a smokey eye or any sort of thing. The reason you first started watching them… Does 
that things, does that reason has still the same effect for you to continue watching them? Let’s say 
finding them interesting or informative o any kind of thing… 

I: Well I mean I don't continue watching them for the same reason but yeah I continue watching 
them because there’s something about them that I think is interesting. Either their personality or I 
don't know… Their life seems interesting or I don't know… They are just entertaining to watch.

Ö: So it doesn't have to be the same reason you started watching them.

I: No, no. 

Ö: Okay. Yeah. Erhm… I asked you this. Whether or not you consider yourself part of a community. 
Erhm… Any sort of community. It does not have to be one fandom. Do you consider yourself part 
of a Youtube community? 

I: Not particularly I consider myself like ‘Ohh! I am part of the Youtube community’ because I have 
never made a video. So I don't think… But I feel like I can understand the Youtube… Like when 
someone talks about Youtubers and making videos and something like that I feel like I can 
understand what they mean by that.

Ö: Yeah, yeah. Sure. So you basically know the general terms, terminology…

I: Yeah, yeah, yeah!



Ö: Okay. Do you think? So yeah that’s also a thing. How do you define a community in this case? 
Because you mentioned that you never posted a video. Do you think it’s like correlated that you 
create content that just it’s part of a-

I: No, no. ‘Cause I have seen a lot of people saying like ‘We are a family and I admire you so much 
and I feel like…’ Even though they haven't made videos. I guess a lot of people feel like the 
connection to whoever they are watching.

Ö: So how do you think that connection or we can call it ‘bond’ created along this whole journey of 
lifetime. Of course it is harder to talk about someone else. You can also give examples from 
yourself. How do you think that bond is created? 

I: I don’t know I think… I mean the younger you are… If you watch videos when you are young and 
you grew up with them, I feel like that gives you like a special bond or something. Erhm….

Ö: The relatability maybe?

I: Yeah!

Ö: Yeah, okay, sure.

I: Because if like my mom started watching someone today, few vides, I don't think she would feel 
connection to anyone on Youtube but I was really young when I started Youtube. So those people I 
still watch…

Ö: Yeah, yeah yeah. But how about like… Because, of course, you have some set of Youtubers 
that you subscribed way before you used to watch them. What makes you subscribe or click to a 
new channel right now then?

I: Yeah, okay. It’s  like a combination of the… If it’s like in suggested bar and if it looks like… Either 
if it’s someone I have heard about, heard other people talk about or thumbnail or the title look really 
interesting.

Ö: Yeah, yeah. Sure. What makes you… Have you every unsubscribed a channel? 

I: Hmmm… (pauses) Not that I can recall but, yeah, probably. I mean I am sure I have. If it’s, I don't 
know… If it’s something really boring then I would unsubscribe but I don't really remember any time  
that I actively unsubscribed. 

Ö: Okay. Yeah, yeah. Sure. So we talked about many channels you followed, many channels that 
you consider successful… Well, how do you think -you can also give me examples- they maintain 
their success or popularity? Are there things that they do or? 

I: I can imagine it’s really hard for them ‘cause you don't really know how to do that but I guess just 
uploading videos regularly. I guess some people try to create more original content. Other people 
just focus on uploading a lot of videos but I don't know. 

Ö: So content plays a part of it. So and then regularity you mentioned it. What kind of effects does 
it have? Of course… Regular content like but how do you think it will spiral around? 

I: What do you mean?

Ö: Well the effects of it… I don't know… What’s the benefit of uploading continuous, regular, in 
your opinion? 



I: Well I guess… Erhm… More people either watch your videos or people who watch you videos 
and want to see a lot of videos will be happy when there’s more videos to watch. 

Ö: Yeah, yeah. Okay. Uhm… So do you consider - of course it’s a part of it- but very quantifiable 
things such as subscribers and viewers… Like number of these people. Like number of subscriber 
and number of viewers. How does that play an effect on Youtuber channel or whole community? 
You go ‘This guy has X million subscribers. He is something’ or how do you feel about it? Like do 
you give any importance to it? 

I: Yeah! I mean when I first look at a video and then if the subscriber count is really high, I think ‘Oh 
wow! There must be a reason that this person has so many subscribers. Maybe I can continue 
watching.’ Yeah, you are right! That does play a part. I have never thought about it before. (both 
laughs) 

Ö: I didn't want to guide towards that direction but I just realized that we have never talked about it. 

I: I guess ‘cause I also get suggested things by Youtubers that have a lot of subscribers ‘cause you 
don't really get suggested who has 200 subscribers. It’s mostly popular people. Then I watch more 
popular people and then more popular and then…

Ö: Yeah, yeah. okay. I am just gonna take a look at my notes that I am missing something to ask 
you. Yeah, okay! We talked about very specific cases. Now we can talk about general stuff. I would 
like to know what do you think… Because Youtube became a job for many people. What are your 
thoughts on it? How do you find it?

I: What do you mean?

Ö: Well I know that you watch people and you see those people going to high school and then to 
university and then this is their job now. That commercial aspect of things… Do you think… Does it 
change anything for you? Or what are your thoughts on it? 

I: Well it does change the content of the people. Like the girl that made the make-up videos in her 
bedroom is not like a hobby anymore. It’s like a job but I mean the videos are still interesting and I 
watch them. Erhm… But yeah I just think that it’s good for them they manage to turn it into a job. 
Because I know a lot of them started it as a hobby.

Ö: Now that you said it I can also say too because I do get, like I do see many comments like… 
Some people have some problem with this whole earning money out of Youtube thing. Uhmm… 
Why do you think it’s disturbing for some of those people? And what’s their stance agains it? 

I: Well I mean, I guess it’s disturbing for people that go to Youtube videos for like honest reviews of 
certain things. If they know that the person is being sponsored, maybe it’s not that honest. But I 
think people who make content that isn't like sponsored and they just earning money from the 
videos I cant see why that would bother people. ‘Cause it’s like… People making TV shows or 
movies, they also have to get paid. Why would they get paid? That’s their job. 

Ö: Okay. Now that you mentioned… ‘Cause that was one of my questions. I think it flow really well. 
Hmm… What do you think? What are the similarities and differences between the traditional 
celebrities that we know of from TV shows or like singers, song writers and the Youtubers? What 
do you think are the similarities and differences between these two groups of people?

I: Well I mean I know the bigger Youtubers, the most successful ones are almost as famous or 
more famous than celebrities but what are the differences? I don't know. I think they are more like 
regular people ‘cause they decide what kind of content they want to create. It really depends 
‘cause I don't know what it is… I am sure they have managers and stuff like that they have to do 



but I think they are more honest and more… Like you can see more their personal life than you 
would of a celebrity. 

Ö: That makes them-

I: More relatable! Yeah that’s what I was…

Ö: Yeah, perfect. You mentioned that you don't have a channel.

I: No. 

Ö: Okay. You never uploaded it. You never wanted-

I: I mean I have an account but…

Ö: But it’s not like content creation. Okay. 

I: Uh-huh!

Ö: What makes you not upload? Because it’s a thing and it is tempting and we do watch people.

I: I mean I would love to make a video and earn money but I don't know I just… Never was for me I 
guess.

Ö: Yeah, okay. What else?! (goes through her notes) We touched upon many of those things. Well 
then we can basically talk about… What do you, like, what do you think? When you think about 
Youtube as a whole thing, whole channel… What do you think, what’s in the Youtube’s future? 

I: Well I mean more and more… Less people have TVs nowadays and I think in the future a lot 
more people are gonna watch Youtube and they are gonna start watching Youtube like they watch 
TV. I mean I also heard that Youtube is having this thing called “Youtube Red”. I don't know much 
about it ‘cause I didn't look into it but that’s gonna be like TV, right? 

Ö: I think it’s… Yeah, I heard that too. I think it’s the content that you just… I don't know. You pay.

I: Yeah, you pay and it’s like those big Youtube creators that they have their free channels but they 
also upload stuff to Youtube Red. Actually I don't know much about that but yeah I think more and 
more people are gonna start watching Youtube as they decrease their TV usage. 

Ö: Yeah, yeah. That makes sense. So do you think Youtube has an expiration date? Like we know 
that there are so many social media channels that they expired along the years. Can we say this of 
Youtube as well? 

I: Hmmm… I don’t know. I don't think so. Like I don’t think… If it is, it is not soon because in the 
time Youtube has been a thing, there have been a lot of other different social medias that have 
been burned and died but Youtube has stayed consistently. Like increasing in popularity, I guess.

Ö: Why would that be the case? Because I am thinking right now while you were talking. That 
some of them… What makes it, what makes Youtube up to date in your opinion? 

I: Is that creators makes new videos to replace the old ones. It’s very fast…

Ö: Yeah of course. Now that we mentioned. What do you think makes them create relevant 
content? Is that instant feedback that they get from the community?

I: Yeah! Yeah, probably. 



Ö: Okay. 

I: So what the people, like their fans or whatever are asking them to do and then I man that would 
have the influence of what they do. 

Ö: So we also talked about that whole trends of what other Youtubers are doing, stuff like that… 
You also did a very good mention in there that doing the same thing versus being original or being, 
having, producing… Yeah that quantity versus quality thing. What do you think about it? Can we 
just a bit more talk about that? 

I: Yes! Well… I don't know. Yeah it’s a big struggle for them because some of them want to make 
really really good quality content. Maybe upload one video a month but make it really cool like 10 
cameras and make it more like really well produced film or something. Whereas other people just 
want to upload everyday.

Ö: But what’s your personal preference?

I: My personal preference? Erhm… Both! ‘Cause I like watching very nicely produced videos but I 
also like watching just vlog of a girl just holding a camera and telling me what she bought that day 
or I don't know like the “Shaytards”. It’s that family… Seeing what they did that day. 

Ö: It’s probably what you are after or what the promise of that channel is that you want to see.

I: Yeah.

Ö: That makes perfect. I am just gonna one last time go through. (shuffles through notes) We can 
basically… Probably I have no longer any questions left but…

I: Is there anything else you are looking to touch upon?

Ö: I think we covered everything thus far. But yeah… Do you have any questions for me?

I: No but this was interesting. 

Ö: Thank you. Thanks so much for joining in. 

I: I hope it will be helpful. 

Ö: Yeah! It is, it is. Definitely. 



Appendix.8

Interview - III

Participant: Lisa
Age: 26
Gender: Female
Occupation: Masters graduate
Perspective: Youtube Audience

Ö: Let’s start with general questions. How long have you been watching Youtube? 

L: I have been watching Youtube for at least 6 years. Like addictively 6 years but probably ever 
since it came out. You know when some people remember when the internet came, I don't but I 
remember when Youtube came out. (both laugh) I was in high school and I loved it! Yeah. So 
always like watching fun videos but I think I was officially had an account 6 years ago. 

Ö: Yeah that makes sense. Right now how often do you watch Youtube?

L: Every single day. Probably 2 or 3 times a day. 

Ö: Good! 

L: Yeah. It faces like addiction. (laughs) Struggle is real! 

Ö: Why do you watch Youtube then? 

L: I love getting information through videos instead -like TV or films or anything like that- than 
reading. Then when you get Youtube, you just get so many different channels you can focus on. 
Like I love the whole beauty aspect. I watch like I think I follow like 15 different beauty gurus from 
like Australia to the States to Europe. So many different aspects of it and I can see new products 
and reviews and everything and how to apply, all that. So that’s like addictive and then also I watch 
a lot of like, called “SacconeJolys”… You get the family vibe. You see like every day life of a family 
and that’s kinda nice to follow too. And then you get all the fun comedian videos or reviews of 
trailers and everything like that. You can find anything on Youtube. 

Ö: Do you watch any news or I don't know talkshows and stuff like that?

L: Yeah, yeah. ‘Cause I watch a lot of like this TV shows that you cant see in the Danish TV. Like 
“Williams Show” or any like [inaudible] shows and all those like… Uh-huh! How did it called? 
“Jimmy Kimmel” and “Jimmy Fallon” and all of those. I can’t… “Ellen Degeneres”. And you can 
follow them whenever there’s a new video that pops up. I cant just see that.

Ö: So its more convenient because you cannot basically see them on Danish TV and you can-

L: Exactly! 

Ö: Cool, cool.

L: And whatever I want to find, it’s basically there and often if you go on a different American site 
and you wanna watch a link or something, it says ‘Oh! It’s currently unavailable in your country’ but 
if you search for exact same title in Youtube you can always find it and it will always be available. 
So that’s amazing! 



Ö: What makes Youtube more appealing then just -I don't know- reading stuff or watching TV for 
you?

L: Well it has so many different aspects and it’s more personal I feel. Often when it’s like… For 
example with the Youtube make-up channels, it’s very connected. It’s like they talk directly to me 
and in TV it’s more generalizing aspect. So it’s more like they just talk to random people 
everywhere instead of just like directly to me. So it almost becomes like ‘Oh, I can be your friend.’ 
and then you can like also follow them on Snapchat and Instagram and then you kinda almost feel 
like you know the person. It’s almost like a celebrity status. You feel more relaxed and you can… If 
you have any comments you can always type that in. It’s amazing ‘cause sometimes you get a 
reply and you can always add extra, debate or talk with someone else. ‘Oh did you buy the some?’ 
or ‘Did you get this product?’ or ‘What do you like?’, blah blah blah… So it’s not only just like 
watching TV and just getting the information but you can also chat and you can like request things. 
‘Oh, I really want to see this kind of video’, ‘Oh, I loved your hair in this one. Can you show a hair 
tutorial?’ something like that. It just gives so much more than you can just get from like an average 
TV or streaming service. 

Ö: Yeah? Perfect. So what are your Youtube watching habits? If you have any sort of pattern…

L: Well, the make-up, for sure! The beauty gurus and all that is for sure thing. I recently started 
vlogs. I LOVE addictions of those. Like, just like travel vlogs or I am going to Australia in October. 
Actually I am moving there. So I am just like currently watching whole bunch of ‘How to move 
there?’ or how-to videos and like getting inspiration and what to see, what to look at. Instead of 
reading from a book because I am more of a listener and then you can also see people’s 
comments like ‘Oh! I didn't like that.’ or ‘You shouldn’t. It’s a waste of time to go here.’ blah blah 
blah… And then the new addiction is also DIYs, like do-it-yourself videos where they are just like 
‘Oh when you are having a bachelorette party…’ cause a lot of my friends are getting married right 
now. So it’s like what can we do for inspirations and more fun things. It’s just like complete like 
visual versatile way of like collecting information.

Ö: Yeah. It’s a good sentence. Then who do you watch on Youtube? If you can give me some 
names…

L: Okay! I watch the “SacconeJolys”, “Lauren Curtis”, “Chloe Morello”, “Jaclyn Hill”, 
“NikkieTutorials”, “KathleenLights”, erhm… God! There’s so many! “Shani Grimmond” and umm… 
[“Pewie”?] and “Nadia & Kayla” and (gigles) I cant remember all of them. It’s like a huge list. Those 
are like my favorites. 

Ö: Okay. Do you watch them regularly?

L: Yes. As soon as they pop up a video I actually get an e-mail. So I can like see… ‘Okay, right, 
great! There’s something there!” and then I know when I go home I watch it. The “SacconeJolys” -
that’s like a family, so they upload every single day at 7. So I always know at 7 o’clock there’s a 
video. It’s never not there. But with the gurus you never really know. Sometimes they have like ‘Oh, 
every Wednesday, Monday’ but some of them just randomly uploading but I always get a message. 
So I always watch it. There’s always something for me to watch every single day and if I… There’s 
no videos or if I have seen them all from all the people I follow which I usually do ‘cause you can 
check them off, which I am that kind of person and then… Oh! I also follow “JWOWW” and 
“Snooki”. They have like a separate one. ‘Cause then you can see like whatever relates to that you 
will love this and then you can like see ‘oh, okay!’ which is also super great ‘cause then it’s like you 
don't get that on TV. You have like ‘Oh! That’s a nice TV show’ but they don't say ‘You should also 
watch this TV show if you really like this.’ That’s what it really does for you. So it recommends extra 
things.

Ö: Nice. So out of all those people do you have a favorite? 



L: I must say that “Chloe Morello” and the “SacconeJolys.” The “SacconeJolys” is just if you ever 
have a bad day and you come home and you watch… It’s your regular family and you see them, 
it’s a couple who just vlog their everyday life and then they got married and then they got a kid and 
then they got a second kid. You just follow and they film every single thing even if they fight they 
put it in. So it’s like real. It’s just… and the kids are like so cute and I am too young to have kids 
and everything but it’s too cute to see. ‘Cause if I am too busy or at work or it’s very stressful and I 
come home and it’s just like so nice. You just relax it up. “Chloe Morella” is just so beautiful, so 
gorgeous. She is an Australian beauty blogger and she is just…. She test out everything. Even 
though she didn’t want like [inaudible] she is just like ‘I am gonna this just to test that out.’ Like 
that…

Ö: Okay, okay. For how long you have been watching them? For the 6 years you have been 
watching these people?

L: No. “SacconeJolys” was 4 years. I started my bachelor at that point so I remember that. “Chloe 
Morello” I think was one of the first one. I think that was like 6 years ago or something. 5 years 
ago… 

Ö: Why do you think you follow this people particularly? What makes them special? 

L: Well some of them I feel like I can relate to. The family, not so much! But it’s a family goal but 
like the girls who talk about make-up and stuff. ‘Cause I love that! So it’s just like… And if they look 
like me and have blue eyes and blonde hair, I am like ‘Oh! Great’ because then you know what 
kind of matches me. If you have like brown eyes and dark hair and I am like ‘Oh shoot! I am not as 
beautiful as you.’ blah blah blah. So I just like follow something else. Sometimes they keep different 
aspects. It’s just like gaining so much more information like I could go to beauty school and 
probably get the same as these and these are REAL reviews. Often companies send stuff to 
them… Like people also think sponsored video or something but they ALWAYS give their true 
opinion about a product. If they don't like it, they let you know. So it’s like a risk too for the 
companies but it’s so nice to know like the newest things that come out. ‘Cause in Denmark it 
always like couple of months behind so, so nice when it’s like ‘I am gonna get this like in 3 months! 
Put it on the list!”

Ö: Nice! Out of those favorites do you remember the first video you watched from them?

L: Yeah I do! With the “Chloe Morello” -the beauty- she was like a bellydancer and I was watching 
some sort of dance video and then it was like ‘Oh, you would love this video.’ and then I saw the 
bellydancing and then automatically came on her site and I was like… She had a full on beauty 
tutorials and everything. I was like ‘Oh, okay. Sure!’ and then I started watching and that’s kind of 
how I fall into whole beauty looking and make-up and I was like from bellydancing to that… ‘Cause 
it like skips. It’s amazing. And then the “SacconeJolys”, I think when she was pregnant with their 
first child I started watching it and I was like ‘What is this?’ and she was like talking about being 
pregnant and everything like that in the… I don't know. I just watched it and I saw ‘Okay! They are 
uploading every single day.’ and then I was like ‘Oh wait! She is giving birth in couple of weeks.’ 
and I was like ‘Maybe I should see!’ and then you get addicted. 

Ö: Was that also one of the recommended videos to  you? ‘Cause I mean I don't know. How did 
you end up in pregnant woman’s channel? 

L: It’s like… Yeah, totally. ‘Cause every single video, it’s like… Now they have auto play, they didn't 
have that 2 or 3 years ago. They didn't have that. Now it just skips to the next video if you don't 
press like play for the next. So it’s so nice. It takes you into different universe. So good. 

Ö: Do you remember why did you click on those videos? Like particularly? Of course it was 
recommended, it’s right there but is there any particular reasons that caught your attention towards 
it? 



L: Well yeah “SacconeJolys” was kinda easy because they always write, they always have the text 
in bold all of it and like uppercase too. So you just automatically go to it and pictures are like so 
cute and so pretty. And the you look at… I always look at views and how many follows they have 
‘cause if they do have a lot of follows, then you are like ‘okay! they must be good.’ So you just start 
looking at it. When I got really addicted, I looked at different sites where you can see Top 10 
Youtube channels according to blah blah. You just go in and look at it and it was just like ‘Oh this is 
cute! I’ll go watch this one’ or ‘I’ll go watch this one!’ and just checking out different sites. But I think 
it was like the… “SacconeJoly” was the text of it. “Chloe Morello” was because of the bellydancing 
and I just saw how beautiful she was and I was like so attracted to ‘Oh wow! She is so gorgeous. I 
need to know more about this girl.’ What does she mean about make-up? Can I be as beautiful as 
she is?

Ö: When you start watching them were they already successful? 

L: “Chloe Morello” wasn’t. She was like bad camera and bad sound. Everything was like very poor 
and “SacconeJolys” was really good. They got it together. He was very into whole camera and 
everything, how to put it and use it and everything. But she was just like gradually got a 
background and getting like a desk and got lights on so that make-up is flawless… All those 
things… She was not a professional at all at first. So, no. 

Ö: How did your relationship with that channel… You first found it and then how did that 
relationship evolve? So when did you subscribe? Did you watch all of the videos at once? Like how 
did it evolve? 

L: With “Saccone” I subscribed immediately. I was just addicted from like I could see all the videos. 
‘I need to follow her! ‘Cause almost like the baby is coming. I need to see this!” You just get so 
addicted to that and “Chloe Morello”… I was just like ‘oh she is putting up videos pretty regular” So 
I was like ‘oh maybe she put up something new’ and maybe I can see something like that andI 
think she put up something about ‘how to contour’, like a specific technique… I was like ‘oh I really 
wanna learn that’ and so I was like ‘oh she have so many’ and I was like ‘I need to see what this 
girl is gonna do next’. So automatically subscribed after. But she hadn’t like a lot of followers and 
then grew rapidly. Oh I follow “Zoella” too. She has like 10,5 million viewers or something. She is 
crazy. 

Ö: You mentioned that she basically grew gradually. So that means he along the way changed. 
What do you think how that change happened? You know when did she become successful? 

L: I think with her it was very rapidly growing. It was almost like as long as… When she got all the 
gear and all the upgrade, all the tech-wise… It was just booming and then she started getting 
invites to different events. So then she started doing vlogs. For like she had to go to do Loreal in 
Cannes or something and then she… You can follow her in that way and then her videos just got 
more and more and more exciting. You just had to watch more. I think for her, as soon as they got 
sponsors, as soon as they got not only like views but attention, then it starts growing. ‘Cause you 
want to see the backstage for [inaudible] if you look at make-up or stuff like that. And also the 
“SacconeJolys”, they do conventions like “ComicCon” and “VideoCon” and all that so I was like 
‘that’s exciting to see who’s going’.

Ö: How do you, in your opinion… How do you value this change? Because I do understand that 
some people get negative views because of this whole -I don't know- the popularity of it. How do 
you perceive this? 

L: Well with her… Well with the other one it’s really easy ‘cause you just wanna see more when 
you see the kids and everything. But she was just the same age as me when I started watching 
her. So I just keep whenever I know she is just the same age as me. So I just know she is going 
through same steps as I am and that way if you see a change in her kinda like you see a change in 



yourself and then you just… You get like, you can relate to it more. So I think it’s like a positive 
change for both of those channels but yeah. 

Ö: We have been talking about this but how do you define success on Youtube? 

L: They make a lot of millions! (both laugh) When you have 10 million viewers… (continue 
laughing) I think, seriously, I think when you can live off of it… Like “SacconeJolys” say have 1.6 
followers. I don't know why I remember how many they have. They have like 1.6 followers, they live  
of it. Like they are two parents with two kids in a house. They dont… They get paid for it. I think as 
soon as that is like… I think you have pretty much success, I think, when you start having your own 
products like “Zoella”. She has whole bathing collection, bubble like bath and everything. Some of 
them do, the beauty gurus do different like they do fake lashes with this brand or “Jaclyn Hill”, she 
got the Becca Cosmetics. She did a highlighter ‘cause that was pretty in at that time and she did a 
whole thing. Yeah! “Champagne Pop” and all… So, I think it’s like when you start doing the collabs 
with this… And you get more known, I think you kinda have success. 

Ö: Nice!

L: Yeah… We should start our own channel. (mischievous tone) 

Ö: Well, exactly! We should. (both laugh) Okay, let’s talk about it because that’s a good suggestion 
but do you think if you start having your own channel now, uhm, do you think you would achieve 
that success level or popularity? 

L: I think if I am extremely good at my craft and if I have all the right tools… Not only being like 
charismatic and charming and fun and if people can relate to me somehow but also if I have the 
right gears like the lights and good camera, all that good stuff… Errr, I think, I could do it but it 
really depends on what it is. Like there’s this guy who do trailer reviews, errr, like movie reviews 
and it’s SO good and you can just see how he is so passionate about it when he talks about it on 
his channel. He usually just see the video and then he talks to a mic. So you don’t really get to see 
him that much and it’s just like his voice is SO soothing and comfortable and you just really wanna 
be his friend almost. You know that kind of voice. You wanna date that voice! (both laugh) And then 
you just… Yeah, and then he just… That’s his video and you can just hear he is SO passionate 
about it. Like he cares and also the girls with videos with make-up and everything… They care! It’s 
not like they just do for fun or just wanna make something out of it. Like they truly care about like 
whole make-up. So I think if you find something that you really passionate about… The people who 
do DIYs, there’s like… If you have that so much creativity, like, share it. I also follow a girl name 
“Alejandra”, she is like… She is CRAZY organizing and I love that and she is like how you can 
organize your fridge and how everything can be labelled and all that. And I am just like… How you 
can fold the t-shirts in the right way when you put it in a drawer… Yeah, stuff like that! She just gets 
so much and she was not so charismatic but her ideas was like really. So I think if you have some 
sort of talent or ideas that you need to get out, instead of writing a book about it, why not just do 
videos. 

Ö: Good!

L: She is so interesting. I am an organizing freak. I label everything. 

Ö: Yeah, exactly. It’s one of those videos once you start watching you cannot stop. What’s next? 
It’s just endless. I also have another follow up question because you mentioned that there are 
some factors that may or may not bring some sort of success to these people. What I was thinking 
is there are millions of people sharing content right now in Youtube. They might have good ideas or 
they might have good lighting or camera, whatnot. Some of them have never been noticed. Like 
they just put up videos but never really got noticed, even though, how good they are. What do you 
think makes this like minority… Although they look like many people, there are actually not. What 
makes them noticed? 



L: I think when you in general use social media, you kinda have to be all around connected. For 
say with make-up… They have their Youtube channel, then Snapchat came, then Instagram came. 
So you automatically start following them there as well. They just in some way that give so many 
different channels that they can get like some sort of access. If I find someone on Instagram, ‘oh, 
she is pretty. oh, she has a Youtube channel. great! let me go check that out’. So you can find so 
many people in so many different ways and if you only have a Youtube channel and you don't have 
everything else. Like Facebook or whatever, Twitter, then it can be really hard to actually find them 
and if they just put it out there it can also be in their own region. For say one in our class, my 
bachelor… She posted just a make-up video, just to try it, just to see if she can like… ‘Cause she 
has ton of make-up and she loves it. And she had like, in a week, 3 thousand followers. Uhmm… 
People were writing to her ‘oh, you are so beautiful, you are so beautiful.’ So many… One of the 
videos that got the most views was just where she just put on make-up. She didn't say anything. It 
was just putting on make-up on. She was not really sharing her personality and al. She was just 
showing and she was like so impressed like ‘wow! three thousand people!’ Not only… They viewed 
her video. That’s kind of crazy. And it was in Danish. So it was like…

Ö: So it was because of the local factor thing 

L: Yeah. So I think sometimes it must be luck in some ways and ‘cause the big ones who have 
good views are the ones automatically pop up, if you don't have anything else to follow. It’s like 
‘wow! you should watch this video ‘cause it has ten million followers. it has so many views.’ and the 
you like ‘wow! then it must be good’ So you have to watch it. So, I think, it must be hard starting up 
but I think it’s possible. ‘Cause she, I think she did like 10 videos and then she did get a call from 
like a magazine… ‘oh! we saw you doing this video. are you interested in an interview’ blah blah 
blah. She was so shocked ‘cause… And then she did her bachelor while having a student job so 
she didn't do it but you could see that it’s easily… She put 10 videos up and she got in a magazine 
or something. Maybe they wanted her to vlog or something. Instead of just vlogging it could have 
been something. She could have been something. If you really have something you wanna share, I 
think you should just do it. Regardless the quality, you should just start out somewhere and then if 
you get people, “wow! this could be something good’ then you can start upgrading like extra 
lighting or whatever it costs. 

Ö: Nice!

L: Yeah! If you like it… 

Ö: Also you mentioned that her video was basically her putting on make-up and without like even 
talking and then you basically said that ‘showing your personality’. If you can dive into that 
perspective a bit. Do you think… What do you mean by showing personality? Or how does it affect 
this whole thing? 

L: I think what attracts me most to all the Youtubers, and basically a lot of them are single persons, 
is just the energy and they are positive and likable. If you can see them as ‘oh! this is type of girl, 
type of friend, I would hang out with’ then automatically you just, you can relate them to yourself. 
‘Oh! she has a lot of like same energy as me’ or ‘she is very sweet and positive’ or something like 
that. Then you can just relate to it in some way and be like ‘I wanna see more of that ‘cause that’s 
so positive, makes me happy and I learn something and it’s not like negative vibe’ or something 
like that. Then you get to also see the other videos with just put on make-up and no talk but you 
can still see how they are in some formal way. So I like that. 

Ö: Good. 

L: You can always sense people. You can still get… Even though it’s virtual you can still get some 
sort of feeling of how they are in real life. And then when you start following them on Snapchat way 



they feel everyday lives or they do vlogs on Youtube too… Then you are like ‘oh! she is like that in 
person’ or ‘she is like that when she hang out with her friends’ or blah blah blah. So, yeah. 

Ö: So, well… We just talked about examples but if you take it from general perspective what do 
you think makes that initial peak in a channel or in a Youtuber?

L: Yeah. Like, like when people start following it or? 

Ö: Yeah, exactly. That actual rise in the views or subscribers or whatever it is. Do you what can 
be? Can it be the content or I don't know brand deal… What could it be? 

L: I think it’s a 100% the content. If you don't have like something to present then you don't really… 
You are not interesting. If you don't really have anything to share, like ‘oh! this mascara was really 
good’ like good? What do you mean? Was it like… Did it last long? Did you test it for blah blah? 
There are so many extra things like… If I just see people, ‘yeah, like this, I like that’, I don't learn 
anything. If the content… Content has to be there. I need to know that you are giving me 
something. It’s like watching a movie. If it’s so boring you don't wanna watch it. So you just skipped 
to something else but also… What were  you saying? You said content and you said something 
else…

Ö: I think I gave… The brand deals! I think I was looking at the products and stuff. 

L: Yeah, yeah! ‘Cause when you then go to Sephora and you see the collabs, you are like, ‘oh my 
god! that’s the girl from Youtube’ and then you are like, ‘woah! she really must be some sort of big 
deal’ and then you go and see like extra videos and be like ‘oh, I should follow her’. I think the 
content is the most important thing. That must come first and then if you get the brand deals, you 
would just peak really really fast. I think that’s what makes it ‘cause at least what I have seen with 
the videos you just have like 500 followers from that point of it’s just gonna go crazy. Then it’s just 
gonna pop up on everyone’s channels if they follow a lot of beauty gurus. It’s just gonna pop under 
Youtube.

Ö: Yeah rest is probably search engine optimization anyways. 

L: Exactly!

Ö: Okay. 

L: But you could also make that one good video that everyone watches. You know when people 
just like the videos that go viral… Just like one fun video… You know with the crying baby or baby 
with the evil eyes or you know all those random ones. I think just when you pop that up and you 
have something so good and people just like watch it so much you automatically watch like if you 
are addicted. Automatically watch the rest of them… 

Ö: Sure, true. We covered the commercial aspect of like… I wanna say the commercial aspect 
because people earn money out of this now.

L: They do.

Ö: And they do have brand deals and stuff like that. So of course this reflects on the channel and 
the Youtuber as well. I mean at the end of the day, we earn money. So it cant be like-

L: Are they reliable too? 

Ö: Yeah, exactly. So how do you perceive this? Do you think this kind of commercial change… 
What are the negative sides of it, positive sides of it? 



L: I think a lot of what people are scared of with the make-up, for example, that people get it sent. 
So they just like, ‘oh! this product is so good’, blah blah. ‘Cause they get it for free and some of 
them… You are just like… Okay, they like every single thing they get. Is it really reliable? Can I 
really trust in you? ‘Cause you do… This is your job. You are making money of this. So, like, can I 
still trust you? So I am so old-school ‘cause people I follow first, beginning, I trust more than the 
people I recently found. ‘Cause I don't really know if, like, they just get the videos and then its like, 
‘oh! this is not a sponsored video’ but it kinda seems like it is. ‘I am gonna test this product. I got it 
sent from blah blah blah’ and ‘oh, I am gonna test it out’ because then they get recognition and out 
the name big typed in the headline. So it’s just seems such… Little sketchy. So I definitely think if 
you feel like they are not reliable, you just like, ‘oh, okay. you are just there to make money. i can 
tell.’ I hate that! Just distance myself from that so… I think it’s so disgusting when you can sense it. 
I know that some of them, that’s their work but feel when people are, like, really love doing it. And 
people are just like do it for money, kinda. 

Ö: So how is the dislike coming from? Why it’s not something you would like watching? ‘Cause it’s 
obvious at this point, at this day and age that this their job as you said. But how do you define?

L: When it doesn’t feel real anymore when it’s… As you said before, it just feels so commercialized. 
It’s just like ‘I’m just doing this. I just need to get the money’ or there’s no passion in it. And they are 
just talking ‘cause they had to do it. Like “SacconeJolys”, I think they did it for 6 years now and they 
are like, ‘when are we gonna stop’ like Youtube maybe die or something like that, ‘we don't know 
what are we gonna do when it ends’, kinda but they are so real about it. Like they cant fake what 
their kids are saying. They cant, you know, just be like… They recently, she got pregnant with their 
third child and then she lost it, like two months after and they filmed the whole thing with the 
doctors. You just feel this is not a joke, this is real and they still get sent so many stuff like or 
conventions they have, like… ‘Cause they have 6 dogs too. So they have dog conventions where 
other dogs can meet their dogs ‘cause they’re so popular. Yeah… So they get so many presents 
and so many stuff sent to them and also like, ‘oh, try this product! mention in a vlog. You like hair 
products’ blah blah or something. So they show everything. ‘We get all these things!’. But with 
Youtubers with make-up, it’s more, erhm, that’s more difficult. But the trailer guys who like review 
trailers, that’s just so… That’s just their own opinion. They don't really get anything sent to them. 
Can you review this trailer?’ ‘Cause they probably just be like doing it anyways. 

Ö: Yeah, yeah. That makes sense. So how’s the relatability… ‘Cause you mentioned, you have 
been watching so many people for so long and some of them grow really well too. So they must be 
sent products as well. So how do you… ‘Cause you said that you relate to them a lot and that’s 
what keep your interest going. So these kind of commercialized… I don't wanna say 
commercialized but it’s just, it is what it is. That kind of mindset might change them too. How does 
it affect your relatability with those people? You feel like that you can still relate to them or? 

L: The ones that are old and that I follow for a long time; even though, they change, I still see them 
say, ‘this is such a bad product’ (whispers) and then like ‘oh my god! this is so, like, you can’t use 
this or it says it’s supposed to vibrate, it doesn't do that like’ and they also purchase really 
expensive make-up brushes that cost like $400 or something for set and they are like… She was - 
“Chloe Morello”- she was like ‘I bought this for my own money. I bought this and you can see the 
receipt’ and she put everything up and she was like, ‘I bought this for myself to test it out for you 
guys. I didn't get it sent or anything.’ Cause that’s also makes it like… She is so, like, honest and 
so right and real. It’s just you can relate to it so much. You feel like it’s reliable, like, she doesn't lie 
to you. But the new ones who just like rapidly peak and everything, you can just feel they get 
sponsored. The sponsored videos or just… It’s kinda obvious. When you see it a lot, when you see 
like 10 million videos of make-up (joking tone) you just spot it very easily what’s reliable, what’s 
not. 

Ö: Okay.

L: But if I just started it, I probably wouldn't know what’s real or not. 



Ö: Makes sense!

L: It makes sense! It’s about trust. O-kay?! (ironic tone)

Ö: We mentioned… Yeah, I just wanted to cover that whole change aspect and how we perceive it. 
Now, I am actually wondering because you have been watching these people for 6 years. What 
made your interest stick to those? What made you still be on that channel and watch them? 

L: Well… 

Ö: Cause it’s initially started somehow but makes you still be a…

L: I think watching them on Snapchat and Instagram too keeps you kinda updated. So… And it’s 
just like, for me, it’s just such a regular part of my life now. Just to… That’s how I relax, watching 
these channels and not to follow “SacconeJolys”, for example, -the family- that would be so sad to 
me because it’s almost like… Then I don't know what they do. So I mean letting go of it would just 
be, I mean, SAD. Cause I just get so, so much from it. Like it really makes me relax. When people 
sit and read a book and relax or lay on the beach and stuff… It’s kinda the same with Youtube, you 
just go somewhere else kinda. 

Ö: Do you consider yourself part of a community then? 

L: I do! I do. If I didn't live here, I would definitely go to all VideoCons, the meetings and greetings 
and all the things you can go to. ‘Oh, I am in local Sephora. Come and meet me on Thursday’. I am 
like ‘Yeah! If I lived in New Jersey’. Oh! That remind me of “Carli Bybel” too and “Nicole Guerriero”. 
(both laughs) I forgot them. Yeah, uhmm… If I had that opportunity, that would just like make me so 
much more happy. I also did follow “Frederikke” something… A Danish channel. But her accent 
was just so annoying. She did it in English and she was really good but I was like ‘oh my god! her 
voice is so annoying. I just cant listen to this’. Yeah, it was like Danish trying to be British but some 
of the words were American. What was your question? (laughs) 

Ö: The community…

L: Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah! 

Ö: The Youtube community. I will just follow it up on it. I basically popped the question but what’s 
the community to you? What’s the Youtube community? Cause that’s the hit word right now.

L: Well, I mean for some of the videos… For say “SacconeJolys” and “Zoella” are actually friends. 
So in some of their own vlogs, the other one pops up and the same goes with the American 
Youtubers and the Australian Youtubers. Cause when they do vlogs, they often do something 
together for a brand. So then they’re already together. You feel like they are connected and then 
you as a viewer, cause I view ALL of them, is also kind of connected. ‘Oh, yeah. I saw her snap’, so 
blah blah blah… ‘So she must be there too’, ‘oh, I cant wait to see her snap cause she must be 
filming others’ blah blah blah. So, kind of, why I feel like part of the community is just I always 
updated. It’s like a friend. You always updated with what’s going on in their lives. You always… You 
can get that information so fast because of the social media and all. It’s like talking to a friend on 
Skype without you actually… You can type and then they can type back. Yeah, I know. And when 
you see the VideoCons and all where they go to, all the conventions…. It just seems so much fun 
and yeah. 

Ö: You just basically feel like you are a part of it. 

L: Yeah, yeah. I guess it’s like ComicCon with the whole StarWars and people with same interest. 



Ö: Do you also interact with other viewers in the comment section and stuff like that? 

L: No. Oh-oh.. I do! But randomly people… I don't have any like specific people type of… But I like 
people state on it, comment on it if I have anything to say. Yeah and sometimes I wrote and like, 
‘oh my god! “Lauren Curtis” replied to me’. (both laugh) It’s so stupid but she has like 3 million 
followers and my one comment she was like, ‘oh that’s such a fun mean girls quote’ or 
something… I was like ‘Yaaay!’ and stuff like that. 

Ö: Well of course that kind of thing probably keeps you watch more videos, right? Keeps you 
updated…

L: Yeah! ‘Oh! She answered!’ and exactly… 

Ö: That being the case what do you think about the videos… They sometimes block the comments 
section and stuff like that. 

L: I hate that! I HATE that! It should be so open but as a lot of goes into when you make the video. 
So you just also get a lot of critique ‘cause haters out there and a lot of the Youtubers have to be 
prepared of that. Cause they are there and they are not gonna go. Sometimes people individually 
fight on the comment and they are like, ‘oh no! she didn’t’, ‘yeah! she said that!’, ‘she looks fat!’, 
‘how can you say that!’… It’s like starting internally and some some other Youtuber mentioned on 
their snap that, ‘stop fighting on my channel! I would delete your comments cause its so negative. 
any negative comments will be deleted’. So I think that also makes it really real cause everyone 
can see anything basically. Its the same with social media. You can comment on anything. Any 
opinion you have you can say it. So I HATE when they take away the comments cause sometimes 
you really wanna say ‘wow! that was a good video. congrats on that! I learned something’ or ‘you 
slayed that!’ or something. So I really… 

Ö: So it’s part of the experience?

L: It’s part of the experience that you can interact. Otherwise it would be a TV show and I just could 
only to my friends, ‘wow! watch this’. So, like, blah blah, boring. 

Ö: So the point of Youtube…

L: Uh-huh! There’s so much more to it than videos. 

Ö: Hmm.. Cool! Well I am just gonna review my questions cause we did talk about a lot and I don't 
wanna keep asking the same questions. Well I am curious about this whole thing… How… Do you 
think all those channels you mentioned… Do you think they are still on their popularity stage or 
those channels matured in a way? You know…

L: Not yet! I think they are all growing. Some of them steadily, some of them rapidly. Like but like 
with “Zoella”… She has like ten point something and it was like, not only like, few months that she 
was like on 8 million. So it’s just crazy. Like getting 2 million takes such a long time for some 
people and then when you reach that specific million or specific number, then just like goes really 
fast. So, so… I think, I don't think they are all mature. I still think they are on the growing. I feel like 
I haven't seen… I think when it’s mature, I think, that’s when they stop. Cause then there’s not 
much more I can build on this and then I feel like they probably should do some sort of product 
extensions. Have, like, a vlog video maybe. Follow me everyday life or something. Instead of… Lot 
of the make-up ones do that. Just have an extra channel and have… The “SacconeJolys”, the 
mom has her own channel for baking and make-up and ‘oh my belly is this size now after giving 
birth’ blah blah… She has her own little channel as well. So they actually make money of different 
channels. 

Ö: So they basically branch out. 



L: Yeah. Cause then you are like, ‘oh! it’s the mom. she is so pretty. i want follow her’. If you want 
to see more than just the vlogs… ‘Oh she talks about baking, maybe I like that’, ‘oh she talk about 
make-up too’ blah blah. So yeah.

Ö: It just spirals around. 

L: Yeah. It’s a good way for them to make money. Cause if one of the channel matures, then they 
probably have something else to build on. 

Ö: Yeah, nice. So how do you feel they just come up with the content? Like… Because you 
mentioned that they were into make-up and then they just come up with the vlog channel. I do 
know personally that they also change the whole entire content and stuff like. So what do you 
think? How do they basically dive into different realm of Youtube? 

L: I think like, make-up-wise, seasons! It’s so important. You have like Halloween where you do like 
Halloween, crazy make-ups. Then you have prom. Then they have to like dress up, soft prom… 
Then they have the bridal period where a lot of brides, blah blah… So it’s like for them it’s a lot of 
seasons. And I also think, like, trends. Like whole strobing and highlighters… It’s like 2 or 3 years 
ago since that came out. It’s a pretty new thing people highlight. I think when they see that… And 
contouring is not even that long ago either. So I think whatever trend and you can like jump on it. 
And then often wth the make-up ones they do challenges for each other. So it’s like, erhm, I think 
they just did the “full face highlighting challenge”. So all of the… It just spreads out. Someone 
starts it and then it just spreads out. And then everyone doing only make-up with only highlighters 
or only something with only something. So, yeah. And with the whole shooting in Florida, with the 
gay club… Some of them did a lot of colorful make-up tutorials to represent the gay community and 
stuff. So they bring up things too. They bring up news and issues. 

Ö: So the content is a trend itself in Youtube. It just spirals around.

L: Yeah, yeah. 

Ö: I do remember I asked this question but I just… Well, not in a very professional way. What are 
your thoughts about earning money out of Youtube? 

L: I think if you can do it and you are good at what you are doing, I think it’s perfectly fine. And I 
think the people who make good money on it are the real people who actually do have a talent or 
do know what they are doing. So I think it’s a great way actually do something like that. One of the 
girls, “Lauren Curtis”, she is very shy and you can kinda see it. But she has like such a cute 
personality. She is very beautiful but she is like, ‘I am just more of a stay home kinda girl2. So she 
says like whenever she has to do like big crowd presentations, she gets so freaked out. She was 
like, ‘it’s so much easier just talking to you through the screen’ kinda. So she is like… Cause she 
had like anxiety, stuff like that meeting people. So when she did it, it’s for herself in her own home 
where she is comfortable and then she talks to people. You can just, yeah… I would like, ‘yeah 
that’s a perfect job for her. good way to make money on this’. When you are more comfortable 
sitting here, doing make-up when but you are not comfortable doing make-up on others around or 
having big things or something like that. I think it’s perfectly fine that they make money on it but the 
real people making money on it. Like there’s a guy who is just doing videos hating on other people. 
I feel like he seriously should be shut down. He is just negatively commenting on all other people’s 
videos instead of just being positive he’s just like, ‘did you know how much she makes?’ and put 
people down and yeah… So bad! So some should and others shouldn’t. But I think it’s perfectly 
fine like good for them. 

Ö: That’s actually rather good topic which I wanna discuss further is… Uhm, so… What do you 
think about this whole feedback that you get? Positive and negative feedback you get based on the 
success… Because we thought about it… The views and the subscribers and of course it shows 



and reflects success. There’s also the other way around because you mentioned this whole hate 
based, oriented channels… 

L: I think you have to be SUPER strong to have a Youtube channel. If you break down really fast 
for comments, negative comments, you cant do it. Cause there’s always gonna be like… You can 
have 10 good comments and there’s gonna be like one bad comment and that’s the one you will 
remember cause it’s like so negative. It’s so nice to have all the other people commenting and be 
like, ‘oh no! that’s not what she meant’ or ‘why you are so negative’ and they are like rude. they are 
like they don't care. They just put in anything they can say negatively. So I think its definitely a 
downside to having a Youtube channel. I think you can get a lot of negativity out of it. Especially if 
you say something and people completely disagree like a full video. Or say something and they are 
like what?! I don't know. It could be anything. ‘What did she mean by that?’ or ‘does that mean 
that?’-

Ö: How do you recover from it though? Like if that’s the case and you did a video and then…

L: I feel like a lot of people who have seen something or ‘oh I have read this comment’ blah blah 
blah… They apologize on their channel on the next video. ‘Before I am doing this tutorial I am just 
gonna apologize if I offended anyone’… Oh “Chloe Morello” did… She is an Australian but she has 
so many followers in Middle East cause she has very brown popping eyes. So for Eid she did this 
video and she put like the headscarf on and whole bunch of people comment on it like, ‘why cant 
you just do the make-up?! why did you have to put this on?’ and she was like, ‘I do some videos for 
some type of people and I do other video for other girls’. She was just like, ‘you can watch 
whatever video you want to. I am doing whatever I want to’. So, if you don't wanna watch it, don't 
watch it. It’s really nice she sticks for whatever. It’s kinda cool that you can actually see what their 
target is. Like maybe you didn't know. Whole Scandinavia watch your tutorial or something… 
Target it yourself. I think it’s so nice that she does that. ‘Oh you wanna see how a scarf look like 
and this what it looks like. you can match it with this kind of scarf or that color’. Even though I don't 
do Eid, the make-up was so flawless. So, inspire me! Whatever! Whatever it is. I’ll take it. (jokingly)

Ö: You also mentioned that, in the comments section especially, they stick up to each other if 
somebody hating on the Youtuber, they just fight for it and stuff like that… Creating such kind of 
community should take a lot of time. Or some stuff that you should… How do you think they 
achieve that kind of community? 

L: I definitely think that some subjects are more arguable than others. If it’s like make-up tutorial, 
they don't necessarily get a ton of negative comments. It could just be like, ‘oh! this is so bad 
make-up. I hate that’. Cool! That’s fine. That’s your own opinion. It depends on how you say it. 
There’s a girl called “Trisha Paytas” who is this white girl from America, little chubby, big boobs, 
crazy hair, wigs and she is just over the top. And she always, she is very patriotic, Christian 
something. Plus she is like crazy and she shares whatever she experiences. Some of it is like very 
arguable. She was like, ‘you are not born gay. It’s something you decide’ and something just like 
that just escalates a full on conversation. So, like, racism or religious topics or things like that… 
That are more discussable than for say make-up. Anyone can say, ‘okay this highlighter wan’t 
good’, ‘i liked it! why do you say that’, okay but like the whole… People make videos of her video 
and filmed and whenever she had a sentence they stopped and it was like, ‘okay! let me tell you 
something’ cause they were just how can you say these outrageous things. So she was like, ‘all 
the celebrities I had sex with’ and she just goes through a list and stuff (both laugh) I mean she is 
very open but it creates a lot of content in the community and a lot of people… Not them fighting 
necessarily that they agree that she’s crazy. They are like, ‘oh my god how can you say that people 
are deciding if they want to be gay or not. they are born that way’. So it’s about the content. The 
“SacconeJolys” is very… It’s not negative at all. People don't really have negative to say about 
parents. They can be like, ‘wow! they maybe should have yelled at your daughter at the 
supermarket’ or something… They can say something like that. The others ones are like more 
rough subjects. So I think it depends on the Youtuber and their videos and their content for the 
community to have a big discussion. 



Ö: Whether it’s positive or negative… At the end of the day it’s an attention. 

L: Yeah.

Ö: So might be way they’re doing it. 

L: Yeah! “Trisha Pastas”… I don't even follow her. If I would every do that… No, no… I don't even, 
nah, no. No! I would never do that. Cause I think she seriously just creates content… She was like, 
like… Why would I want to watch a video her informing me about celebrities that she banged. Like 
I don't get anything from that… I don't learn anything from that… And she was like… She did a 
video on “what fat girls say all the time” or something. It was just like… She just downgrading 
herself and sometimes she is like, ‘I am hot and perfect’. Not in a fun way… She was like the 
opposite of “Jenna Marbles” who… She is very popular as well. She did a “ how to be a hot girl” 
video or something like that. That just exploded, exploded. It just blew up everything. So that video 
for her was her way of… Everyone watching her videos… And she was just joking with herself in a 
fun loving way. She is so like… And the other one she is doing it for attention. If you watch those 
two videos you could just see the one doing for… She has so many followers, “Trisha Paytas!” 
Cause people love to debate on her sites. People love to be like whenever she put out a  
outrageous video, like… They like to discuss everything on it. So, yeah. Debaters are probably 
following her more than anyone else. (laughs)

Ö: Then would you consider her successful as well? Because I mean…

L: She is famous in that sense. Success-wise… But and she does make a lot of money on it. And 
she gets offered… Like she has done like 3 music videos. She gets different offers all the time. So 
in that sense she is just as successful as all the others but she… The way she express herself, I 
think too many people… It’s just so negative. Like it’s very… Like I don't care for her. She is very 
negative Youtuber. So I don't wanna watch her videos cause it’s so bad. 

Ö: You just maybe cannot connect with it. 

L: Yeah, yeah! I cant really… Just not my type. She is not my type of gal! Mmkay?! (jokingly)

Ö: Okay. (both laugh)

L: If you see her you would just feel exact same way. Ahh, yeah. I don't even know what’s her most 
outrageous video is. I mean then she was like, ‘my crazy last week… I was 4 days captive in a 
basement. A guy did a [inaduible] to me’. What I learn?! Who… What… Why do I need this 
information?! And people just like, ‘what did he do?!’ and comment on it and everything. She is 
good at creating attention to herself. She is REALLY good at it. She is not boring, let’s just say that. 
But in terms of success… It’s more like the way to it. Not so much, like, success as specific 
destination or something. But I think the way she is using to build her success is just like ugly. 

Ö: Ugly? Okay.

L: God! I forgot her. She is so horrible. (both laugh) 

Ö: Okay. I actually have a fun question right now. What are the similarities and differences between 
Youtubers and the mainstream traditional celebrities that we have and that we know from movies 
and TV shows and stuff like that? If you can draw the similarities and differences, if you can just 
come up wth anything… 

L: Yeah, okay! Similarities… Oh wait! Differences! You get closer to Youtuber than you do to the 
actual… See, with Kim Kardashian… She has her own reality show and you see her as a real 
person and then she has this whole business aspect besides it. So, like, comparing her to Angelina 



Jolie, I feel like I know more about Kim Kardashian cause I see “Keeping up with the Kardashians” 
and the same with the Youtubers… It’s like you get so close to them cause you can type… I cant 
type to Kim Kardashian, I cant talk to Angelina Jolie and the thing I read in the magazine are not 
even her statements necessarily but they are on the videos. I can see you saying this. So I can 
relate to that. Otherwise it should be like interviews but it can also be so manipulative and things 
they don't wanna answer, celebrities… Yeah! And the Youtuber have to give everything. Like they 
have to give all of themselves to the Youtube channel. You just like… The more you learn about 
them the more reliable they become. So they are like for me more inspirational than a celebrity is. I 
think that’s like the main difference. Similarity is that you both look up to. Like, you, they do inspire 
you in some way. Like you get the interest from both but at different levels. 

Ö: Do you have a channel yourself? 

L: I do but I don't post anything but I do so cause I can write comments. So I can follow all of my 
subscribed channels and get all the news and yeah. And also cause if I go to a different computer 
and log in it’s still connected to any videos I watch. So it’s like, ‘oh Lisa you were here last time. we 
have all these videos’ and it pops up. “Videos for you” and it’s not like random computer. I 
remember that my little brother logged in on mine. I was like, ‘all these football videos! what is 
this?!’ and I was like, ‘oh wait! not my channel… Go back!’ (both laugh)

Ö: Would you ever consider having like a channel, create content on Youtube? 

L: Yeah! If I had something… Things I would share… Totally! Cause I am moving to Australia, that 
would be something fun… “Danish girl in Australia”, “Tips and Tricks” or “What should you go 
through” or something like that. Cause I haven’t seen that. People like… Australian people telling 
about their area but I haven't seen any Danes talking about it. So you can also do like, erhm, a 
blog and then do vlogs connects to that. I can see doing that. If I have time of course…

Ö: Maybe you should start earning money out of it. (both laugh) It can happen.

L: Maybe! (laughs) But, yeah, I am very into wedding planing which is a job interview I had to do in 
Australia. So-

Ö: It’s so nice!

L: It can also… If that somehow… If I learn from that, you can like create wedding planing tutorial 
videos. Like “what the first stage of planning” or blah blah blah… Yeah! I think so. I just need to 
know people like me on videos. (jokes) I think I am relatable! (changes her voice to a little girl 
voice) (both laugh) There is so many options, so many possibilities.

Ö: Sky is the limit when it comes to Youtube. 

L: It seriously it is! Seriously you can do ANYTHING. Like [Pewie?] what does he really do? It’s just 
fun videos. It’s just random content. I cant even tell you what videos he does cause it’s so random. 

Ö: So nice! Okay. What do you see in the future of these Youtubers and Youtube in general? 
What’s in the horizon? What’s coming up for these people?

L: Uhmm… I think, now, with vlogs becoming popular, people use drones now for like getting the 
beaches’ view or like of everything. I think that’s becoming so much popular. Almost become such 
professional video. It’s just that people playing on iMovie, it’s just more like… People use like the 
real stuff. Definitely put myself like, get a… Understanding it more before using it, starting it. 
Uhmm, I think with the make-up there’s always gonna be something new. Some new trend. So I 
think all the Youtube channels will grow. I don't see it stopping in anyway. I think it’s definitely 
gonna continue to boom. It’s great with the Instagram and Snapchat. They are great for extras but 
there’s something about Youtube. Really is! For me it’s better than Google. It’s a very weird thing 



but I had to figure out how to clean the toilet properly. Cause there’s like something, dirt and I didn't 
know how to clean it. I didn't go to Google and be like, ‘how to clean your toilet’. I went to Youtube 
be like, ‘how to get those off’. So I don't wanna read text on Google even. I just wanna see the 
video. ‘Okay this does that. Okay great!’ 2 minutes, boom! 

Ö: The visual… Instant information. 

L: Yeah, yeah! It’s very attractive. 

Ö: Do you think Youtube has an expiration date? Like we have mentioned so many social media 
channels. They may or may not survive. Can we day the same thing for Youtube?

L: Uhm… I mean, sure! At one point something’s gonna be replaced by something better or 
something different. It’s just something else but I think it’s gonna take sometime before to find 
something replacing Youtube. I mean, yeah. It’s such a unique universe that you just… With 
watching series and live streaming of movies and stuff… It’s just not the same. You cant really find 
a replacement for it. So no. I have worked with movie industry, movie production and you can see 
how terrified they are. Cause no one really goes to the movies anymore. People don't buy DVDs 
and all that. So they have to switch into VOD, like video on demand. Netflix and everything… And 
it’s such a huge change and they need as many people as they had to before and the whole 
business model, in general, just changes. So yeah I think, I think it’s gonna be hard to find 
something that can do the same with Youtube. But then again anything can happen. Anything is 
possible. Yeah, sure. I think everything has an expiration date. 

Ö: That being the case I think I asked everything I should ask. Thank you so much participating. 
Last comment? Anything you want to say? 

L: Go Youtube! (laughs) Just kidding. No. I cant think of anything else. 

Ö: Again thank you.



Appendix.9

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - FOR CONTENT CREATOR: (Joanna)
1. When did you start your channel?

2. How many subscribers do you have?

3. What kind of videos do you post?  

4. What made you start your own channel?
• Why did you think this was important?  

5. Why did you pick Youtube as a platform to share your experiences? (Instead of a blog, etc.) 

6. How was the reaction to your first videos?
• Did you get views immediately or did it take time?  

7. Can you talk about how your channel grow along time?
• How about your views?
• How about your subscribers? Did they grow steadily or fast? 
• When did your views/subscribers make a peak?  

8. Which video of yours has the most views?
• Why do you think the reason behind it?  

9. What are your tactics to attract more audience and subscribers?
• Does quality of the video (editing, lighting, camera, etc.) have an impact?
• Does content have an impact? 
• Do you as a personality in front of a camera have an impact?  

10. What do you think make your subscribers continue watching you?
• Why do you think these aspects have importance?  

11. What made you continue posting videos?  

12. You post videos both in English and Polish. What is your motivation behind it?
• Do many people have Youtube channels in Poland? Is yours one of the few ones?
• What is the effect of this on your channel?
• What kind of feedback do you get on your English videos and Polish videos?  

13. Do you interact with your audience?  

14. Do you feel like you and your channel are part of a Youtube community?
• Why do you feel this way?
• Positive: What are your efforts to keep your community strong?



• Negative: Would you like to have your own community? What would be your efforts to have 
one?  

15. You talk about very personal and sensitive topics on your channel. What is the reaction to your 
content?

• Any negative or positive comments?
• How do these comments and feedback influence your channel?  

16. Do you plan to keep making videos in the future?
• How do you think your channel would change in the future?  

17. Where do you see your channel as compared to others? (Developing, growing, mature, etc.)  

18. Do you consider your channel successful? 
• How do you define Youtube success?  

19. Does Youtube contribute to your income?
• If so, how? (e.g. Ad revenues, sponsorships, product deals, etc.)
• Are you part of Youtube partnership program?  

20. How does generating income through Youtube influence you as a person?
• And your channel?  

21. There are many controversies around earning money off of Youtube. What is your take on the 
subject?  

22. If you can give advice to someone who want to have their own channel what would you tell 
them?

• Why do you think these aspects are important for them to pay attention?  

23. Do you have any questions for me? Would you like to know more about my research?  

24. Is it okay if I contact you further if I have any follow up questions?  

25. Do you have any other content creators in your social network that I can talk to as well?



Interview - IV

Participant: Joanna
Age: 24
Gender: Female
Occupation: Student, student worker, blogger, content creator
Perspective: Youtube Content Creator
Youtube Channel: Joanna Maja  
Channel Genre: Health - Life Style - Self Help

(Notes about the participant: She has been diagnosed with alopecia which initially originated her 
channel and her content. Throughout our interview she mentions ‘personal connections’ and 
‘putting herself out there’ quite often because of her diagnosis as well as her other self-help and 
self-healing related content. Since these topics are more on the sensitive and personal side, they 
create the unique bond she has with her audience.)

Ö: We can basically start with warm-ups, easy questions. When did you start your channel? 

J: I think over a year ago. So I think it will be year and a half now but I didn't really… Like I posted 
my first video but it wasn't like I really started it. Because then I went on holiday to Thailand and 
then I was with a lot Youtube creators. They all were saying ‘you have to have your Youtube 
channel’ and so I started slowly posting more. And then I had another break for half a year or 
something. So I think really started posting videos from maybe like February this year. I I was like 
consistent. Also the language of my channel changed from Polish to English, English to Polish and 
then it was in English only. So I am just a beginner. (shyly laughs)

Ö: It’s fine, it’s totally fine. How many subscribers do you have as of today? 

J: As of today I think it’s something like 3.500. 

Ö: That’s crazy! I don't know. I am just fangirl-ing right now. I should not do this. This should be 
objective but erhm… I don't know. It should be interesting to see that number and be like ‘this 
many people are actually watching me’.

J: Yeah, the thing is that… I don't know how far you have come with that but I realized that it’s 
harder to get subscribers to subscribe to you… Depending also who’s your audience. For me I feel 
like my audience is very small and like specific. So I don't come to people who would normally 
subscribe which is like 13 year old girls. 13 to 18 is like best subscribers you can get. I think like 
people that watch me are between 21 and 30. So it’s very different audience and what ı realize is 
that subscribers don't matter because the girl I was with (she talks about her Youtuber friend that 
she mentioned me earlier off record) she has way more subscribers but what really matters is the 
views per month. So how many per month you get… And I started to compare it just with my 
friends who have Youtube channels and it’s, it’s not relevant at all. Because she has 10 or 11 
thousand subscribers and she gets way less views that I do which I only have 3,5. I never knew 
about that before I started hanging out with Youtubers and they told me that what really matters.

Ö: Just views… 

J: Yeah because that’s what really counts as you get money offer or whatever and also how your 
channel develops and how you keep [inaudible]. Of course it’s nice to have a lot of subscribers but 
it depends who you are targeting. 

Ö: Cool. I didn't really know that. How about those… Cause you mentioned that like girls aged from 
13 to 18, they are the best audience. Why is that? 



J: Well like the best audience are like the children because they can actually watch like stories for 
little children over and over again and usually like channels with fairytale stories have the most 
views and those guys earn a lot and they can live of that. Then you have the 13 to 18 because they 
are easy target. They are easy to… You can shape…. They still shape each other you know. So 
they will buy products you recommend. They will… They are just easy target to sell anything to and 
then people who are like my age and older… I feel like a quite a lot of them have like even Youtube 
channel to subscribe to. I watch some people that I am not subscribed to. I feel like we don't get 
like celebrity obsessed over people that we watch. I think younger girls are much easier to 
influence. I don't know. It’s my personal views.

Ö: Of course, of course! I have no idea either. I am just collecting data. Exactly. That’s what counts. 
so what kind of videos do you post? 

J: Hmm… So I have started with holistic medicine and went from that into more like veganism, 
plant based diet. And then now it’s more self development but it’s all together very holistic and also 
I vlog a little bit hear and there. I try to do holistic tips on every day life just like showing that no 
matter like what you suffer with you can still have a regular life, travel, study. So it’s all about very 
holistic approach to life and being fine with yourself and just like that.

Ö: How did you come up with this content? Why did you think this would be interesting to watch or 
relevant for Youtube? 

J: So I… It definitely started with me like few years ago because I was learning a lot abut holistic 
medicine and I think with my age probably I am a person who knows quite a lot. Normally people 
my age are not interested in holistic medicine. So I started studying that and I realized that not a lot 
of this information is accessible to everyday person and because I sacrificed so much of my time 
already I might as well share it with others. So that’s what I did. And at first I thought of doing it in 
Polish because I saw that there’s not a lot of Polish Youtubers that are vegan. So I wanted spread 
that but then I realized that I would rather go globally or like… Also because I think English is just 
like an easier language to talk and then I think I am still looking what I want to… But it’s just what 
interests me currently. I now more into like sustainable fashion and exposing the industry. So I 
focus on that and I do a video on that. I get a lot of e-mails from people and I feel like they inspire 
me a lot or conversations with my friends and I try to tell them something and then they realize and 
I realize that they didn't know that. So I want to share it with others. I think it’s all about my journey, 
what I would have wanted to say to myself when I was younger. 

Ö: So it’s very based on information, spreading the… Being useful and stuff.

J: Yeah.

Ö: Cool. Why did you pick Youtube as a platform? Like you could have actually had a blog as well 
or any kind of website. Why you thought Youtube would be relevant to what you would like to share 
your experience? 

J: So I used to have blogs or like… Yeah, blogs. When I was younger… when I was like 16, 13… It 
was popular. Back then you couldn't really be a blogger as a profession. (laughs) It was just for fun. 
I realized that I usually… Because I didn't have this contact with my audience -like now I see that- I 
was losing interest. Because even though somebody read your blog post, they don't necessarily 
post a comment. I think it’s much easier to get in contact while you are having a video. Also I think 
people think they know you better. So it’s every time I meet a person from… That watch my videos 
or I watch their videos, we feel like we know each other. Usually I never get that feeling from blog 
posts. I think that’s difference. It’s like you get connected with others.

Ö: So, uhmm, yeah. How was the reaction to your first videos when you just started posting them? 



J: So my first video… I never thought I post any other video after that. So it was just me coming out  
and saying ‘hey! I think there’s a different way of healing yourself’ or something like that because I 
get greater results and I think it’s one of the most popular video actually on my channel which 
was… I never even thought it was like a thing I am gonna do later on. It’ like recording myself and 
that was it. And so my family and friends were always supportive actually. They always knew this 
was something I want to do. I was just always very shy and never really want to do… Wanted to do 
but I was afraid. So that was completely fine and people… I think there was a lot of controversy but 
it was also a lot of people asking questions and… I think because -again- my target is very specific.  
Especially the first video that’s probably… Is only watched by people who suffered themselves 
from some kind of diseases. Yeah, they were just curious asking for questions or completely saying 
‘that’s bullshit’. But it was never much of hate comments or anything. I don't really get that. 

Ö: Okay, nice. So in terms of… Because we started briefly talking about… In terms of the views 
who did they escalate? Like the general question is how did your channel grow along the way and I 
would like to know whether the views that you get… Was that like a steady grow or did you reach a 
certain super quick or how did it evolve and how did you grow as a channel? 

J: I think, erhmm, I think it was gradually. I still don't think it ever been like a boom. I think the boom 
is like hopefully soon to come. (both laugh) I think it’s pretty gradual and I can see that with certain 
topics that I get more views or more subscribers. Like whenever I speak about veganism I see that 
a lot of people come in and then for example I start talking about things like fashion industry and 
truth behind that and then people back off, right? It really depends on what’s hot. But I think the 
most amount of views which is like doubled the views that I normally had. So I think in first years I 
only got like 200,000 views on everything and then suddenly I started getting 15,000 a month. So it 
was like 1/4th of what I have gotten in two years. So I think the past 3-4 months. Yeah, which was 
like 1000 subscribers more, something like that and then a lot of views. 

Ö: Nice! I remember that we recorded views versus subscribers. So that’s cool. You mention this… 
You said that your first video has the most views, right? Or which one has the most views? 

J: I don’t think it’s the first one that has the most. I am not sure. I don't really follow that much 
statistics but I know that I have like maybe two videos… One of the recent ones gets a lot of, gets 
really popular. A lot of views come from… Have you seen my channel? 

Ö: Yeah. 

J: Okay. (laughs) I don't know, I have no clue. I think the “Behind the Wig” video gets a lot of views 
that has only been a month, maybe. So like Youtube tells you. It’s like ‘this video gets 6 time more 
views than all your videos’ or something like that. So it was that video and then I get a lot of wigs 
video. It’s more like “beauty” I guess. So when the wig is in the title, that’s when it gets a lot of 
views. (laughs)

Ö: It’s like the content… You also said  that the content is basically what drives the audience. Do 
you have any tips and tricks that you use to attract more subscribers? Cause you mentioned that 
some things are controversial so it will attract more people or… I mean, in short, what do you do to 
attract more people to your channel?

J: I think, I think I know what attracts people but I don't necessarily use it. Say that I definitely 
realize that wigs are a taboo so people want to know. Also because a lot of people suffer from 
alopecia so there’s like a big audience behind that. And also like the self development but that’s… I 
didn't really know that will attract people. That was just something I was doing after reading 
people’s e-mails. So that was more like inspired more like what they want. I think I am still trying to 
figure it out. I think there’s definitely like thumbnails and what I see not necessarily for me but for 
my friends… c or like words like “fit”, “detox”… Keywords… Definitely videos like… If I compare 
videos where I did in a day and other people’s videos I can see that it can be like… Someone can 
have a shitty video but have a nice thumbnail of her [shaped abs?] or whatever and that will be 



clicked a 100%. That’s maybe not what I do cause I never really post that… Or not… I do have 
one. I do have a picture with bikini. (both laughs) That’s “Behind the Wig” video. But it’s, yeah… 
[My?] pictures without a hair definitely people will click way more than with hair. Again it’s not 
necessarily what I would prefer. Cause I could post every video just like without wig and I am pretty 
sure I would get way more views but it’s, I think it’s what really matters to you and it still my 
channel so I decide… Not necessarily grow but I think I rather do it steadily and still have fun with 
that and do what I want with that. 

Ö: You also mentioned… How about the quality of the video? Like the editing and the lighting and 
the camera… Do you think it just really attracts more people that way? 

J: Yeah, yeah… So I think also right before the boom I never really paid attention at all. I just did a 
video whenever I felt like. If it was in during the night then I wanted to during the night and I think I 
did one video that all my friends… It was one of the first self developing videos cause I also worked 
on my e-book and it was like a summary of that e-book that I wanted to do a summary of that e-
book and then a lot of my friends were really happy with that video. And they told me or my best 
friend told me like ‘you should really start focusing on the lights, on the set-up, on the background. 
like I think if your video will be like Jessica Mercedes’ -is like a Polish blogger, never mind- ‘like 
hers than you will get way more viewers’ and so my friend said that and I start doing that. Definitely 
when that boom started happen as well. So yeah I think so. 

Ö: Nice cause whenever I talk about people that I a currently working on my thesis and I am 
basically just investigating this and that… They immediately tell me on top of their heads that the 
thumbnail matters and the quality of the video matters and how long the video matters and things 
like that. Most of the time I thought it actually didn't but the more I talked to people I actually realize 
that it does have a role in the thing. It was an interesting thing to basically realize. 

J: Maybe not in the past because I think in the past there was so little Youtubers that people clicked 
anyway. There are Youtubers it doesn't matter… If you are already big it doesn't matter how your 
thumbnail, how your editing is like you can easily… And some people still have such an interesting 
personality that they will attract you no matter what… No matter what they have. I think in the 
current moment I know that my friends that starting Youtube right now for today and [it’s a 
struggle?] to get the first 30 subscribers for months. (laughs) Because nobody will watch you 
especially if you, nobody promotes you… Not bigger Youtuber promotes you or you don't promote 
yourself somewhere which I don't do. So I think it’s really difficult to get through the amount of 
people that [right now want to be a Youtuber?]

Ö: So but I mean it’s not impossible cause some people do it and then… I think that’s the actual 
question behind this whole thing is that how do they do it? How do they achieve that initial 
audience? How does it escalate after that? So, I don't know. Do you have any ideas about it now 
that you are in the scene, you have friends? 

J: I think a lot of people do collaborations with bigger Youtubers. Then from what I have seen 
people who grow immediately from 10 subscribers to 60,000… 99% of my friends which that 
happened to or people that I watch they were promoted from another, through other people. And 
you not necessarily see that because I have a lot of… I talked to some of the Youtubers and I 
asked [inaudible] like from one day to another like 40,000… ‘How did you do that?’ Exactly. She 
was promoted by 4-5 other Youtubers. She has never promoted them. So you don't know that from 
her channel and unless you watch them you don't really know. So that’s what I saw and I also think 
a lot of that is [inaudible] and a lot of that is… I don't necessarily know how it goes but ı know that if  
you post “What I Eat in a Day” and then somebody posts “What I Eat in a Day” and the hashtags 
are similar, Youtube will show your video as similar video. So if you happen to be on somebody 
famous that also could be that’s how you get like more people go to your channel. 

Ö: Yeah it’s like the Google analytics and the whole SEO plays a part too in this probably. 



J: Yeah, yeah. 

Ö: I see and how about the collaborations? Do these people know each other beforehand or how 
do they get noticed by the bigger Youtubers? 

J: I think a lot of people… Like for example the scene in Los Angeles, they all are friends. They 
know each other and I think if you -for example- live in LA or Australia it’s much easier to have 
friends. Cause I have met people from LA that were not on Youtube but they were like ‘my friend is 
this big Youtuber let’s hook you up guys’. So I think it’s much easier if you live in a place and I don't 
know any Youtubers from Denmark. So I never really… I never really thought of collaborations 
before. Again I never really thought of growing. Maybe now I am more thinking of doing something 
better in the future but never really before. So I didn't know the girl that I had a collaboration with. 
Again she wrote me, she was going vegan and she wanted the collaboration and ı thought why 
not. Even though her channel wasn't really something I was interested, we had little in common but 
because she wants to go that direction that makes sense for me to do collaboration. We did some 
videos and we became really good friends. So… (laughs) I don't actually know normally… I think 
people know each other but sometimes they don't and you just watch each other’s videos and why 
not do a collab. 

Ö: You also mentioned that before posting your video you have no idea about Youtube and stuff 
like that… How did you basically get introduced to the Youtubers and the Youtube community? Like 
how did that procedure happen? 

J: So I went to Thailand and there’s a Thai food festival for all vegans and lot of those… And the 
Thai food festival is made by Youtubers mostly. Made by big vegan Youtubers and it’s a free 
festival and a lot of those vegan Youtubers that are also big -not necessarily the [two main one?]- 
they were there and they were also encouraging each other to do Youtube channel. So there was a 
lot of tips and tricks and also we were all hanging out together. So it was hard not to get to know 
them but it wasn't like we became friends or anything like that. We were just like… We had lunches 
together, Q&A’s and things like that. But of course… We just bonded all together not necessarily 
person to person. So I never wanted to… Back then I had the channel in Polish so I never thought 
collating with them. That’s another reason I didn’t. 

Ö: Nice, okay. Erhm… I basically asked you a bunch of questions but I need to get back on track…

J: But I also know-

Ö: Sure! 

J: I can tell you that. I also know that like for example in Poland the girl who also had the channel, 
the other girl… There are like events for Youtubers that you can go to even if you have one 
subscriber. And that way you can meet other people. Yeah that happens in Poland. I don't know 
how it’s else where. 

Ö: Okay, okay. So that’s actually interesting. Is this whole Youtube thing really popular in Poland? 
Does people have channels? 

J: I think that in Poland it’s easier to become bigger because a lot of people watch Youtube like 
obsessively and so I think it is easier to actually to grow as a Polish… like 70% of my subscribers 
are from Poland. So I think it is still small enough to grow but it’s big enough for people to live off of 
it. If that makes sense.

Ö: Yeah it does. So, yeah… You kinda briefly mentioned you started as a Polish channel and 
basically go to English is because… It was pretty much bigger audience and this was a global 
language…



J: Yeah and also it is easier for me. 

Ö: So what kind of feedbacks do you get based on your Polish videos versus your English videos? 
How people react to those? 

J: I think a lot of Polish viewers don't understand why I do it in English They are really upset. 
(ironically scoffs) 

Ö: Oh, yeah. I was about to ask you that. 

J: I have a LOT of people telling me ‘I am not gonna watch you because you don't speak Polish’ 
but I don't really… I don't really care because again I don't… I would rather go to like people that… 
I don't know I feel like when somebody tells you like ‘I am gonna unsubscribe’ and it’s fine like I 
have been there for you when whatever… (softly giggles) I feel like when sometimes they disagree 
with something and they don't explain why I feel kinda betrayed because when it was okay and you 
were here and when it’s not okay you are telling me you are gonna unsubscribe but you are no 
gonna tell me what I did wrong. So like how do I learn from that right? It’s not okay. (both laughs) 
So I get those comments but it’s not like really bothers me. What was the question? (laughs) 

Ö: Oh, okay. The question was what kind of feedback do you get from your Polish videos versus 
English videos? 

J: So that… That’s mostly that and then very positive one actually. And I get a lot of feedback in e-
mails. I get a lot of messages. I don't think people who have entertaining get so much private 
messages because I think people share a lot of -with me- their stories. So like their personal 
feedback. So I get a lot of that… Massive e-mails… And it’s really really nice and again very 
personal but I haven't had negative comments. Maybe somebody said ‘I am gonna unsubscribe’ 
and they gave reason but it’s never like ‘you are stupid’, like ‘you are fat’… (laughs)

Ö: Like the cyberbullying stuff…

J: I don’t get that and again I think it’s because my audience is little bit older. 

Ö: So what made you keep on posting videos? Because you said that you had never in your mind 
to do this. So what made you put the next video and the next videos and stuff like that? 

J: So I think the first video I have posted and I didn't post anything and then I had the… I was at 
the festival and then they motivated me to do more and then I didn't post anything again and I think 
I am slowly… Like I bought a new camera. It was a good motivation. (both laughs) I was like ‘I 
have already spent the money’. I think I started vlogging and I realized that I really like vlogging 
and it was like a way of being creative and I could express… Cause I like designing and things like 
that and it’s way of expressing myself. That was for a while what kept it and it’s now mostly 
people… Like overtime I feel like giving up I just get a message from someone that that was what I 
really wanted to hear or like kept doing whatever. So I think like it’s just purely based on that I will 
feel bad for stopping but I also love doing it, it’s not that. But it’s a lot for people and on the other 
hand it really helped me and I thought it was very therapeutical to talk about those things. 

Ö: Is there reason why sometimes, every now and again you feel like ‘okay I might quit or not post 
this video’? Is there a reason for this? 

J: I think it’s because these videos are very personal and even though I make them, I sometimes 
think that maybe I should just keep it to myself but it’s fucking scary to push the publish button. But 
I think a lot of the times it’s just like [inaudible] reason because I don't manage to have a steady 
work… Like I work in a regular company and I study as well and I work as a part time besides that. 
I just have two jobs so sometimes I just think whether my message even has, makes any sense 
because telling other people to take time for themselves and be healthy but I am staying up until 



2pm editing a video, right? So it’s more because of that but then I just take… Even though… I love 
doing it. I really hate not posting a video. I am on this struggle right now where I like sometimes 
feel like I should just give up because it’s killing me that I don't post in time. 

Ö: Oh it’s like the perfectionist side of it…

J: Yeah, yeah, yeah. (laughs) 

Ö: We talked about it a lot that you interact with your audience in a very personal basis. So it’s just 
one of those things that literally right now keeps you going.

J: Yeah, I think so. 

Ö: Okay, nice. Do you think you have a Youtube community? You and you audience do you 
consider yourselves as a community? 

J: (slight pause) I think so. Even like, mostly with the Polish viewers. I even did like a Facebook 
group for vegans and I feel like that has created a community itself because the only way I 
advertised that Facebook group was through my videos. So I feel like a lot of people who ever got 
to know about that Facebook group was from my videos. So I think that has created a community 
and I think after few, only few months of having Youtube channel I even did a meet up that I 
organized. Just invited like all people that watch my videos or like are vegan or something and it 
felt like they have connected as well even though they were like completely different ages. I also 
think that whenever you approach a people that have a story or like have been through something I 
feel like it’s easier for them to connect. With me and with each other rather than like entertaining 
videos where you all are there for fun.

Ö: So how was the participation? How many people basically came to your meet up and joined 
your Facebook group? 

J: (laughs) Oh, I don't know how many are in the Facebook group honestly. I have no clue. I don't 
really follow that much anymore. 

Ö: So basically they are doing their thing, they just interact with each other…

J: Yeah, yeah, yeah and to the meet up… (slight pause) That was when I lived in Poland. It was 
maybe like a year ago, half a year ago. So like beginning… I think 15 people.

Ö: Nice! (impressed tone) 

J: That was a lot! (proud tone)

Ö: Exactly it is!

J: Especially it was like from the city that I lived in. So just like only those locals. Oh, no! There was 
some people that are actually travelled from like the other side of the Poland. Yeah, yeah, they 
were. It was the greatest feeling. I thought like ‘oh my god! it’s so cute’. But I didn't feel like they 
were coming for me. I thought of it like a vegan meet up. 

Ö: Oh, okay. Nice. Cool. What would be your future efforts to keep up this community? Do you 
have any plans or meet ups or any other things that you do, make ti alive?

J: So I think, I think… I am thinking of using Youtube as promoting other things that I want to do. So 
I am not necessarily… I am focusing Youtube and I definitely would like to make it bigger but I am 
working on other projects that I would perhaps want to -in a way*- separate from Youtube or… I 
think that my message is so holistic that different people are being attracted and not necessarily 



they want to hear everything that are on my Youtube. So I am thinking of like making like 
separating the fashion, separating to health and entertainment and something like that. So I want 
to feel like spread it. So that’s my future plans for now and strongly try to work on those projects.

Ö: Okay. So you basically want to do all these segments in your Youtube channel or you have 
other completely different thing on your mind?

J: I am thinking of different platforms, yeah. Well like I still want to do Youtube but I want to… I 
want people to have easy access like if they are coming to my website just for health I want them 
to go to a completely different website where I really want to focus strongly on what I promote. 
Because on Youtube I am not, I am not saying 100% that I could and that’s for various reasons. So 
I can create a website where I can send people there. So that’s the aim.

Ö: Nice. So how did you come up with the strategy? Why do you think it should be separated? 

J: I don’t know. (both laughs) 

Ö: Lets’ talk about business! (jokingly) 

J: Don’t make me question that I already worked so hard. (laughs)

Ö: Oh god! 

J: No, with a website I think it’s because… I see myself having troubles with speaking up on 
Youtube. Perhaps it’s all in my head but I think a lot of the holistic medicine is very controversial 
and I am pretty sure everyone will be completely fine with that but for some reason I also don't feel 
100% comfortable talking about medical terms. So I thought it will be much easier to write articles 
where I can reference things and put the medical studies that I read in the website. Whereas I 
rather do that than sit in front of a camera rad line by line. And I feel like it’s just also gonna take 
less time to write an article rather than do a video about that and memorize all those medical terms 
cause I am not a doctor. So that’s because of the website and then with that fashion and 
everything else I also want to build up some of my projects and spread the message like more. 
Perhaps because I don't really know how to do it correctly on Youtube. 

Ö: Okay, I see. Nice. Well basically covered that too but you do talk about very personal, sensitive 
topics on your channel. What kind of feedback do you get? You mentioned that you don't get 
negative comments but how does it… Do you get -I don't know- people that watch you or people 
who have same problems or how does it go? What kind of feedback do you get? 

J: So usually the first feedback that I get is from my friends. So even before I post a video I often 
just sent the link to my friend and they go like ‘don’t fucking post that!’ (laughs) ‘That’s too much, 
too much shit’ and I am even worse here and then I am like ‘I have already did that. I am just 
gonna post it’. And then I never really know how people are gonna react but I really never got a 
message like ‘that was too much’ or ‘you shouldn't have posted it’. I usually get like ‘I can relate’ 
or… The comments that I get the most or the e-mails that I get the most is that people haven't even 
realized it themselves and after watching they realized it that they had that problem or they never 
let them think about those things and they say there and being completely like ‘what the fuck is 
happening’. I usually get comments like that really helped them, started to thinking about what is 
the truth, the problem or the thing that they are going through, what is really making them happy… 
Yeah, things like that. It’s always very nice. I feel like I am really really lucky to have that feedback 
and to feel like I create some kind of difference in someone’s life which is like huge to say but that’s 
what they say. So… 

Ö: So we basically talked about the content a lot but do you think you as a personality in front of a 
camera have any sort of impact of influence on your channel and how your audience are shaped 
and stuff like that? 



J: Yeah! With, with… Even that’s what I just said. I think that’s… I think if I have watched that video 
when I was younger perhaps I would have made some other choices in my life. I think often 
speaking to people or -like off camera or on camera- I feel like it makes them second think things 
because I do think I do have different perspective on life because of the things that I have went 
through. Or because… Mostly because I feel like we are so trapped in a community living the life 
we never really stop and question and I feel like that’s what I am trying to do. I am trying to like 
stop people and question. Is it what you are doing makes you happy? Do you think this what you 
would be doing if community wouldn't push you to do it? I definitely want to shape people. I don't 
know if I am doing that 10% but ı wish, I wish people start questioning. 

Ö: It’s just putting yourself out there because you do share a lot personal things… It’s one thing to 
put yourself out there and it is also another thing to be an advocate of an idea. So does this put so 
much pressure on you? Or, I don't know. How about the responsibility part of it? Do you feel 
responsible towards your audience? How does it go? 

J: (slight pause) Definitely. (laughs) Definitely but I think I still share my experience. So I try always 
to… Try often to put myself as an example. So they can learn from it. I always try not to say to 
people what they should do but like what I did and what worked for me or how I see the things. So 
it’s all about self reflection. I am… But of course I do know that that’s what will cause it. Then again 
I need had negative… I mostly like… If there’s a negative thing or there will be a person who will 
write to me that they have a problem and then whether I can help them and then I try to send them 
books, articles or like tell them it’s okay where they are and things like that. So I don't think I have 
ever… I didn't see that I have ever negatively affected someone. Perhaps… It’s difficult for me to 
answer. 

Ö: Do you reply all of the e-mails or the messages you get?

J: Not as much as I would like to. (laughs)

Ö: Yeah, it must be hard.

J: I think, I think a lot of the messages are very personal and they are very… A lot of them impact 
me as well and at first I replied to everything and now I don’t… Not always I can reply, not always I 
can help. And then I just like send them somewhere else or tell them what I would do or like, yeah. 

Ö: Cause it probably gets physically impossible at one point cause you mentioned you have two 
jobs and you are studying as well and then you are doing videos and you get these messages… It 
must be overwhelming at times obviously. Let’s talk about your future plans for Youtube. Do you 
plan on doing more videos? Where does it go? how things are moving on? What are your future 
plans? 

J: I think I want to go more into… So I am like in between whether I should go strongly into holistic 
approach or I should go with making the small change in every person. Like making a healthy life 
style approachable for everyone or I should go deep into people with big problems. That’s where I 
battle a lot. That’s why I want to create the website and then I think I will try to do a little bit of 
health accessible for everyone. So I can reach more people.

Ö: But definitely no quoting Youtube. You are just gonna keep moving.

J: Hopefully! (giggles)

Ö: Hopefully. 

J: You know I think there’s always these thoughts where do you think… Whether you should go 
with your studies… Because of course my studies suffer A LOT like I completely… I am very lucky 



to have a job now. I don't know why people hire me, I don't really now. I am a shitty worker. All I 
care is my Youtube channel. (laughs) No but I definitely… I feel like that’s for me the priority of 
important things. It’s like Youtube and like people that I talk to and people that are talk to me and 
then it’s my time… And then it’s my job. So like my boss when he looks at my calendar it’s like 
‘finish the video’ or ‘answer those e-mails about something’ you know. That’s really work related. 
So I think I definitely want Youtube [as a career?]

Ö: So okay that being the case would you ever consider doing Youtube as a full time job? 

J: I think if I had the chance… Not necessarily Youtube as a full time job but I want… Like I really 
work on my projects that I would like to go more into entrepreneur kind of way and working in the 
field if that’s possible. So it’s like not necessarily Youtube related. It could be me finishing my 
holistic studies and then like consulting people. So more that way with Youtube of course! 

Ö: Where do you see your channel right now as compared to the others? Do you see yourself still 
developing or you basically growing or matured enough as a channel-

J: No! I feel like I am still so tiny and small and I feel like I am just starting. I feel like only my last 
few videos are like starting to make sense and be consistent. I really feel like I am just at the 
beginning. I always say like you should give your Youtube channel around 5 years and if it’s not 
going to grow and if you are doing it only for others and not for yourself perhaps you should quit. 
But if you are doing it for yourself then it doesn't really matter. 

Ö: Nice, cool. So 5 years… What I am considering is that there’s of course people write books 
about how to be a Youtuber blah blah blah… There’s not a way to do things when it comes to 
Youtube channel. So what I am considering is how does this whole… Like do you learn by doing? 
You can just post a video and understand that that’s not working… How does it work? How do you 
just figure out?

J: Yeah, yeah. I think you just learn by doing it and by watching other Youtubers. I think there’s like 
a lot a better way to watch people that do Youtube videos and when ı look at my first video and my 
last video I can see the way I talk, I can see the way… Of course I changes as a person throughout 
the time but I know the first feeling hat I had and like now I feel way more comfortable. But also 
people tell me that I am way more shy on camera than in real life. I am this open person, super 
approachable whereas in front of camera I get very closed up. What was the question again? 
(laughs) 

Ö: That’s a very good question. What the hell did I ask? (laughs) 

J: I lose it so many times. (apologetically) 

Ö: No, no. It’s fine. I literally lost my train of thought as well. Anyways…

J: How big that I think I am or where…

Ö: Yeah exactly… We were… Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

J: Learning by doing-

Ö: Learning by doing, exactly!

J: yeah. 100%. I think “Casey Neistat” is like one of the father of Youtube for vloggers. I think ever 
since he became big everyone who is vlogging kind of got his style. I don't know if you know his 
style. He thought me shit lots about videos but I don't watch him that often. 

Ö: Okay, nice. So how do you define Youtube success?



J: I think when you can perhaps live off of it… Depending what is your goal cause again for me 
goal was to make people realize that they can be who they want to be and then just because like 
doctors tell you you cannot get cured you cannot doesn't mean you cant heal yourself. So like the 
more people… For me the success is when people go vegan -for example- because of my videos 
or they lower their meat consumption or consider themselves what they want to do with their lives 
and start journaling. I am like super happy. Of course I would like to commit to it 100% and that’s 
probably frustrates me that I cannot do it. So that’s like the small success and then the bigger 
success is where you have your own projects. I think being a Youtuber is not necessarily living off 
of Youtube but having projects that you can sell through Youtube. Like the idea I mean and that’s 
what gets you successful.

Ö: So you have the goal and do you think -based on your goal- your channel is successful or you 
as a Youtuber is successful right now? 

J: (laughs) Sorry. (continues laughing) I don’t, I don’t… I don't think I take it seriously yet. I start to 
say to my friends ‘I am working in my bed’ you know. ‘Dont bother me. I am at work’. But that’s also 
because otherwise they don't take it seriously. It’s not necessarily that I think I am success fun or 
where I want to be or what I think… Again I am doing, I am mostly doing it for myself still. It’s just 
so much fun. I love editing. I love sitting in front of a camera. So doesn't really matter to me that 
much but I am extremely happy overtime I get somewhere. So it’s small but it’s a lot of fun.

Ö: Does Youtube have any contribution to your income currently? 

J: Not really. It’s mostly… There’s like some money that has been collected through ads and 
something like that. But I haven't even take it out or anything. It’s not like lot enough to even 
transfer it to my account. (laugh)

Ö: Okay. But how does that… You probably know. How does that thing work? How do people 
actually, physically earn money off of Youtube? Like do you have any ideas, do you know the 
business model? 

J: Yeah, yeah. So normally it goes like the smaller you are the less you earn, right? But also 
because the bigger you get the more dollars you get for the views. So like it’s also depending on a 
country. So like if it’s like United States and Poland… If I had views from States I would probably 
get good income monthly but because my viewers are from Poland… Poland pays like 100th of 
what States pays. So it’s completely different. Most Youtubers when they are around even 10-15 
thousand subscribers they get projects that they were funded [sites?]. Thats where you start living 
off of Youtube. Again Youtube is just a platform to sell your ideas and then everything you get 
besides that… You can promote products and companies can say ‘if you are going to sell that 
product to one person you are gonna get 10% of the price’. So you get money from that. Of course 
you also get free products to test. So you don't really get money off of that but often you get… If 
you are really bi you get products to test and if you post them they pay you per post. Besides that 
other projects… A lot of like the big Youtubers they are in like TV shows and whatever. Thats and I 
feel like selling your own products… Cookbooks, books… I have never really thought of that before 
but now I can see that people live off of selling t-shirts, selling books you know. Because they are 
Youtubers and people love to buy their products. 

Ö: Maybe you will go into merchandising as well. It may work… I mean the concept that you are 
shaping your channel around can actually… A vegan cook book. My best friend. She is vegan. 
She’ll definitely buy it. 

J: (laughs) I am doing it!



Ö: Good! /both laughs) There’s also so many controversies around earning money off of youtube. 
So what’s your take… You are a Youtuber so you would probably fine with it but how do you feel 
about it? Why do you think people have negative connotations towards it? 

J: I think I have had negative thoughts at the beginning where I wasn't doing it. Then I realized how 
fucking hard it is to edit a video and come up with a concept. I think I have calculated that it takes 
me 20-30 hours a week to do my social media. Posting two videos a week… Of course like 
Snapchat and answering e-mails… That’s approximately 20-30 hours. Editing, recording and 
coming up with a concept… And I think when someone’s even more than me because again I do it 
as hobby mostly. I think people should be able to get the money because it’s work and they 
really… A lot of people watch them. If you don't want that person to earn money, then don't watch 
them. 

Ö: Yeah I see.

J: But I haven't had that thought before I started doing. So it’s probably because I felt it. 

Ö: So why did you have that negative feelings towards it? 

J: Cause I didn't know it takes so much time. I thought it was like… (snaps her fingers)

Ö: Easy money. 

J: Yeah. (both laughs) You just sit… Because a lot of Youtubers say like ‘just go on Youtube. It’s 
gonna take an hour a day’. I don't know how they do that because it definitely doesn't take one 
hour a day. Maybe if you never edit your videos and ı know that “Casey” and guys that vlog 
everyday it takes them 45 minutes to edit their whole vlog from the day because they are… That’s 
what they do for a living so they know all the shortcuts and things like that. But when you don't do it 
for living it definitely takes longer. 

Ö: I see okay. If you can give any advice who wants to have their own channel what would you tell 
them? 

J: (slight pause) Just do it. (laughs)

Ö: No tips an tricks? Tell them how they can earn money. (jokingly) Come on! 

J: It’s gonna be super hard and if you are going to do it for the money then you’ll never get there 
because it’s so difficult to start and with like every week more and more people coming on 
Youtube. Just do it because you love it and because you want to do it. Don't be ashamed of what’s 
the first video like. Because it’s going to be like shit and you are gonna learn through by learning. If 
you can get a person who  already has a Youtube channel and like tell them tips and tricks and 
promote you. Definitely do that. But watch as much videos as you can before you even post your 
own video. That’s something I didn't do. That was a horrible mistake. (laughs) But you learn.

Ö: So why do you think that commercial mindset wont work? 

J: To do it for the money?

Ö: Uh-huh.

J: Cause you are gonna quickly give up. Because you are gonna see like… It’s kinda of like with 
the diet you know. You go on a diet for a week and you see no result you just give. Because it’s too 
difficult to go on if you are not enjoying it. I think it’s the same with Youtube like the more going to 
focus on numbers and the less its gonna… I think I had the crisis at some point and I was like ‘it’s 
not even working, nobody is watching me. why would I ever put these videos’ and my friend was 



like ‘because you have fucking changed so much. like you became a happy person. i can see that 
you are doing it for you’ ad I was like it’s true! I am loving it you know. So you need to do it for 
yourself and you also need to know that you are doing it for yourself. 

Ö: Cool. Do you think the audience actually… Like the people understand this? Like this people do 
it for themselves or they are really passionate about it versus this is just a video you know they 
want to earn money out of it. 

J: I am not sure. I think often think that people are doing because of the money but mostly because 
I watch bigger Youtubers, right? I don't watch those small Youtubers… I think a lot of people are 
doing it for the money especially if you are like 60-70 thousand subscribers and up but even like 15 
and up I think you, you… You care more about what people want to see rather than what you want 
to post. 

Ö: Nice, cool. I think that being the case I asked you all of my questions. Thank you for 
participating. 

J: Sure no problem. 



Appendix.10

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - FOR CONTENT CREATOR: (Marah)

1. When did you start your channel?  

2. How many subscribers do you have?  

3. What kind of videos do you post?  

4. What made you start your own channel?
• Why did you think this was important?  

5. Why did you pick Youtube as a platform to share your experiences? (Instead of twitch, etc.) 

6. How was the reaction to your first videos?
• Did you get views immediately or did it take time?  

7. Can you talk about how your channel grow along time?
• How about your views?
• How about your subscribers? Did they grow steadily or fast? 
• When did your views/subscribers make a peak?  

8. Which video of yours has the most views?
• Why do you think the reason behind it?  

9. What are your tactics to attract more audience and subscribers?
• Does quality of the video (editing, lighting, camera, etc.) have an impact?
• Does content have an impact?  

10.  As far as I checked you do not record yourself in your videos. What kind of effect does this 
have between you and your audience?

• Do you think that it creates a barrier between you and your audience?  

11. What do you think make your subscribers continue watching you?
• Why do you think these aspects have importance?  

12. What makes you continue posting videos?  
 

13. Do you interact with your audience?  

14. Do you feel like you and your channel are part of a Youtube community?
• Why do you feel this way?
• Positive: What are your efforts to keep your community strong?



• Negative: Would you like to have your own community? What would be your efforts to have 
one?  

15. Do you plan to keep making videos in the future?
• How do you think your channel would change in the future?  

16. Where do you see your channel as compared to others? (Developing, growing, mature, etc.)  

17. Do you consider your channel successful? 
• How do you define Youtube success?  

18. Does Youtube contribute to your income?
• If so, how? (e.g. Ad revenues, sponsorships, product deals, etc.)
• Are you part of Youtube partnership program?  

19. How does generating income through Youtube influence you as a person?
• And your channel?  

20. There are many controversies around earning money off of Youtube. What is your take on the 
subject?  

21. If you can give advice to someone who want to have their own channel what would you tell 
them?

• Why do you think these aspects are important for them to pay attention?  

22. Do you have any questions for me? Would you like to know more about my research?  



Interview - V

Participant: Marah
Age: 20
Gender: Make
Occupation: Student, Content Creator
Perspective: Youtube Content Creator
Youtube Channel: HapticGamerHD 
Channel Genre: Gaming - Tech

Ö: We can just start with very basic questions. So that we’ll both get warmed up to it and my first 
question would be when did you first star your channel? 

M: I would say around 2011.

Ö: Ohh! It was a long time ago. 

M: But it wasn’t really… I didn't start it. It was just a Youtube account. That’s it. 

Ö: Nice. So when did you start posting videos? 

M: Uhmm…

Ö: Well you can always check. (laughs)

M: Let me check. (takes his phone out - long pause) Oh about 2012… 5 years ago. 

Ö: 5 years ago! Gosh, wow! Nice. So how many subscriber do you have as of today? 

M: 13,000. As of today. 

Ö: Nice, okay. What kind of videos do you post? 

M: Mainly, I would say, it started out as a community gaming channel. What I was doing was 
basically ask people what they wanna see and based on their feedback I provide content. And that 
feedback has been mainly gaming videos, countdowns. Basically you see a lot of “Top 10’s”. There 
is things like trending on Youtube. People like quick facts and information on in a very organized 
way so I do that with gaming content. Reviews… Sometimes I just talk about myself. That’s it.

Ö: That’s good. Nice. So how long do you actually invest in this channel? Especially with gaming it 
must be…

M: Currently I sorta been… I put it down actually. It’s a… I am having a… I plan on doing other 
things besides that. In the past I would say 20 hours. Depends on the video. It sounds really simple 
but there’s some scripting involved, some story boarding, that kind of stuff. So yeah it takes time. 

Ö: It’s crazy. So which part takes the longest? Is it the recording or the editing or I don't know?

M: The editing. Yeah. Because the every little detail, every little frame got to… If you wanna make it 
look nice, if you wanna push out something you can… 

Ö: It’s crazy and everybody thinks that it’s such an easy job. Probably not with gaming because the 
rest is like… people basically sit down in their houses and film themselves. Everybody feels like it 
super easy and things like that. 



M: Those people sit down it’s more like acting you know. You have to be positive and all that kind 
of stuff. The editing is actually the annoying part. One of the main reasons why sometimes I ask 
myself ‘why am I putting so [emphasis on this?]’. It should be simple but if you wanna make it look 
nice you have to keep going back editing and all that kind of stuff. 

Ö: Why do you put that much time into it? like what’s the reason? What do you always give 
yourself as an answer to that question? 

M: First of all… So back when I started it was really simple videos and the way I started was… I 
had a Youtube and I was like, 4-5 years ago, I was 14-15. So I was just browsing and looking at the 
content. I asked myself maybe I could also do this. So I started recording. Just doing something 
and putting it on Youtube. Just a little project and that was nice. People started commenting and 
overtime I started getting paid and that’s when I started putting emphasis into actual quality of it. 
Because if you make something crappy and you get paid for it you gonna feel like a conman 
actually. Putting time into it, making quality content not only get you a lot of viewers, a lot of 
subscribers but yeah… It makes the paycheck that you are getting feel worth it. 

Ö: Yeah it makes sense. So you basically kinda started talking about it. It’s just the reason you 
started making your own videos. What was the main reason? Cause some people put these kind of 
video on Youtube what made you feel like ‘I should do this’ and ‘I should…’? Like what was the 
importance behind it?

M: It was mainly because some part of me actually wanted to see if I can actually make videos like 
that. That was it. I used to play video games a lot and I used to talk about it a lot. Matter of fact a 
lot of my friends were like that and I, yeah, got into something that-

Ö: You are interested in it and then-

M: Interested in it and I like the challenge of edit things together. So I kinda combined those.

Ö: Why not! Exactly. Why did you pick Youtube as a platform? Cause I know that Twitch exists. I 
mean you could have basically been active there too. What made you choose Youtube instead of 
any other platform? 

M: That was the only one I knew off back then. There were others like that. Like Vimeo and… 
There’s another one, I forgot the name. There are other video platforms. Twitch only came later. 
Even then I… You watch Twitch? 

Ö: I don’t watch Twitch but not that I am invested in this thesis writing I do get… It comes up often 
and now I research it. So I know it. 

M: Do you think it’s worth it? 

Ö: It depends on what you are looking for I think. 

M: Yeah. It’s just a… Personally the idea of making like video and putting it up versus you sitting 
down and playing games while watch you play the games… It seems, you know, very… I wanna 
choose my words… Useless I would say! What would people get out of it? That’s my question. 
Anyways, besides that, Youtube was the only platform available. That was the only one I knew off. 
Plus it was easy to upload videos and all that stuff. Everything was streamlined.

Ö: I am just going dig deep towards this Twitch being useless thing cause I think it’s important. So 
more details about that… (laughs) I don't know what to ask but we can talk more about that. 



M: It’s personal… To be honest I haven't actually watched a lot of Twitch in all these years 
[inaudible] of me. It’s… I would say… There’s no effort being put into… It sounded like I am beating 
on.

Ö: No, no, no. It’s fine. 

M: There is no actual effort being put and people just watch others play video games. You can say 
it’s the same thing with… I have seen a reaction videos on Youtube. You can say it’s the same 
as… There is a debate whether that’s actually, you know, content. 

Ö: I see you point actually. Okay! So it’s not actually a creative input. So it’s just something…

M: It’s not as creative as -you know- actually making the video [inaudible]. 

Ö: Okay I’ll take that. So how was the reaction to your first videos when you first started?

M: Like the comments? 

Ö: Yeah, yeah, exactly. Like the comments and the views… Did you get view immediately or how 
did it go? And the comments?

M: I didn't get any views at all and small… I wouldn't even say followers. People sometimes 
comment, sometimes request things. It wasn't until I started doing those “Tope 10s” and at the 
same time doing like tutorials on various things related to computers. People like getting value out 
of things. So if you just make a random video, unless you are REALLY entertaining… Doing a 
random video by yourself it’s not gonna be anything but if you do something somebody can learn 
something out of or get something out of… Especially if it has to do with free things people just 
swarm the videos. It wasn't until started making that kind of stuff. Basically free stuff online and 
tutorials and how to [do?] various things on your computer that people started watching. But it’s not 
even a lot of… It’s only 13,000 subs and yeah…

Ö: It’s significant. It’s good, it’s nice. Cool. How did you actually figure out that, I mean, with these 
Top 10 kind of videos and how-to’s and tutorials and stuff like that… That would be the value in 
there? You basically tried one day and then you realized you get a good reaction or? 

M: I put one, one day. My first one… And if you see it now, it’s, it’s… It almost has 2 million views. 
So it’s a… I gotta tell you something. That’s the stuff you wanna be doing with the… At least if you 
wanna steer towards not the other stuff. Also in the comments people are very active. In the other 
stuff people don't usually talk. They have nothing to say but things like this people sometimes 
disagree, some… You know… If it’s something that people see as important they start 
commenting. Those videos, yeah, yeah. I don't even know why they are that big, that much of a big 
deal. (scoffs) But they are. 

Ö: Nice, cool. So we started the first reactions that you get. From then on how did you channel 
grow along time? 

M: What do you mean?

Ö: With the peaks and stuff. You have 13,000 subs right now and how did that… If we think about it 
as virtual graph right now when did you each the peak and how does it go? Ups and downs… 

M: I see. Challenge was getting to a thousand. After reaching to 1000 some reason it was easier. I 
don't know maybe it should have with Youtube’s algorithms or something. It was easier to get subs 
but that was also when I started doing these [types of content?]. At around 2014, I finally started 
getting “AdSense” revenue from that I got even more encouraged to make content. And that was 
the peak, around 2014 because as I started getting paid I started treating my channel like a -you 



know- somebody actually getting paid. So I started pushing out more quality content. I started 
actually using my voice in my videos instead of just text and music. And I, yeah… That would be 
the peak, that would be when people started subscribing. When I started getting business deals. 
People wanting me to, wanted to sponsor me. Wanting me to showcase their products and that 
kinda stuff. That would be 2014. When I started getting paid. 

Ö: From 1000 subs and then on. Okay That makes sense. That’s not actually the first time I am 
hearing that number. I didn't talk to that many content creators but you always get these kind of 
numbers, right? 

M: Thousand and then up? 

Ö: Yeah. I think it is what it is I guess. You said 2014 as a benchmark, so, okay… Nah, anyways. I 
got my answer. 

M: Go ahead, ask. 

Ö: No, I was just thinking… Do you define it as more steady growth or like fast growth from then 
on? 

M: Steady, I mean. Steady. If it was fast it would be higher than it is right now. So I would say it’s 
steady. 

Ö: Steady one, okay. But do you…How’s the situation right now? Do you still… Is it increasing or? 

M: Yeah… (scoffs) It’s increasing and I am still receiving lots of comments, lots of views; even 
though, I didn't do anything in almost like -I would say recently- 4 to 5 months. So that’s the thing 
about it. As long as your stuff is online people see it if it’s relevant and you can still get views. 

Ö: Okay. So it’s just basically old videos getting more views as well and stuff like that. That’s good. 
So what are your tactics about getting more subscribers and viewers? 

M: Tactics… 

Ö: We can talk about it. This is a no judgement zone. (jokingly) 

M: (long pause)

Ö: Like do you change thumbnails or like -I don't know- titles and whatever it is. I mean I don't 
know. I have no idea. I was giving you some examples about what you might be doing. 

M: I mean I am aware that sometimes you put these misleading, clickbait or whatever it called, 
weird or attractive thumbnails. In my case, I just try to whatever is in the video… Sometimes my 
thumbnails are exactly from the video and the title is just… I try to cram in as much about the as I 
can. So I wouldn't say it’s a tactic it’s just showing people what to expect, you know. Not like ‘hey 
click this top 10’ blah blah blah blah… And regarding tactics to gain subs, I don't really have any I 
would say. I just make the content and toward the end I just ask people exactly what they wanna 
see and I get requests. And if I get one that seems reasonable I do it. That would be it, I would say. 
Sometimes in the comments, I would say this is more of a tactic. In the comments… Even now 
sometimes I open my Youtube account and I see comments… I don't have to reply but I just, I just 
reply. And sometimes people are surprised, ‘oh shit! why? why you are replying?’

Ö: (laughs) You are a celebrity now don't ya? That’s cool. So you created that almost like a 
feedback mechanism that whatever people wanna see you basically put it out there. 



M: Yeah but, but… Plus you said celebrity. I don't see myself as… It’s only 13,000 so it’s “big deal”. 
(ironically)

Ö: Nice, yeah. Well what ı am thinking is you probably… You enjoy recording videos, right? 
Whatever you do, it’s something you like. But what I was thinking was some sort of videos you put 
out there attract more attention that’s for given. But what if those videos were the ones you 
wouldn't like filming? You see that… What if there will be that kind of dilemma? Because you 
mentioned that the moment you get paid, Youtube… Like you basically start working for it. It’s not 
like putting out videos…

M: Yeah, I started to taking it more seriously. 

Ö: Yeah exactly. The conflict of interest maybe. How did it affect you? I am just curious about that.

M: Yeah, yea. I mean I do enjoy making simple stuff. Things where I just rambling on about things 
or tell a story. You know videos where you don't have to do any scripting or that kind of stuff.  
Those don't get any views unless you are like a comedian or super entertainer like Jimmy Fallon or 
something, you are not gonna get anything out of it. You have to do something that gives value. 
Those “Top 10s”, those tutorials actually take a lot of time. You do research and scripting and all 
that kind of stuff and at some point I was enjoying it because I was learning out of these things… 
Storyboarding, scripting and all that kinda stuff… Heck I even learned a little bi of animation for 
intros and that kind of stuff. So you get something but at the same time it can get redundant you 
know keep doing it, keep going through editing. Because that’s what’s relevant. That’s what 
Youtube is actually. It’s people on hopping on to trends because they are relevant. So they can get 
views most of the time. What are you thoughts on that? 

Ö: Well… I kinda agree. It seems like it anyways. You always see like same sort of videos popping 
up in a month and then that changes-

M: Or reactions to it. 

Ö: Or reactions to those. 

M: It has gotten popular and then on to the next one. If you want to get views, if you want to be 
relevant you have to cater to those trends you know. People see… Uhm… Let’s see what’s very 
recent. Oh! There’s a PokemonGo thing.

Ö: Oh, yeah.

M: You play? 

Ö: I don’t. I mean it’s dangerous. I mean I am writing my thesis. I am not there yet. 

M: (laughs) I see. In my case I don't play the app but I see a lot of people. I was at a… Near the 
Black Diamond. There’s a park next to it you know. I thought there was a party going on when I 
walked in everybody was on their phone like this (demonstrates phone checking). I was like ‘okay 
PokemonGo!’

Ö: It’s crazy. (laughs) 

M: So people are investing so much time into it. 

Ö: I was with friends over the weekend and then at one point, it was around midnight and she got a 
text from her roommate. ‘We should go Pokemon hunting at park’. (laughing)

M: At midnight? (ironically)



Ö: You are grown ass people and you are texting each other ‘let’s go Pokemon hunting!’ 

M: Whatever it goes!

Ö: I know. They get these tips and tricks where to catch the Pikachu and stuff like that. Some 
people say that in this region so many people, more than one, actually caught he Pikachu. So lets 
go! 

M: There was something I saw online I think. Probably you heard about it. This girl found a dead 
body.

Ö: Yeah.

M: There was this guy walked off a cliff.

Ö: (laughs) I saw that! They were actually two people. (both laughs) 

M: Two people?

Ö: They walked off a cliff together. 

M: I think, yeah, it’s entertaining. 

Ö: Oh, yes! That’s nice. Of course I get these news from Youtube because everybody’s making 
these videos like ‘Top 10 Things Happened on PokemonGo’ and stuff like that. 

M: Yep, yep. That’s EXACTLY what I was gonna say, you know. I said trends so people remaking 
vies by that. Everywhere you go… Even… I also watch news on Youtube. So even news channels, 
CNN… You watch TYC? Yeah even they started talking about it. 

Ö: Uh-huh. It’s everywhere.

M: That’s what to do stay relevant whether you like it or not. 

Ö: I think at one point it’s the thin line. You cannot always see as a creative outlet you know. You 
just always… Because you do get reactions immediately. You can never be like discard what 
people wanna see immediately and be like ‘okay I just wanna put these kind of videos’. I never put 
a video in my life. I don't have a channel whatever it is. I always brainstorm in my own little head 
about these things…

M: But you never initiate? 

Ö: No. I think it’s quite hard to draw the line between… I don't know. It’s crazy. That’s why ı am 
asking questions to your guys. 

M: People need to do in a smart way I guess. I don't know. 

Ö: Find the balance maybe? 

M: Yeah, yeah. Be yourself but somehow throw a nudge at all these trends, you know. Yeah! Good 
luck if you ever start a channel. 

Ö: We were talking about tactics and things you would do. We talked about content a bit that you 
know that which kind of content will get more views at this point and how about this whole quality… 
Camera quality and… I don't think our record yourself. Do you? 



M: Nuh-uh! I don’t. 

Ö: So it’s not like the lighting and…

M: I don’t have a [set?] and all that kinda stuff. 

Ö: Yeah, that’s fine. Speaking of that you mentioned you started recording your voice and stuff like 
that. So what kind of reaction you get after that? Because I feel like you don't record yourself and  I 
was thinking what’s the effect between you and your audience? 

M: Because I don’t…

Ö: Yeah or like…

M: The main reason I don't record myself is I don't have the actual equipment. I don't have the 
tripod and that kinda stuff. I do have a microphone which I use and… You said what was the 
reaction to that?

Ö: Uh-huh. Before and after kind of thing.

M: It was mainly positive you know. In the past I would have either music or if I would say 
something it would through text or description and afterwards I could just say what I have to say. It 
became more persona. That was also when I started getting paid. That was when the peak so 
maybe it’s something to do with that. and it was positive. Of course it’s Youtube. You’ll see stupid 
comments.

Ö: That’s inevitable. 

M: Yeah I just kept going with that. It turned out very positive.

Ö: So you think the whole positive feedback is because it got very personable and relatable. 

M: Yeah. Plus more… As I said in the past I would have to have text or something. That interrupts 
when you watch something and focus on whatever is being shown, whether it’s a gameplay or I 
don't know [inaudible] footage, and at the same time hear descriptions about it, information. It’s 
better because if you have to read while watching -you know- it’s distracting plus it just breaks the 
flow. Plus I cant say whatever I have to say because it’s…

Ö: Because it needs to be compact in contact obviously.

M: Yep! 

Ö: Nice. There’s more freedom to you and your audience. That’s nice. Okay! What do you think 
make your subscribers continue watching you? 

M: That’s actually… (long pause) That’s not the case with my channel I would say because looking 
at the stats I only have -out of the 13,000- I only have a small number of returned subscribers. So 
for some reason people subscribe but they don't always watch when I put content. That’s because 
also I mess up my schedule sometimes. Sometimes I don't upload at all. Sometimes I would 
upload something completely different, yeah and maybe that’s why. I am not very consistent on the 
stuff. The other reason I get from non-subscribers, they would watch my video, get something out 
of it and forget to subscribe. That explains why I have so many views and number of subscribers 
doesn't match the number of views. I only have a small number of returning subscribers and the 
rest is just people surfing on Youtube. They see something they watch it and then they don’t 
subscribe. I don't know what to call. 



Ö: That’s alright. But is that something frustrating or not? Would you prefer to have more 
subscribers or the views you get are enough for you? 

M: Subscribers… If those subscribers actually returned… Let’s say I have 13,000 subscribers. I 
upload a video and I know immediately I would have around 10,000 views already because those 
people who are subscribed to me… If that was true then it would have mattered but it doesn't 
actually matter. You can have -this is actually another problem on Youtube- you can have 5 million 
subscribers, you upload something and it’s not guaranteed to be watched. Sometimes it doesn't 
even show up to people… You would get a… You could have 5 million and you can get maybe 
10,000 or 20,000 views depending on the video of course. Subscribers don't really matter when 
you think about it. There are just a tag showing how popular your Youtube channel is but not how 
popular your content is. So views on the other matter. I would say… Well I do like my subscribers, 
of course. This is recorded. I wouldn't say otherwise. (both laughing) I mean I do like ‘em but they 
don't matter as much as views. Plus you get paid by the number of views f you have. I talk about 
getting paid a lot that’s because… To be honest that’s what Youtube has recently become for me. I 
said I am trying to do other things on my free time and at some point that video… Not video editing 
in general but that channel became just like a very, very, VERY low wage part-time job. It got to the 
point where… Yes, I would push out content. I would enjoy some of it. I would get some of it back 
cause I learn new things and all that kind of stuff but deep down if it wasn't for the pay check I 
wouldn't be so engaged into it. I am being honest. That’s also another reason why I am trying to do 
other things because it had gotten to the point where it’s more about getting paid than actual fame 
and all that kind of stuff. 

Ö: In my honest opinion, there’s nothing wrong with that. It is what it is and if you can make money 
off of it… We’ll talk more about this as well. But yeah… We covered what makes you posting more 
videos with that. The interaction with your audiences… You interact with your audiences-

M: Yes. 

Ö: So you feel like you and your channel are part of a Youtube community? 

M: I wouldn't say… Some Youtubers are very close together. Have a whole network of Youtube. I 
only knew few… Some of them, when I was back in the States, were actually friends of mine and 
others I have met just on Youtube. We sometimes promote each other’s content but that’s about it. 
I don't do anything I would say. I am not really active you know. If something happens on Youtube 
most of the time I don't even know about it.

Ö: With other content creators you are not really close I guess. 

M: Not really. Only couple of friends actually. Even them, they are not very active. I am sorta 
passive on Youtube besides my channel. Besides people commenting requests. That’s part of what 
I do so I actually do it. All other stuff like collaborations, shout-outs and all that other stuff not.

Ö: That’s understandable. With your audience… Your interaction with them… You create content 
based on that as far as I understood. So how’s the comment section of your videos? Do people 
interact with your, interact with each other? 

M: People, yeah… People often interact with each other. You have some… Sometimes Youtube 
comment sections, you feel like bunch of 10 years old on their keyboards typing some things. It 
probably is. (both laughs) But sometimes you have people actually having conversations, debates 
and sometimes I get in. Yeah it’s quite nice when it’s that kinda comment section. When it’s not 
other…

Ö: Trolling? 

M: Yeah.



Ö: Or like stupid comment. 

M: It’s completely… There’s also a way to moderate comments and all that kinda stuff but the 
would be investing too much time into it. Cause you have to approve and… 

Ö: So you don't do any of those?

M: I just let everything pass and then if I see something interesting I reply back. That kind of stuff. 

Ö: Do you read your every comment? 

M: No but sometimes I just log-on 15 minutes, check… Youtube has this nice… Let me show it to 
you. (reaches out the his phone) It’s this nice stream of literally every comment that’s been on your 
channel. It also available on your computers. So I can just use this and you can immediately reply 
from there. 

Ö: That’s very user friendly actually and time saving. So you basically spend 15 minutes every now 
and again. 

M: Yes.

Ö: Okay, cool. So that being the case how do you define the community in Youtube?

M: How would I define it? 

Ö: Uh-huh. Like what made you consider anything a community on Youtube? 

M: Just people coming together under one single cause whether it’s a Youtuber or just a 
movement. Something that all those people have in common. Community would be that especially. 
Maybe has to do with… Maybe it starts with creator, maybe it starts with actual audience but 
something for people have something in common. You can take a lot of Youtube channels and say 
they are communities because the creators and the audience… Sometimes the creator starts 
these communities of course and the audience follow back. The audience often change… Not 
change their lives but you know, you understand what I mean. For example they buy their 
merchandise, if there’s some sort of movement going on they participate in it, if some sort of 
hashtag created they get into it. That would be a community I would say. And also the back and 
forth system of requests and creators actually making whatever the community requested based 
on that its popularity and that kind of stuff. 

Ö: So would you ever want to carry your channel to that level? 

M: This actual channel? 

Ö: Or… Like I don't what are your future plans but… 

M: I would say yeah! Of course… If I would ever do -not specifically this channel- but if I would do 
something else and if it’s… I I truly invested in it then of course I would want that kind of stuff. That 
kind of platform you know. You have a community around it and with that community you can do 
something, you can say something that kind of stuff. Of course it takes work but… It’s not easy. 

Ö: Let’s talk about your future plans then. Cause we’re basically going towards there. What are 
your future plans about Youtube?

M: I rather say anything because there’s this saying ‘if you keep talking about it doing something 
you never actually gonna do it’. That actually applies to me but also yeah… It’s just something that 



I have been thinking about doing revolving around I wouldn't say… I wouldn't say reality. Recycling 
around… Something like is more personal than gaming I would say. Something that is more 
relatable. I don't know what it is yet. I am still planning things but if I… This whole video editing, 
scripting and everything I am not just gonna throw that out. I am gonna trying to doing other things 
with it. That’s all I have so far. 

Ö: Fair enough. That being the case what makes you go towards that direction? Because as you 
said gaming is “gaming”. You basically just there for a reason and it’s not like putting yourself out 
there per se. What makes you plan to switch to to other end of the spectrum? 

M: Think about it… If you have Youtube or social media for example it’s a platform to get basically 
anything you want out in the world. If you are really good you get a following. So there’s a lot more 
potential than just gaming. I am not saying gaming is not… I am a gamer myself but I am saying a 
lot more can be done. Especially if you know how to build an audience, if you know how to build 
some sort of community, if you know how to attract people to whatever you are doing a lot can be 
done not just a gaming content. That’s the main reason. 

Ö: I see. That makes sense. So can you define the potential? Cause you just said that There’s a lot 
of potential in it. What do you mean by potential?

M: You are really digging deep into this. (both laughs) Define the potential… (long pause) I mean 
just look at… Think about it as a… I’ll jus give an example. For example if you wanna do 
something political, if you wanna do something regarding social movements you now have a 
platform to which you can actually do it. Although much of Youtube… A lot of Youtube are you know 
and trolls in the comments and all that kinda stuff… It can still get a good audience out of what I 
mean. So that’s what I mean by audience… Doing something and generating further impact to 
people more so than games. Some people are impacted by games but people are also impacted 
by other things, more important and if you can address those and try to address those… At the 
same time apply a form of… Whether it’s expression, whether it’s politic, whether it’s personal 
development, whether it’s -I don't know- religion… You understand what I mean? Go deeper into it. 
Actually socializing audience with it. That’s the potential I think and I would say myself that… That 
would be -I need to chose my words carefully- I would say that’s… If I would to create Youtube I 
would create things like that. 

Ö: With this channel of yours, where do you see it as compared to others? Do you see it as 
growing, developing or matured? Where do you think? Where is it going and where is it now? 

M: In case of this channel compared to others I would say it’s… I would even say it’s matured 
because when I started I was just messing around. It wasn't even… I didn't think it would get to 
this. This isn't even that big of a deal and compared to what I started to do this is amazing. So I 
would say it’s matured. I am not actively trying to growing. It’s just there and if I do put something 
on it it would be more of what’s already on it. I am not trying to make it expand for reasons that I 
have already explained to you. So personally it’s… Even though it’s not huge, it’s not reached 
millions or hundreds of thousands, to me -personally- it’s an achievement. I never thought I would 
actually get a point and break a million view milestone on Youtube.

Ö: It is, it is something. (impressed tone) So how do you define Youtube success? What is success 
to you on Youtube? 

M: Getting… Depends on what do you wanna do on Youtube. If you start your channel with a 
cause and if you accomplish that that would be success. Starting channel looking to get a large 
number of subscribers that would be success to that channel. Looking to live out of Youtube and 
have a lot of money that would be success.

Ö: What is your goal then? 



M: My goal… (scoffs)

Ö: You probably had a goal with this current channel and with your future plans…

M: With this one, I would say I have already achieved my goal. With future plans it would be, yeah, 
yeah… Just getting an audience, [persistence?] out of it. That would be the goal if I do it. 

Ö: Do you have ideas or roadmaps or plans to achieve that kind of audience? I think it’s say to 
refer them as community. Any ideas to achieve that? 

M: I don’t really because… Yeah, I do have ideas actually but I don't really know that would actually 
work. Yeah basically just play the play… Like playing a game. Try to keep a balance between what 
you want to personally do and at the same time what goes on around you so trends. At the same 
time be active on social media, make sure that whatever you do on Youtube is also on Facebook, 
Twitter and tons of other outlets that could be shared in multiples. Just be everywhere. If something 
happens comment on, say something about it, do something about it, film something about it. 
People will watch it because people are concerned about what’s happening now and through that 
your name will grow if you are good. I don't know if it works or not but for [inaudible] that’s what 
others are doing. That’s also what Donald Trump is doing.

Ö: Yeah that’s a good example. 

M: So do what Donald Trump is doing. (laughs) 

Ö: Following the trends is one thing and being active on social media is another and I get these 
and how about you… You said that if you are good at it. What do you mean by that? How do you 
define being good? 

M: If people can stand… (starts laughing) If people can stand looking at you… I am not trying to… 
But yeah if people can stand looking at you for long periods of time without… That’s also part of 
Youtube algorithm, they try to… If your retention rate is high… The longer people actually watch 
you videos the better. You can click on something, watch 10 seconds and get out. That counts as a 
view but you only stayed for 10 seconds. If you are good, you keep people interested and they 
wouldn't want to leave. It would be something happening, something you said that captures people 
watching right there and they just keep watching and even when they finish they either add it to 
their favorites, send it to friends, share and that kind of stuff. That’s what I would say being good is.

Ö: Do you think you born with it or is there a way you can actually be socially acceptable? 

M: Socially acceptable? (laughs) I mean everybody is born with it because people have to learn 
how to work with themselves. People think there’s only one way to be socially acceptable. There’s 
only one way to act or think. Everybody has their own personality, everybody has their own 
characteristics. If you can work with yourself to be authentic, then you can become magnetic. You 
don't have to be the typical social media, sociable person. But if you can, if you can… Sounds 
cheesy and repetitive but if you can be yourself and work with yourself -doesn’t matter who you 
are- people actually sit down and watch you. It’s when you do the opposite, it gets weird when you 
try acting or doing things you are not when you get on there. Let’s say you are a low energy person 
and you act like as if you are super excited person or the other way around or let’s say you are not 
a comical person and firing yourself to be comical person is not gonna work. That’s when… At 
least when I watch stuff like that, that’s when I am driven away. Especially trying to watch… So 
yeah… Know yourself. Know how you act. And work with that. 

Ö: Good tips and tricks, sir. (jokingly) So let’s talk about how Youtube contributes to your income. 
Does it? It does. We talked about it. How does that whole thing works? I have zero idea about this 
whole partnership thing. 



M: It’s not as lucrative as it sounds. It’s basically… Youtube plays ads. When I click on somebody’s 
video either ad video plays or at the bottom something show up. Whether you click it or not the 
Youtube channel that uploaded that video gets a small bit of money of that because through their 
contact ad has been fed to you. So it’s kinda ridiculous when you think about that but that’s what it 
is. It’s basically Youtube giving people ads through you and with that people pay. That’s why the 
more views you get the more people have… You have to have watch ads and have more money. I 
think there’s this thing called CPM, clicks per mille. Mille means a thousand in French. That 
basically shows the rate at you which you getting paid per one thousand clicks. Hold on. I am 
gonna show you my AdSense account. (reaches to his laptop) Sometimes it shows exactly how 
much I get paid per thousand clicks and sometimes it doesn’t. (browses through) Alright! It’s called 
RPM right here. (points at the screen) So right now every one thousand clicks or views I get a 
$1.20. Sometimes it goes up, sometimes it goes down. I don't what controls it but yeah. That’s it. 

Ö: Interesting, nice.That’s the whole situation. It’s basically ad revenue. Nothing more, nothing 
less. 

M: Yeah. I mean other… You can also have collaborations, business deals outside of… You can 
say if you have a camera for example, you can also see doing it. You can showcase a product in 
the background or they can use a product just like on TV and that company can pay you. That’s 
outside of Youtube. You also have affiliate link. Let’s say you review a product. I reviewed this 
phone and I bought it on Amazon. I could work with Amazon to create a specific link. I put it on my 
Youtube and say ‘hey if you are interested of buying this phone click on the link below’ and if 
somebody clicks on it even if they don't buy the phone, I get paid because I sent people over their 
website.

Ö: So these are the ways.

M: At least the ones that I know of. I don't know what else goes on. 

Ö: We established that you do have ad revenue but other than that do you have any like 
sponsorships or whatever? You work with companies before?

M: No. Oh before?

Ö: Yeah. 

M: Uhm, yeah. Sometimes company sends me e-mail to showcase a specific [inaudible]. 
Sometimes it will give you a sum of money. ‘Hey, showcase this and I’ll pay you this.’ Sometimes it 
will give me, if it’s a game, it will give me a free copy of the game along with bunch of [inaudible] 
and all that kind of stuff. They would say ‘hey make a video about us. get us out here.’ So it’s what 
it is. 

Ö: This whole thing like making money off of Youtube channel how does it affect you as a person? 
How does it affect your channel?

M: It determines exactly what you’ll be doing. It’s good because you getting paid for all the editing 
and all that stuff you are doing but at the same time you basically doing exactly what everybody 
else doing. So you are not really being creative if you get what I am saying. If it’s sponsorships, 
you are sponsoring other… Sponsoring products on your channel… If it’s product placement, you 
are altering your set just like everybody else doing. It also… Because all this ad revenue depends 
on views. You can only do content that can get you lots and lots of views. So you maximize your 
views. So it determines exactly what you are doing and in my case sometimes I do “Top 10s”. If I 
don't do those Top 10s and those tutorials, things that people watch about, I only get… I get views 
but not as much I would get. I would get 1000, 2000… Tops 10,000. If I do that videos a lot of 
people like I get A LOT of money from them actually because I get lot of views. So any rational 



human being would chose option number two instead of option number one, most of the time. 
Especially if you are trying to live off of it. If you are not, then you are free to do whatever you like. 

Ö: I see, I see. Nice. This being the case there are so many controversies going and how people 
react to people making money out of Youtube, especially the audience. What’s your point on that? 
What do you think about it? Why people have this negative mindset towards…

M: How people making money? 

Ö: Yeah. 

M: Is it about that… “PewDiePie”, have you ever heard about him? 

Ö: Yeah. I did.

M: I was doing… I was reading something, an article about it. Apparently he is a millionaire off of 
Youtube and I can understand why some people are -you know- a bit, a bit angry because… 
Especially him, you know… With the videos he does, I would say you would think there are not… 
He doesn't put a lot of effort. Just saying crazy things, screaming in front of video games but that’s 
what people like. What I would say to those people who are angry at people making money out of 
Youtube is think about it. You as a viewers, you are sitting down, getting free entertainment and at 
some point somebody has to be paid for that. You cant just sit down, watch something, get 
entertained, get something out of it and then be like ‘alright that person who just did that they don't 
deserve anything’. No! Somebody needs to be… The person did that video needs to be 
compensated in some way and with Youtube it’s through ad revenue and it’s only for the content 
creators. If you make something… You can sit down until 3-4 in the morning, clicking down on your 
computer, dragging and dropping this, cutting and splitting, adding effects, just editing… 
Sometimes people take days to make one video, put it online. You should get something back from 
it. With the “PewDiePie” example, I am sure his content is crazy and questionable but nevertheless 
he is doing… I would say he is putting himself actually out there. It takes a lot to go on Youtube and 
on camera and act like a clown. Because a lot of these people are not actually clowns. Doing that 
to get views. So people like it. If people like something why shouldn't they get paid for it. Think 
about the millions of people get entertained everyday. If they each paid let’s say $10. Think about it 
if you pay $10 to watch something but you don't actually pay $10. People have watched this 
content actually paid for this you literally be in [inaudible]. And he is entertaining people. People are 
liking his content. There’s nothing wrong with it. No matter how questionable his video is. There’s a 
reason why he is popular. People like him. Why hate him for entertaining people. That’s bullshit. 

Ö: Wise words. Perfect. I think this would be my last question and that would be if you can give any 
advice to someone who would like have their own channel what would you tell them?

M: Any advice…

Ö: Yeah, give them your wisdom. What they should pay attention to? 

M: Some people have started it. They would get disappointed in that. A month in and have no 
subscribers and they give up. So expect nothing of it at the end. Basically, literally nothing. Not 
even any views whatsoever. It would b like throwing your time, sweat and money out of the 
window. If you are lucky and if you are good that would come back later on. If you are really 
popular you don't have to make any new videos or content to actually enjoy all the benefits. It takes 
time. And also don't take comments too seriously. That would be it.

Ö: Okay nice. I think I asked you whatever I need to ask. I am just gonna go over it one last time. 
Great! We are done. Thank you for participating.

M: No problem. Thank you.



Appendix.11

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - FOR AUDIENCE: (David)

1. How long have you been watching YT?  

2. How often do you watch YT?  

3. Why do you watch YT? (e.g. Entertainment, knowledge, etc.) 

4. What are your YT watching habits? Do you have a pattern?  

5. Do you remember one of the first videos you ever watched on YT?
What made you watch that video?
Any other factors (title, length, etc.) played a part?  

6. Who do you watch on YT?
Do you have a favorite? 
How long have you been watching them?
What made you start following that channel/those channels?
Why do you like that channel/those channels?  

7. How did your relationship with that channel evolve?
When did you subscribe to them?
Did you binge watched all of their videos?
Do you still follow them regularly? Why? Why not?  

8. When you first start watching that channel/those channels were they popular?
Are they now? 
How did they reach that level? 
What was the initial reason for their success peak? (e.g. certain video, product deal, 
sponsorship, etc.) 

9. Currently what makes you click on a new video/channel?  

10. What makes you continue watching a channel?
Why do you think these factors are important?  

11. What makes you unsubscribe a channel?
Why?
Have you unsubscribed a channel before? Why?  

12. What makes a YT channel get noticed?



What are the effect of video infrastructure? (e.g. camera equipment, lighting, thumbnail, 
video title, etc.)
What are the effects of content?
What are the effects of YT-ers’ personality?  

13. How do you define success on YT?
Can you give me examples of successful channels that you follow?
Why these channels come to your mind first?  

14. What are the effects of success/popularity over YT-ers? 
Are these effects positive or negative?  

15. Do you think success/popularity change YT-ers?
How do you evaluate this change?  

16. Do you feel like a part of YT community?
Why?
Can you define what YT community is to you?  

17. Do you comment on videos? 
Do you read  section? 
What do you think about blocked comments?
How about negative comments? What are their effect on YT-ers?  

18. Do you think any of the channels you watch are still in their popularity stage?
Are some of them matured?  

19. What are your thoughts on earning money off of YT?
Some people are highly against it. Why do you think it is?  

20. What are the similarities and differences between YT celebrities and real life celebrities?  

21. Do you have a YT channel? 
Have you ever thought about having one? Will you have one?
Why? Why not?  

22. What do you see in the future of YT? 
Do you think YT has an expiration date?  

23. Do you have any questions for me?



Interview - VI

Participant: David
Age: 23
Gender: Male
Occupation: Student, student worker  
Perspective: Youtube Audience

Ö: So I would like to get your opinion on some topics, we will start from the very general 
question so that we will warm into the discussion, how long have you been watching 
YouTube?

D: That is a difficult question indeed to exactly pinpoint when exactly I started, But I would 
actually say I have been watching a lot of YouTube for may be a year now. So I have known 
YouTube before but I haven’t really used it as extensively but it kind of started within the last 
year that I picked up a few channels and if the content creators and most recently I have 
added Casey’s  to my list of people I watch because, its because pretty dam cool.

Ö: (Laughing)

D: and obviously seeing high <not clear> when its going in that direction so I have a lot of 
people that play games and that create contents on those platforms so I follow those to 
oppose  <not clear> . You probably have never heard about those. 

Ö: no, I don’t.

D:  But, I think one of the two,  both of the two have a few hundred thousand subscribers 
already  and one last for my really like is Chris MD. He is a fifa Youtube creator and he is 
actually like mixing it up between some fifa game play and some outside challenges where 
he actually tries to scores some goals and taking video of it. He makes some pretty funny 
videos as well. Umm so yea that’s all and sometimes I use Youtube to put some extra not 
that’s not the right word to helping in the study. I have been looking at some video playlist, 
looking at some people explaining some of the topics, looking at some discussions and I 
used to watch a video series actually very explaining as in the look like world history made 
by the blog brothers and the channel crash course so I have followed that for like nothing as 
is extensively as like the victory like those game creators, like those one. Alright.

Ö: Nice, so how often you watch YouTube?

D:  Every single day. (Chuckles)

Ö: The names you mentioned like you follow them regularly whenever takes whose the 
video you watching.

D: For now Casey, Yes Umm I used to that was preparian  and <not clear> because 
Nightblue3 has a very short video length of five minutes  and what he is doing over both of 
those  comparing and the Nightblue3 are streaming on the twitch platform  where you can 
stream your gameplay and what Nightblue3 is doing extreme he is  shortening like he is 
taking one game that he plays and the game of legends which usually takes thirty to forty 
minutes of like draft, and everything all together. Don’t need to go to too much details but 
basically condensing them like into five minutes , picking all the funny moments and since 
the way he is streaming very active  he has a chat running  he can read proof and sometime 
he is getting  donations as well. So then he has some sort of interaction with the chats so he 
is like saying rather funny stuff like commenting on his game play which makes him very 
engaging and just from streaming site and then he makes his videos funny because it’s not 
just like a highlight montage of football game but it’s actually hearing him say all the 



commentary as well so, that’s how I started liking his videos. He is playing hard stone which 
has a different length with the game. Like thirty to forty minutes it’s like ten into fifteen on 
average like how much time one game is. So he has different formats in his videos for some 
reasons it was longer than the one in the Nightblue3 because you can’t cut that much of the 
game play and in the beginning of the video he usually explains a little bit about the game  
he has been playing like the format he has been using and then he shows you two or three 
example games or sometimes only one.  His video lengths ranges from like ten to twenty 
minutes. Sometimes like thirty minutes to the out layer lengths. 

Ö: Okay 

D: But currently I only watch pessin assets every single day. 

Ö: cool. So you have mentioned the video length quite a bit. Is it important factor for like you 
to watch videos?

D: Not really, Not really. For me an important factor seeing a video is that I really is that my 
interest is peaked.  So a lot of times my roommate use to play a lot of Fifa draft where you 
can draft your green team and the best player forms like whatever.  And then sometime a 
certain YouTube for like the best draft has happened in the Fifa community then there are a 
lot of those YouTube content creators that click pay you with a wrong title. So that has 
happened to me. Since that I become a lot more careful with lying just watching video that 
completely a bullshit, at least what I was looking for.  So Imagine you are looking for the high 
scores and you are suddenly in the mid-range scores, that’s like you have been watching the 
video and just thinking what do I really what I am looking for and so it really had on the video 
type, so If I want to fresh course myself learning wise then I would prefer a video of ten to 
fifteen minutes because that gives me enough time to comprehend the topic and also keep 
concentrated for the whole period. If for example I start watching an old lecture videos that I 
like an hour long that searched a huge time investment that’s just so much noise in the 
lectures that I am not interested in.  I am only interested in those key fact and then would like 
a tenant video if it is well made I would really don’t care how long they are.  And it really 
depends on what kind of video type it is. And what they are trying to get across and if it is 
like engaging already keeps you interested throughout the process. 

Ö: So which kind of videos do you feel that they are engaging? How do you define engaging 
video?

D: Umm, a video where they are actually putting their effort in either content either topic wise 
or in the way videos are made.  Looking at Casey Neistat its a very great examples of how 
the videos are made. So like the quality of this video are probably top level YouTube 
because he actually is the film producer , he is really putting a lot of time in how he is  cutting 
the videos, how he is cutting from one sequence to the next.  That’s just really make his 
videos very engaging.  As well as his video types are blogs so you just like watch him. On 
the other spectrum of blogs you have the blog brothers which are usually not follow because 
I don’t find the videos as engaging but their videos are topic heavy so the way they are 
creating the videos  is they sit down in front of the camera and they talked by all the different 
topics which I personally don’t find engaging as like the very action sequence heavy video 
type of Casey even though he does sits sometimes  in front of the camera as well but he is 
bringing drone shots in and he is doing skate boarding throughout the traffic in New York 
city, that’s just feel a lot more exciting. So kind of what I tried to get from YouTube videos is 
like it’s fun aspect and rarest of time  we got sit down and like watch videos about some 
topics that are currently going on the world, that are very very happy, they kind of drag me 
down mentally or I am talking about them unique.



D: So I’d rather avoid those kind of videos and try to get  to more fun videos instead that 
don’t let me remember  all the stuff that’s happening.

Ö: Yeah. So that was actually good because I was going to that direction with my questions 
anyways. Why do you watch YouTube like is it for the entertainment, is it for information, is it 
for learning to do something, but why you watch it

D: I guess it all depends on the situation because I can’t deny that I’ve watched videos for 
learning purposes or for entertainment purposes, or for any purpose that is. So I mean you 
just find yourself lots of time yourself to googling for something how to or should you do that. 
And then it helps that you do have some YouTube content creators that are like in that 
specific area that produce some really really valuable content. I mean I do have some two 
German you tubers that actually make some spot heavy content about how you can train 
and that kind of stuff , one of those guys like huge but I don’t watch I don’t follow them on 
regular basis. I have my period though where I followed  the one  guy and watched his blogs  
because I found that interesting that time so I would say in general I like to watch YouTube 
for entertainment purpose just to kind of  shutout since I don’t  I have to be I spent time on 
internet.  kind of like YouTube is my replacement for television because it is a lot easier for 
me to choose what I want to watch instead of  like zapping for every channel  l and whereas 
there are also times when I am in need of getting some form of  aid some form of like how to 
video where someone explains a certain process or trick I’m struggling with and then 
obviously I am also using as my first point of contact when  trying to look for that kind of 
solution.

Ö: So, Nice cool what are your YouTube watching habits like do you have a pattern – like so 
you watch it every single time like  day at the same time  or how do you do binge watch. Any 
kind of pattern that you have?

D: Umm…  I am kind of like a regular so  I tend to come home from work and go through my  
the whole process of  like all my different kind of habits and hobbies that I picked  up on the 
internet so I told you about that guy criparian  who does the stone streaming so since he is 
streaming all his content on twitch anyway What I do is I like one specific aspect of  his 
stream so I don’t watch his five/seven hour Stream but instead I go into the  pod and I just 
check all those one part that I like  and that takes me twenty minute instead of  seven hours. 
So I like shorten that time a lot  and at the same time I really like to stay up to date with 
things so I’m of binge watcher since I feel uncomfortable immersing myself too much into 
something by now used to do that a lot with serious  when I started on them and if anything 
ever gets me hooked than there is no stopping.

Ö: Ok

D: Like two days ago I started watching the new series the Magician and I binge watched six 
episodes until like 2 o’ clock at night when I decided ok just just find out how we end this and  
like don’t continue because there really is no stopping me I just have to finish it. I just have to  
know how it ends so I try to avoid it as much as I can even though it’s still bound to happen 
sometime and that for me at least is despicable for anything form television to reading to 
books like if I really find something that like hits my nerve that  where I’m really like ok I love 
this then I have to go for that.

Ö: Okay. So you just try not to do that like I guess OK. so do you remember one of the first 
videos you ever watched on YouTube I mean it doesn’t have to be.



D: It must have been in 2007 probably I tried to look to watch Final fantasy 7 on YouTube 
and I got  a link by someone in the community I was at, YouTube wasn’t that big yet and I 
didn’t use it that much then so that’s why someone send me the link to the video what there 
was still a lot of copy like pirated and copyright content on YouTube. I’d say yeah that that 
was definitely one of the first videos that I watched on it.

Ö: Nice. So okay you said that somebody basically forwarded you the link so  it was not like 
that you went to YouTube and tried to come up with something.

D: No.No

Ö: Okay so

D: So I got like I basically referral because back then when  google didn’t allowed to type me 
on the copyright and  then YouTube was full with all the different movies it was the old pirate 
bay as to say.

Ö: That’s true

D: So gorilla or however those sites are being called by now.

Ö: True. so we basically talked about who do you watch on YouTube but have you been 
watching those people for a long time or do you  basically switch  who you watch or how 
does it go.

D: It kind of feels like I’ve been switching a lot I mean It always depends on the mood really  
for me so right now I kind of feel the case and I like the summary feeling that we also convey 
says  in his videos that everything is happy everything is cool, awesome amazing and so 
that just like cheers and takes some as well and it only takes 10 minutes to watch his videos 
so it is not like a huge investment whereas I guess  like as soon as it  for example would get 
closer to exam time I would probably stop looking closer at some like playlist I could  
potentially help myself  with the studying part where someone would explain the different 
topics and the  different classes that I  am gonna be taking and then maybe it’s just 
something that happens in my personal life for example if I would start training again for real 
and I have some kind of goal in my mind then I would most likely also like pick that up on my  
that YouTube habit  that I would stop following someone on the YouTube to maybe support  
myself with  the training. So I would definitely say that I’m not like one guy that watches that 
person all the time, every time but  that subject change depending on how my  life is going 
and like which direction it’s leading at that moment

Ö: That makes sense.so if you focus on the people that watch you right know how did you 
come across these peoples how  did you notice there channels do you remember how  did it 
happen or how  did you first watched?

D: Ok so, obviously with the Casey his videos just suddenly jumped up in my like you know 
what you want to watch there was a suggestion that recommended  then I started watching 
one video I was really really really impressed by the way he is making his video like that 
really caught my eye because I mean if you every watched one of those videos , the way he 
was like filming everything and then putting it in that video sequence that is absolutely 
incredible. It feels so natural to watch it so that’s what kept me going but by now I am kinda 
like in his life at least to some degrees at least he is sharing a lot of his like work like so work 
activity like there is nothing too personal but I mean all of the current plans that he has and 
like other fans that are going to see a lot of those and that is really cool. So that’s how I got 
into him. Crepern and night blue I actually started watching them on Twitch first so for longer 
time I’ve not been really active on twitch which is due to the fact that I used to play a lot of 
league of legends so from there I started watching some of the pro players in league of 
legends and then I stopped I started watching the pro players <not clear> and then I stopped 



having interest in the all pro scene as I started playing my self and then I switched to nigh 
blue green he is more like an enjoyable, he is more like a entertainment streamer he is not 
like streaming and its not like streaming his practice rounds. It’s not like a competition its 
pure entertainment. He kinda plays a lot of the champions but I like to play and also similar 
play style  I could relate to that so that kind of peaked my interest because that’s what I 
would have liked to do myself but by now watching him instead of playing myself saves a lot 
of time I still kind of feel like I get the satisfaction of watching the game but I don’t get the 
stress of actually playing myself especially in those team based games league of legends 
but other players with you in the same team it put some kind of pressure on you to perform 
up to certain level because you don’t want to let them down you don’t want let  yourself 
down and then you are investing at least an hour on the game so it is like never ending grind 
and  for me that just doesn’t appeal more at all and it’s the time that I really don’t want to 
invest there are lot of other things happening and I’d rather just do those to make myself 
happy on the long run since gaming also one of those things similar to you tube videos in 
most cases give you some satisfaction like happiness for short run but in the long run it is 
not really satisfying you as much even though I have to say that in you tube if you watch the 
right content like actual informing content that can also really help you on long run as much 

Ö: Cool well I am not super into this gaming scene, I do know because my respondents talk 
a lot about too. One thing I am curious is  as far as I know there is a Twitch as a platform. 
There can used to stream there games their to so my questions will be if you insights on it 
obviously what makes them also share the content on your tube .

D: There are two different kind of audiences for that , and that's very extreme because the 
people who watch on twitch I don’t know the demographics of those but like you only have a 
certain reach because you are streaming at set times so <not clear> who streams at 4 AM 
until 12 American time so that is perfect for European watchers like school kids because 
they leave school he is just getting up and then he is online from about 1 to 6 so he can only 
reach like around 20 to 30 thousand concurrent users on Twitch but that's not that much but 
if he sharing that content on YouTube it is reaching like closing to a million, like some of his 
videos have half a million views so he has like there is a difference between the people who 
have the time to watch concurrently like all of his games stream and then the ones that can 
watch the highlights so that’s why they are kind of sharing it on both the platforms

 because they can like dig into two different markets and like those high end streamers on 
Twitch they are actually earning the money with the combined YouTube and Twitch earning 
so they are also dependent on certain degree because they can’t just put one thing away 
otherwise they might not get enough money out of it, maybe they need to actually provide 
content on both platforms other wish it just wouldn’t work out to them.

Ö: So can you because YouTube you can watch the video whenever you want right, can you 
do the same on Twitch or is it just live streaming.

D: You can do the same you can also watch the past broadcast but it is not just the same 
feeling you get like the, the reason I do it is because i like the very specific segment of the 
games from caperion because I only watch past broadcasts I find all the games like 
watching the game play find that it is boring since its kind of always the same so he plays a 
certain type of game and hard stone which is called arena where he can draft his deck so he 
has 30 cards and then he can chose out of three cards one and he can do that 30 times. I 
really really like that part I only that so that’s why I go in to that and look at his deck creation 
part. The problem in watching the past broadcast  is not interested as it is not engaging like 
one of the very key elements of Twitch is that you have the live chat on the side and the 
streamers are actually checking out the chats the whole time so if you can actually give a 
reaction to what happened at the moment it feels lot of more engaging which is why you 
have certain streamers being very like very close to his  chat so that’s like this phenomenon 



called Twitch chats and they are mostly retards you have to say they really are. Because 
Twitch has those 13  to 19 year old's and then you say  well If I would say Twitch chat to be 
this right now they will obviously do the exact opposite and then they just play along with it, 
then you have those kind of emodes, cappa, catch Z, franka z, different emots which show 
up as pictures on the Twitch chats and it is something very unique to that platform which is 
why it is lot more engaging. So in the past broadcast you don’t have that which is why they 
would upload the content in a more condensed form.

Ö: So they can basically do at that point watch past broadcasts they can you tube it right.

D: Yes

Ö: Ok that makes sense in my head now

2 : I mean I mean it’s like imagine this you have broadcast 8 hours of <not clear> and you 
want to watch that another time but basically you are only watching it you are only watching 
it so it’s not a lot of live reaction and you don’t feel engaged its just like watching something 
old but if he actually condenses those 8 hours in short 5 minute videos where we you some 
live reaction so it’s funny and for that time it is engaging, me personally would prefer that 
clicking trough it myself. You have to do less work so it’s kind of I mean it’s kind of keeps lot 
of his fans engaged because he is doing the work for them and then they don’t need to drag 
it out themselves.

Ö: So if you click on a video and it is a 8 hour long broadcast it gets frustrating, right just like 
of course. Nice I asked you bunch of random questions. Now I have to go back on track

D: Sorry

Ö: No No I did that too because I was like so interested. Ok we talked about binge watching 
and stuff like that, cool. Now I know where the hell we are, I am curious about the fact that 
when you start watching this people which is not super long ago but do you consider them 
as successful or popular like you do get enough views in your opinion.

D: Casey  <not clear> I mean he is continuously growing and as soon as you hit like sweet 
spot of million from there it just takes off if you continue to provide the same quality content 
that got you there so since he is doing that he is keeping he is staying on blogging format 
and he is also got some you tube friends and like I said users are just insane he skateboards 
through new your city and he is like Casey can I take a selfie, Casey, hey Casey, 
everywhere so you can see that in his videos. So like with him I would definitely say he is 
famous like having removing subscribers and those like 2 million watching your blog daily 
that is.

Ö: It is something

D: That is defiantly something so you have a lot of people that know you then you have 
made some very viral videos like snowboarding new York city and just now he made a 
Pokémon go video and <not clear> he dressed up as a trainer and one of his friends as big 
pikachu and then they chased each other on <not clear> i new York city the boots are like 
those electrical skateboard where you can just determine how fast you go with out like just 
stand on it and i has like hand control and they go up to 50 kms per hour 30 miles that is 
absolutely insane, so but it is also actually cool to watch since he is like he has to boost then 
he has his camera and then he just goes through traffic like nothing in New York city.

Ö: Ok I need to check him out.

D: You need to check out and you will see what i mean with his the way he is making his 
videos so I will say he is famous, all the other ones I am watching not so much and that is 
purely because it  is very unique things still  to watch gamers play games, that is very niche 



because just not a lot of people of that  are into gaming even though it’s still changing now 
when the younger people grow older that even might people of our age nearly all of us have 
played when we were in the  teenage years  at least somethings  so everyone can relate 
more and more of this. So that’s all my personal believe that in the future there will be lot 
more people watching games as like watching football on  television it will be normal you  
know like so many people already doing it, I mean  now there are still people complaining 
about “why do u watch football? Why don’t you go and play yourself” but it’s exact same I 
recommend as an to watch a game why don’t u play yourself? It’s the exact same thing. So 

Ö: (laughs)  that’s very smart anyways so move on…..

D: yeah so that’s why I think for the future that might change  so there will be may be 
considered famous and if the demographic changes but also another thing you can forget 
about the game content creators is that a  game only have its certain livability so soon as 
that game is dying out because it becomes boring then like those content creators either 
need to find new game that they really enjoy playing with their fans, or they  just going to die 
out  and there is  nothing  u can do against it and that’s being a lot of people also who lost 
their interest playing the same game over and over again because its too much at some 
point it just gets boring and  its gets like job for you as well and soon it reaches to that point 
then they are like just not the same anymore , I can mention one guy though, on  twitch  he 
is called “lyric” and that is his game of tact and he’s screaming all kinds of different  games 
so he manage to like hit a nerve to lot his fans, so he’s  actually one of the most watched 
channels and twitch I think he might also he create some kind of youtube content, even  
though I haven’t checked out that  myself but because he’s changing games all the time, he 
has higher probability of actually staying over what because he’s not dependent on the 
success of the game and he’s also not dependent on him not finding anything  interesting 
anymore, he can just play whatever’s he finds.

Ö: okay! Alright okay now you actually mentioned hitting the streets like sort of like probably 
said of millions of subscribers is like at the peak so for the people you can give me examples 
as well so how do you think David reached that spot and why do u think it’s the sweet spot?

D: I mean. Like I kind of got that from one of the Casey's videos because he made one of 
the video about how we first reached millions subscribers and then he also made video of 
two millions then for three million and for three million it was already on like, yayyyyyy! That 
was it. Because as soon as you hit that huge benchmark  I think actually like one hundred 
thousand at once ,umm! any thing beneath is huge but as soon as you are able to hit one 
hundred thousand subscribers you can hit the million because like that it is kind the new one 
at that point if you manage to engage one hundred thousand that are really interested in 
your videos and you keep on providing that content then yeah you should be able to grow 
much further.

Ö: okay!

D: But what we shouldn’t forget there is it also depends on the like on the topics you are 
talking about so I guess for the different themes that for different sweet spots and for 
maximum capacities just from how many people would be interested in you. I guess the 
blogging that can really go really big and even gaming can go very very big as one you tuber 
and in England he is called KSI this one of successful and biggest YouTube content creators 
for great Britain he has got thirty million subscribers and he is the millionaire just by playing 
games and his videos are absolutely trashy like that trashy they are  like pre puberty content  
where he basically he got that diamond play button from YouTube and then throwing that 
thing around in his room kind of like banging it, he’s falling on the couch and he’s like 
movement  over that play button and then he’s walking into all his friends that are staying 
with the  same apartment or something and he’s just at them like (hahahahahahahaha) I 
don’t get that.  so that apparently over thirty million people love that, so that you can kind of 



imagine that there are mostly kids and I can guess that kids are also what is really driving 
the YouTube because they still have so much time so they can watch a lot of videos so we 
can kind of get that, but getting back to sweet spot, the sweet spot for me to put it like in the 
scientific term is like where you reach so many people that they are gonna tell the friends 
about you and show your videos around and then just steam rolling from there is then like 
talk about the things and also the more subscribers you have the more you viral videos can 
become because immediately u have bigger audience so if u suddenly make it very insane 
video that gonna shared with everyone they will be like “OMG” like  after watching that guy 
he might just made that video like watch it and then that just kind of mean one thing and to 
next I guess depending on size of your channel there are many many sweet spots available 
along the way that like one of the way  that most breath taking , like the breakthrough sweet 
spot definitely say around the million subscribers even though that is is super super rare.

Ö: yeah!

D:  but if you reach that point then that really can steam roll into any direction and before that 
obviously by one hundred thousand subscribers and then ten thousand subscribers so its 
like as soon as you add another digits to your subscribers pound that’s when it like gets a 
little boost a feel like from like reaching more people automatically.

Ö: cool! So do you think content plays the part in the or any other thing like a camera 
equipment or video title or whatever it is or personality?

D: video title definitely plays role in this I mean, as I told u about the click bait titles and that 
is the fame a lot. I mean in cap letters and then something very decisive and may be like 
display your picture with that exact thing. Also I feel like the video picture like what you are 
going to show is very important to the peek the interest . So like those together can create a 
massive amount clicks not necessarily views but at least clicks on the video already without 
having to do anything ,you just  have to need know what is currently in, so at the moment u 
would make a video while you have Pokémon go, and then YouTube or any other legendary 
Pokémon right next to you and then you say “ I just got that Pokémon”.

Ö:  yeah!

D: u will receive the most insane amounts of clicks obviously we all receives dislikes but 
what do you really care, because you will receive some kind of a like you will be out there 
like people will know your name at least for that moment and most likely some people will 
watch your other videos as well, or they like the way you make the videos so they going to 
stay click baiting at least like terms of growing your channel can definitely help but might 
have determinately effect depending how bad click bait is? How much you suck making 
those videos? 

Ö: yeah

D:  so then to come that topic I mentioned earlier between how bigger it is made like how 
much quality in the video which includes camera equipment’s , sound all like that’s the actual 
video then all the way on the other spectrum is how good is your content. So if you made the 
perfect mix then you have insane channels even though I would say that. Yeah, it depends 
like anything in between can  become viral if you just find your audience for it and as I said 
before blog brothers and Casey. Blog brothers they  talk about problems, books like 
literature current… like current things happening in the world and that really content heavy 
and they don’t even have good cameras or anything Casey you have like canon really high 
end equipment’s and also putting a lot of effort through that how he is cutting his videos. So 
those are some really really contrasting examples that are good light on that.

Ö:  yeah, so okay that being the case if we have the spectrum where do you think you tuber 
as personality falls into that because yes we do have a content, we do have a video 



infrastructure and all those like technical camera lighting whatever it is  you know that effects 
stuff then the content. But of course a you tuber as a personality, I believe, as I want to 
believe into that. So what do you think is there anyone that you watch because of who they 
are, not because quality of the video or the content they create but just because you like to 
that person.

D: I would say the closes that I ever got to that is john green the author of “the fault in our 
stars” any ways he’s like he was also like the first channels that he start watching because 
he started with his project with blog brothers then they made this channel crash course and 
he particularly made crash courses history where he is going through the whole of history of 
the entire world and he’s basically is having about thirteen to forty minutes videos on each 
topic which has super well-made and were content heavy and they are absolutely awesome, 
they really are good so I actually started watching some videos because of him. So like he 
actually gave me I really like watching him and then I also get to know all about him I read all 
of his books by now. So I would say he was the closes I got to that, but I won’t say I have 
anyone else like I would watch because its that person

Ö: Nice, but what is was the like connection you had with john green like why did you like 
him or his personality like what was more attractive to you?

D: I liked him because he made a valuable content and that value able content I really mean 
like something that is informing you that is telling you something interesting and how you can 
apply that in nowadays so when he spoke I mean its been a while I watched his videos but 
he always like he made them very funny in a wittingly funny way not like stupid funny but 
intelligently funny so that really appealed to me  like that is something  that I like it lot more 
because when I have to cringe then I already turning off the video, I hate those kind of like 
montages of crazy things happening to people, hurting themselves. I personally bare to 
watch because I don’t want to see someone get hurt because I am too empathetic with 
people so I try to avoid any kind of that situation so he made an interesting content which 
actually was able to teach me things like show me the another outlook and being funny and 
intelligent way at the same thing so all that together like that really made me interested in 
him as the person because a lot of it was him and because he was the only person in the 
video and on camera and also telling people story so I just felt like if he makes this awesome 
may be he has some other content would be similarly good.

Ö: good, that makes sense perfect! So yeah we all we talked about the people who we 
watch and stuff like that. Okay let’s say u went to home today and just on YouTube what’s 
makes click on the new video currently? If you watch something new what’s makes you click 
on video?

D: that would be. I don’t know how many criteria’s are now but there are some criteria’s now, 
its very simple so does it have any of topics that I am currently interested in.

Ö:  yeah.

D: do I know or have heard about the content creators before, if I have and I haven’t I watch 
any videos then I discard them 

Ö:  okay!

D: because I feel like, if I know that person and I haven't watched couple of videos then I 
really know that I really don’t like his/her videos so I don’t want to watch that either so that’s 
like kind of like a  yes/no thing as follows the topic and then lastly  I kind of check out the 
video length to give me a rough idea how would that topic fit into the length of the video just 
to see okay, that its more serious or fun kind of video and then if the whole image just 
appeals to me so say and then it really goes back to that what is currently happening in my 
own life, there was a time when I really was into the a game from play station 2 I used to 



play when I was younger and I found the channel at that time had not even two hundred 
subscribers but he made 100 percent walk through the game so he uploaded video on a 
regular basis and because of that I really like that game at the moment, I really like the way 
he did this game as the walk through I actually watch those videos and I for the first time put 
the comment just to show him appreciation so he felt like valued for it  and then he stopped 
that serious and the other games  interesting for me so I stop watching him.

Ö:  okay. 

D: so that just really depends on what I am personally, currently interested and that like goes 
a lot and in general if I look at new videos is that topic I am interested in, do I know the 
content creator and  what’s that last part? That how was the video length and how would I 
expect that to me to come out?

Ö:  so if you don’t know the content creator what kind of creator do you have? 

D: I probably would check out that video and then just have a look at it and then very soon 
you kind of pick up the kind of content that you expect and then sometimes check-up the 
channel and if that is something that I find interesting I mean that there are so so many 
YouTube content creators that are doing that stupid kind of stuff like the cringe were the face 
pong kind of videos I me personally I just wondering why I would even do that to himself 

Ö:  but they generate like audience 

D: because its children that are coming from school that have shit ton of time and then watch 
that content and I would  put my hand into fire for this that the biggest like the biggest group 
of most active group on YouTube are people that have still on school I would also include 
universities students for that but then more you go into your work life less time you usually 
invest in that kind of activities like gaming, sports, watching videos like you kind of go in 
another direction I myself is very good example for that I used to play on my computer every 
single day that I got home from school first thing I turn on was my computer and then I play 
for my rest of the day but now I don’t even want to  play at all anymore so I guess that there 
are a lot of  people that come out of school  to or just grow up and whenever that is most 
grow up at some point and then they loss interest in a lot of activities they used to do when 
they were younger, because either they are time consuming or for other reasons. Right now 
I would say  on YouTube children are definitely what’s driving content and since they find 
that kind of stuff funny like that cringe worthy content try hard and need to be funny content 
and that’s why they are so popular I will say

Ö:  of course! I think they are also idolize people easily as well so it’s probably like more like 
not watch because i watch  You tube too when I watch someone I don’t watch it for a certain 
reasons it’s not like watching a celebrity right but for kids it’s like they go crazy and stuff like 
that too so its interesting definitely 

Ö:  So have you ever unsubscribed a channel?

D: Yes

Ö:  What made you unsubscribe a channel

D: What made me unsubscribe the channel was for like the same reasons as before pretty 
much I lost interest in either the topic or the content creator or I didn’t ever watch those 
videos and that’s just me personally feeling like I don’t want to overload myself with anything 
really that’s like my personal outlook of my life in general. So to cross reference Facebook 
for example, I always have some periods where I go through friends list and unfriend whom I 
am really 100% sure Ok I am not even having any kind of contact with them anymore I most 
likely will never going to see them again so why would I be friends with them done. Then I 



just unfriend and it is kind of like the same principle in YouTube so if I see someone that is 
either not really not providing content for me or just stop providing the content then I don’t 
see any reason to staying subscribe to them or if I don’t watch it then its just like I am really 
feel it.

Ö: So you ignore those people if you don’t watch it you basically unsubscribe there is no 
reason for it to be in your subscriptions list 

D: Exactly 

Ö:  Ya sure its a preference, so ya we did talk about that too. Ok, I did ask you or may be I 
did not. How do you define success on you tube to you. This is a personal definition of 
success.

D: Success 

Ö:  On YouTube

D: Personally for me success on YouTube is not determined by the amount of subscribers 
you have or by the number of views generate or  the amount of money you generate but I 
would say success on you tube is how active and how grateful your community is so if you 
have very active community that is happy for the content you ae creating and they are giving 
you back some form of like some form of gratefulness that for me probably will be the most 
success you ever want like you can be financially very successful channel but all you have 
received is hate, then I wouldn’t wanna keep producing video content on you tube because I 
know from few interviews sometimes watch the hate on YouTube and comments and 
everyone is disliking it just extreme and that’s just phenomenon called internet trolls that are 
really looking to bring down some one else so if you developed such an unhealthy channel 
where people, where the only goal for people to watch is to make fun of you or try to get you 
down try to hurt you then that’s not successful even though you might generate so much 
money its not successful. If for instance like you have group of video gaming channel which i 
told you about and they receive like positive feedback from the community and the 
community is also telling them how to awesome the videos are and they received the small 
messages of like keep you going. Like how do you call them compliments that I will 
personally I would feel lot more wanted so that keeps you on that will keep you at creating 
content for your channel or you would just like to stop I guess.

Ö:  Sure I am really glad that you basically said the YouTube community yourself because I 
was about to ask you that, so Ben how do you define community in You tube so what is 
community to you? Do you feel you are part of one? 

D: I am definitely not part of any community because I am lurker so just I am only in 
background I don’t like videos I do subscribe to channels but I don’t comment on videos I 
don’t even read the comments I try to avoid those places as much as possible because 
there is always that internet baby rage hates in all of the YouTube videos. There is always 
this one guy who wants to make that content look bad like that he wants to say out the whole 
world that guy sucks and I really hate that, I don’t like that so I also don’t want to getting 
engaged in any of that and try to defend my idol or something even thought I am not even 
close to them. So I am not in any community but the way I will describe community is if you 
are really really engaged with your like with your content creator so if you sent comments if 
you sent fan post if you kind of show up fan meet and greet that kind of stuff so or you if you 
ask Casey a selfie on the street I would like consider myself part of community or if you like 
the video really help that person to produce more content for more people and like it to your 
friends then I will consider myself part of the community and that’s like I will say the fan 
based community but then there is content create base community between you tubers 
especially on the blog side content creation there are lot of creators who confront with each 



other and do collaborative videos together and I would say that’s another part of you tube 
community that kind of developed especially you have lot of this on the gaming sites where 
they just like cluster together in the games and know each other or on the blog side where 
you they just meet on the <not clear> and if they do something together then you have their 
community and obviously you have fan community of each sometimes merge through 
certain degree or stay separate if its <not clear> or not so I would say in YouTube there are 
two different types of communities one there is fan base and engage with the content creator 
and try to help them any means possible to keep them create more content and then you 
have the creative base community which is where like the content creators on YouTube kind 
of get to become friends together and do things together sometimes, that’s how I will define 
community on You tube.

Ö:  Nice, Cool that being the case i do get through because I do go through comments and 
everything as part of my research and I feel like there is a huge debate going on about 
success and popularity and stuff like that so do you think that the success you get through 
the you tube channel one way or the other create content creator or is it always a bad thing 
or good thing or how do you define success on you tubers or change of you tubers based on 
success, how do you think about this?

D: I guess that it always depends on the person because there are some people that get 
affected by the success they have created for themselves and that start  drifting in to 
completely different direction which will definitely destroy a part of the community but on the 
other side will also generate the whole new community so that you have very small content 
creator that went from creating those homemade videos with his like favorite thing back in 
the days and just did that and that kind of made him successful  to the point that he could 
stop doing whatever he did do like videos for his living then throughout generating his living 
doing the videos that kind of turned into his job and that then made hi want to earn more 
video may be potentially he wanted to generate more views he changed some of his videos 
and I feel like that is something that can affect anyone but it depends what kind of person 
you were before if you were very young content creator that is certainly making enough 
money to live very comfortably on his own while still being young and he is still effectively on 
doing a hobby.

D: That is suddenly making enough money to live very comfortably on his own. While still 
being young and use effectively only doing a hobby. That can affect you negatively than 
when you already had some experience working actually like the build up your life. And then 
suddenly you become famous enough to do YouTube content for living and I feel that it's lot 
Safer to be around protected against change when you are a little older because I mean the 
content that young people create yeah it's a lot more natural because that's what they like to 
do right just because they're going to do on average I would say. But there are then just go a 
lot more affected by how like what kind of role YouTube plays on them because their physic 
isn't like that. Do you say Physic not <not clear> but how the head is told that can be 
affected a lot easier by those trolls negatives problems I mean imagine of 15 year olds 
teenage girl suddenly receives a lot of hateful some for only one thing she did everything 
else was always fine but suddenly you received so much hate and, how would you handle 
that as someone who's still trying to find that sells so I just feel that. It's a lot more dangerous 
for young content creators to be affected by that in a negative way yeah whereas if you 
already have a set in life and you've been through a lot of things so just have a better idea 
on how to handle certain situations. Obviously you can have your generalize or tell one 
person's going to handle it better than the other but I would feel that on average. It is a lot 
more It can be a lot more challenging and detrimental for younger people to receive that 
success and then they might change themselves into someone that had been before and not 
just because of demand that they created and then had to caught up in it suggest like stay 
on their own whereas older people I would reckon its a little bit more easy for them to just 



stay the same people who do things Hans and and not being affected by tonight because. 
That's just something they really did as a hobby whereas like. For kids it has always been 
hobby and suddenly it just has a different kind of an effect on their lives run the grown up if 
they've managed to create content then they would also managed to do anything out 
success in the life, whereas  for the kids that never even done anything else that impactful 
so That's just like from which perspective you never even got close to anything like that 
money wise then obviously will affect you if that’s like a nice income on the side. 

Ö: Yeah isn't good answer David It was very information. Okay so let me just go back to 
what we talk the talk okay yes. Yeah I heard of community we talk about that. 

D: We talked about cheesecake 

Ö:  We talked about cheesecake 

D: so good

Ö:  so good for the records 

D: so so good yeah. 

Ö: Awesome so great now okay now my next question is what are your thoughts on earning 
money off of YouTube. 

D: I think it's the right thing that's possible. Because by now and I would like to quote myself 
from earlier. What’s the difference between watching a football match on television and 
watching the game on television? Essentially its the exact same thing because both can be 
seen as a hobby playing football as a hobby playing a computer game as a hobby and I 
know yes down differences between how you physically do it but essentially both them are 
game. And both of them are not serious and there are people that like that like that different 
people like to watch different kind things. So I feel that is perfectly acceptable to watch yeah 
either in your free time that it says something you like to do on obviously I have a very young 
outlook on that. Recently I spoke to like this 79, no 73 year old lady and she was the 
neighbors of  my parents.  She said that her nephews,  went to one of those, league of 
legends games or league games like in 10 weeks they play each weekend other team its like 
a league based format and it is what real pro players they are living with it  But then she just 
couldn't understand it. So she just couldn't understand what could be so cool about this. But 
then there are people who cannot understand why is it so cool to watch football so that really 
is just something. 

That's heavily affected by interests and how you were brought up and how you see those 
kind of things. And then with YouTube I feel that's by now we are in  the stage that there are 
so many users in YouTube that it might be too much already. At least from the content that 
we are creating but on the other hand it is also a great thing that that there is so much good 
content and I'm one of the things that drives that is that the idea that you can earn while bit 
of money while creating those videos.  which just makes you keep going and that also set 
some form of incentives for the future for yourself so, Hey if I improve the quality of my 
videos if I make them better than I might potentially I might earn even more money in the 
future because if my videos are better than more people might like them. So this also earn 
like let's up some form of quality control in the end because you'll be able to like you have 
that incentive that Hey do it better and then maybe they'll be upside for me in the future wise 
at that would be any kind of reward for creating the content  then it would beat least what cut 
out lot of on the lower hand. I guess love really successful you tubers of us would still be 
able to generate money for like 3000000 views. That is regardless of if you tube pays them 
or if they just accept advertisement by placing some products in the videos so I imagine that 
they will still be able produce about but lower end of people who live on YouTube videos if 
they didn't get the YouTube money that what kind of fall away at least some degree does not 



everyone can invest their time and other work in YouTube videos but don't get and high 
enough reward. So I feel like the monetarization on YouTube is a great  way to incentivize 
content creators to improve the content keep going and try to grow their community which is 
a very capitalistic outlook about that just how the world works.

Ö:  Cool so what I would wanna probably you know that you watch YouTube about that this 
situation earning money over YouTube does actually create a lot of controversy some people 
really don't like that and or just find that it has a negative effect on the people that they watch 
and stuff like that on the content and the people whatever it is. what do you think what an 
underlying factors that people actually dislike the fact that you can earn money out of 
YouTube.

D: I guess. Those are I mean that sounds really wrong but I still feel that it's very valid point. 
It depends on the people who watched the video so us to probably will never get affected by 
monetarizing channel trash content just to add generate views. Because we are just living in 
a different type of like him in a different part of society where we inform ourselves a lot where 
we can. Count 1 and 1 together so we are more on the higher intellectual end of content 
creation. Who else I would never willingly watch KSI scream into the microphone and keep 
on producing the trash content because I just it is really not anything that it will not mean 
anything to be at all its just leaves me empty afterwards what did I watch like in the sense of 
that really didn’t provide me with anything useful. So I do understand there is a lot of 
controversy on that because there are lot of people outside of our society bracket they can 
get heavily influenced the younger generations again teenager or even beneath teenagers 
and they watch content and take it for real or they take for truth so by incentives the content 
creation in YouTube with money that might also drive some people the other direction, Hey 
let me use higher quality videos but instead let me use more quantity so I can milk more 
money out of my viewers but at the same time the quality's dripping ya let me say something 
very controversial hope that it gets viral and I definitely get that part. Me personally I am not 
affected by it because I can immediately see if that is something very controversial that is 
something not so well done but I guess it’s not something that a growing up adults or a very 
young child would be able to like look at, they wouldn’t be able to say to themselves that this 
is bull shit but they would actually believe it to some degree that is definitely rather worrying 
trend and I mean I don’t know anything about those content but I am 100% sure that this 
content is out there. I once by accident stumbled on a content of rich kids in America like 
living in one of the suburbs fucking huge mansions and he was also like a click baiter and 
using his sister like video she is a model now you know something like this, completely 
stupid bullshit I clicked through one of his videos and I just thought why would anyone watch 
it, it’s like completely stupid.

Ö: Yes, that's true but is is probably controversial anything brings you know, we are drawn to 
bull shit so if there is some sort of debate you watch it may <not clear> comes in YouTube 
whatever it is. Ok one of my last question is before I come to an end is let’s discuss the 
similarities and difference between the YouTube celebrities and real life celebrities that we 
have. Let's brain storm about this a bit.

D: I wouldn’t even say there is too much of difference any longer because if you look at real 
life celebrities all that distinguish them from YouTube celebrities was just that they had a 
huge audience compared to what YouTube could reach in the beginning say Cameroon Diaz 
blockbuster movie millions and millions of people watch these movies so they know her, they 
just know her face because she has a lot of higher reach because of the still so much bigger 
whereas no YouTube is slowly getting to the point where those highest content creators they 
are least like may be the A star celebrities because they have similar reach compared to the 
real time celebrities. I mean thing about those Britain got's talent or America's got talent 
celebrities who are famous for three, four months because they have that huge media 
interests in them for the time that the series is running but as soon as they won it or lost it 



they are out, so they are out immediately so YouTube as lot more lasting effect on celebrity-
dom like how famous you are and they can definitely become compared to people those 
casting shows at least they have that fame continuously so I would say that longer this goes 
the more close the YouTube can actually become to real, real celebrity where they won’t be 
able to go outside without people recognizing them everywhere. if you just compare 
Hollywood stars they are still unreached definitely like soccer players that is like a whole 
different levels they are all the way into super stardom then if you go beneath that then if you 
of to the next rank of celebrities I would say that while few of the top you tubers can already 
are counted up there in that different kind of think field, like if you compare Lionel Messi with 
a you tuber everyone that is football interested has heard anything about football would 
know Lionel Messi anyone else who has never played football never get any interest in 
football they would just walk past Lionel Messi nothing really would happen so it also 
depends in their interest at certain field so that’s how I see things currently that if YouTube is 
currently able to keep in on growing by generating more views in the countries that are not 
being able to have access to internet, so people in those countries start to watch YouTube 
and more and more people in the internet it will automatically increase their reach in the 
audience at some point you can even imagine that very very biggest you tubers could 
potentially rival the reach of Hollywood stars some of the like high well known celebrities.

Ö:  So it’s all about the exposure.

D: Yes, it is definitely is and then I mean you can also like I just mentioned before you link 
that to what kind of topic you are talking about what your content is if it is something very 
general which everyone knows about then your exposure is immediately lot higher than if 
you play a game same example I have been bringing up throughout this whole discussion 
just there are differently sized audience for different content the bigger your general 
audience is the easier it is reach that kind of exposure for yourself.

Ö:  So that being the case my next question would be, do you think what's the future of you 
tube what’s in there or do you think you tube has an expiration date.

D: I don’t think you tube has an expiration date because it is something that is not affected 
by anything else at the moment I would rather say television in its form has a sooner 
expiration date than the YouTube because you tube is lot more versatile its lot more flexible 
and it has lot more potential still in the sense that tit can reach even more people that done 
have access to it so there is huge potential for growth and then also in those regions there 
will be new content creator that would want to share their ideas so there is something about 
willing ness for people to share and express themselves with other people around the globe 
so I feel that currently I don’t se anything that could stop YouTube from growing there is 
nothing as in one of the few things I remember from my courses How is it called again 
creating destruction that by basically a new technology or creating a new business 
something else kind of has to go out of business so right now YouTube is that creative 
destruction in the sense that we know I mean that is like the internet in itself and You tube is 
using the internet to provide the basis for growth and Netflix is best example to compare 
television with internet platforms because Netflix u watch whatever the hell you want to 
watch but you are essentially on the internet so YouTube for example could even think about 
buying Netflix and then adding those kind of streaming services to the own like variety of 
things they offer then they could definitely roll television out of the market but I guess that is 
also process as dependent on demographics as the more people grow up internet as their 
main medium to use throughout the day and the more people actually end up dying 
throughout only watching television the less likely the television is going to be the main use 
thing for content.

Ö: Cool nice, so do you have a YouTube channel?

D: Nope 



Ö: Will you ever have one?

D: Most likely No

Ö: Why

D: Because, I am not that kind of creative type I don’t think I have anything to share with 
anyone at the moment, just because I don’t have any ideas its nothing that is original so I 
feel like it wont be worth any to watch that I would associate too much work with creating 
any kind of content like that so may be that could change who knows if I pick up something 
really cool where I will be like ok this is something unique to me that I could potentially show 
some other people but for time being I don’t think that there is anything I could come up with 
me.

Ö: Fair enough, ok That being the case I ask all of my questions, I am basically going 
through it once more may be, may be I missed something but I don’t think so. Thank you 
very much. DO you have any questions for me.

D: No, I don’t really have any questions for you in your regards to your paper I am going to 
look forward to reading it.

Ö: That’s so sweet of you.

D: Seeing like the questions you have asked are interesting and like I would like how I 
deviate from others and how I see content on YouTube since I have very unique outlook 
since I am the nerd side of the internet.

Ö: That’s so sweet, it is actually I don’t know I love interviewing people since I get to know 
that’s so cool, so ya, cool, thank you very much I appreciate this its like literally one and half 
hours so you did good.


